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About FORUM Yorkshire 
FORUM is an annual journal where community, independent, professional/commercial and academic 
archaeologists (and practitioners in complementary fields) can report their research or extend discussions about 
archaeological and allied issues. A range of contributions is invited including long (3000–6000 word) or short 
(2000–3000 word) articles, shorter notes (up to 2000 words), site summaries, and preliminary or full research 
fieldwork and project reports. Longer papers may be considered and requests should be submitted to the editor. 
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Contributions are welcomed from students, voluntary and community-based groups, independent practitioners, 
providers of training and education, commercial organisations and academics. FORUM is semi-peer reviewed 
meaning that contributors (and the editor) may request independent, specialist review of articles that are 
submitted for consideration. FORUM is dated and published retrospectively for the prior calendar year and 
distributed around February to subscribed members. 

The geographic scope of this journal is Yorkshire including areas that were part of Yorkshire prior to the 1974 
boundary reorganisation. Contributions on archaeology which is not located in Yorkshire (or its previous 
boundaries) but is immediately adjacent or pertinent to it may be considered. Authors are requested to contact the 
editor prior to writing such an article. 

Contributions may be on any period of archaeology and the human past relevant to the geographic scope 
outlined above. A copy of the full editorial policy may be obtained from the editor. However, it should be noted that 
the editor reserves the right to request changes to the paper, to make changes that maintain the house style and 
to request feedback from independent (anonymous) reviewers as considered appropriate. 
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including Ordnance Survey mapping or derivatives thereof, and any material which is the intellectual property of 
any person(s) other than the author. A copy of the relevant permission(s) must be forwarded to the editor. 
Contributions for a particular volume/year are conditional upon available space and may be deferred to a 
subsequent issue. Upon publication, authors receive a PDF soft copy of their paper(s). The editor will contact the 
corresponding (primary) contributor to confirm inclusion, specify any required amendments and relay any 
feedback provided by reviewers. All communications concerning the publication should be directed to the editor 
at: forum-editor@cba-yorkshire.org.uk. 

Citation example 
Waddington, C. 2012. Discovery and Excavation of a Roman Estate Centre at Whirlow, South-west Sheffield. 
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Open access and electronic distribution 
FORUM is distributed primarily as a hard copy publication. Policies concerning the availability of electronic (PDF) 
soft copy are presently being reviewed (2013) and will be communicated to members in due course. 

Back copies 
A very limited supply of New Series back copies is available to newly subscribed CBA Yorkshire members and 
non-members1. Enquiries, including overseas customers, should be emailed to: secretary@cba-yorkshire.org.uk. 

                                                      
1 Please visit the CBA Yorkshire website for details about older issues. 
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Editorial 
I am delighted to have had the opportunity to work on this current 
FORUM volume, a refreshed offering to the CBA Yorkshire 
community. The Committee, Trustees and I hope that it lives up 
to the expectations of the generous contributors and our 
membership. The pleasure has been more profound in that I 
have been a member of CBA and the Yorkshire Group since my 
mid-teens, some considerable time ago. The chance to make a 
contribution in this, my first year as editor, is all the more a 
privilege and perhaps a modest example of how members can 
become involved. 

While FORUM does not aspire to the lofty echelons of long-
standing national and regional learned journals, with their often 
commensurate long waiting times for content inclusion, the reality 
is that it has evolved significantly from the newsletters of some 
forty years ago and, indeed, matured appreciably from the 
bulletin-style booklets of recent years under their respective 
skilled editorships. The refreshed look-and-feel also takes 
advantage of CBA national’s re-branding initiative spear-headed by Louise Ennis, to whom I am grateful for help. 
In presenting the first volume of a new series, we also have the chance to reconcile an unintended inconsistency 
in the un-numbered annual sequencing of older FORUMs and to accommodate a steadily increasing demand for 
agile publication. 

Reflections of diversity 

Therein is one of the first things you, the readership and contributors, should notice. The immense scope and 
coverage of archaeological activities in Yorkshire are themselves reflected in the variety of practitioners—
volunteers, community groups, professional and commercial organisations, researchers, students and academics. 
FORUM’s pictorial cover design offers a snapshot of some projects that represent the broad inclusivity of the 
many engagements—in terms of participants’ age and diversity of background. I’m extremely grateful to those 
who sent in photographs, although unfortunately there were too many to include them all. There will be more 
opportunities with Volume 2. Please see the picture credits on the Contents page. 

An inclusive philosophy 

The second evolutionary shift, and an experiment, is pitching FORUM as a “semi-peer reviewed” journal. If one 
accepts that it’s more than a newsletter or bulletin, that the quality—depth and breadth—of the articles, as well as 
the significance of the findings themselves, have never been higher, then “journal” would seem a worthy epithet. 
Additionally, selective peer-reviewing is intended as a service open to contributors who, for example, may be less 
experienced at constructing a concise summary report or expressing evidence-based arguments whose 
complexities reflect the challenges inherent in the archaeological record, the scientific processes involved in its 
recovery and interpretation, often across a number of specialisms and specialists. 

Hence, the intention is not to create an inhibitor to anybody who wants to write for FORUM. On the contrary, 
access to anonymous reviewers can be requested by a contributor, or at the editor’s discretion, to ensure that the 
end result of considerable labour (and exciting archaeology) is of the highest practicable standard. That makes for 
a rewarding sense of achievement and an engaging experience for FORUM’s many readers. Moreover, it should 
increase the opportunities available to the broadest possible contributor community. 
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The Stanbury Hill Community Archaeology 
Project. See the article by Keith Boughey 
in this volume. 

Volunteers working on Feature G107 
during August 2010. D. Paley. 

What’s in a name? 

The desire to provide a degree of continuity in the titling of FORUM, combined with the branding requirements of 
CBA national, and those of establishing an International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) identity, have resulted in 
the present cover nomenclature, realising that “archaeology” has not had much visibility in previous 
manifestations. The official (ISSN registered) title, and the one for citations1 of articles, is The Archaeological 
Forum Journal: CBA Yorkshire. The ‘banner’ headline, more fully, is FORUM: The Journal of Council for British 
Archaeology Yorkshire. This is a challenge which has been faced and resolved by other evolving periodicals (e.g. 
Wiltshire Heritage springs to mind in the early 2000s) and one that can be discussed and reviewed further. 
Similarly, our policy towards electronic copy availability and “open access”, a distinctly emotive issue in academic 
and commercial circles, remains to be debated so that CBA Yorkshire can balance the value of FORUM to 
subscribers whilst providing as broad an access as possible—including the promotion of archaeology to an 
extended audience. 

Exceptional coverage, tangible enthusiasm 

This volume is replete with a spectacular range of topics, projects, methodologies and period coverage (as well as 
funding sources). The table opposite shows a flavour of the breadth and variety. My personal hope is that the 
evolutionary changes highlighted here, combined with the excellent, rich content, will be enjoyed by the majority 
of FORUM readers. We can work to refine the tone of the journal to best meet the needs of our community: 
feedback to the editor is welcome. It is with pleasure that I commend Volume 1 (2012) to you and look forward to 
an exciting array of contributions to Volume 2 (2013)—for which article applications will close in October 2013. 
Sincere thanks to all the authors, especially for their patience, and to the Committee and Trustees for their 
support. My partner’s tolerance remains incalculable and is warmly appreciated. 

Write for FORUM—we’ll help you spread the word! 

Spencer Carter 
London and Nunthorpe (North Riding), 30 December 2012 

forum-editor@cba-yorkshire.org.uk 

                                                      
1 An example of a FORUM article citation is provided on the reverse of the Contents page at the beginning of this volume. 
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Protect Our Place—a project funded by English Heritage—help shape the future 
Protect our Place is a national campaign to discover what action is being undertaken to protect and promote local places. If you 
are a community group, upload your projects onto the interactive map allowing others to see the great work you undertake. If 
you’re an individual, search the map to find projects that interest you, and take the first step to help your local community. 

The Protect our Place project comes at a time of change for voluntary heritage groups. Its overall aim is to understand the range 
and type of community action currently underway to protect and promote the local historic environment and make 
recommendations on how best to strengthen and extend community action for the historic environment in the future. 

There is also a national survey (5 to 10 minutes) that everyone is urged to participate in. Your contribution will help to shape the 
future of community volunteering. So why not get involved and see how you can Protect Our Place? 

www.protectourplace.org.uk 
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About CBA Yorkshire: Almost Fifty 
Paul Brayford, Membership Secretary membership@cba-yorkshire.org.uk 

Nearly fifty years old, CBA Yorkshire is an independent charity within the national Council for British Archaeology 
community. Our affiliation to the national CBA enables us to support its role as an advocate for the local historical 
environment. Through this affiliation and the network of contacts it provides, we can add a powerful voice with a 
local perspective. 

We aim to encourage and promote greater public knowledge and involvement in Yorkshire’s archaeology and, 
where possible, to advance and assist relevant research. Whether you’re an archaeologist, enthusiastic volunteer, 
independent researcher or just have a passion for the past, we’re here to help you get involved. 

We cover the historic Ridings of Yorkshire, from the Tees to the Humber, and from the Pennine moors to the 
east coast. The archaeology of this region is as diverse as its landscape, from the often elusive remains of the 
Palaeolithic and Mesolithic in the Dales, to the military remains of the mid-twentieth century on the North Sea 
coast. 

We are run entirely by volunteers for the benefit of those interested in the welfare and better understanding of 
Yorkshire's historic environment. We are wholly funded by our members' and affiliates' subscriptions, donations 
and any surplus we make from events we run. 

Our aims 
 Campaign for your heritage 
 Bring together those interested in the archaeology of Yorkshire 
 Support local societies 
 Work with other partners in environmental conservation 
 Encourage and publicise relevant research 
 Promote and advertise the opportunities for education and participation 

Our annual symposium, held in February, is a great opportunity to hear from people working on or planning 
archaeological projects across Yorkshire. Where space allows, our affiliates provide displays of their recent work 
and finds. Attending the symposium enables you to meet like-minded people and forge new friendships. 

Our annual journal, Forum, has evolved from the simple newsletter produced forty years ago to the superb 
publication you are now reading. It’s full of exciting new information and knowledge on Yorkshire’s heritage, and 
open to one of the broadest communities—both contributors and readership—in the County and beyond. 

We aim to organise a variety of visits to heritage sites across Yorkshire (and sometimes outside) for our 
members. We add value for members joining the tours by inviting experts to give talks on the site, something not 
available to the casual visitor. 

We organise educational workshops on a variety of topics to help members conduct and publish their own 
research. Recent workshops have covered subjects such as surveying using handheld GPS devices, interpreting 
aerial photographs and preparing material for publication. 

We run day-schools in partnership with local archaeological groups on a variety of topics, most recently 
celebrating the life of the nineteenth century antiquarian J.R. Mortimer in the East Riding. These help us spread 
the word about Yorkshire’s fantastic archaeological heritage. 

The present economic and political climate has meant that our heritage has come under pressure in many 
challenging ways. Local authorities are cutting back on their discretionary expenditure, often paring their 
archaeological responsibilities to the bone. CBA Yorkshire knows that people care about archaeology in their 
localities and the need for good archaeological advice on planning applications and retaining trained 
archaeological curators to care for their museum collections. 
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We make representations and offer guidance where significant aspects of Yorkshire’s heritage are under 
threat from development plans, whether by demolition or construction, or by vandalism, theft or neglect. 

We offer modest grants to groups and individuals, despite limited funds, to enable them to carry out research 
on Yorkshire’s archaeology. In addition, every alternate year (2014 is the next) we make an award to an amateur 
group or individual under the King and Thubron Memorial Scheme to help fund their work. We also make 
occasional small grants to fundraising schemes aimed at preserving valuable parts of Yorkshire’s heritage. 
Donations to the grant fund are always welcome too. 

Benefits of membership 
By joining the CBA Yorkshire regional group you can: 

 Learn more about Yorkshire’s special heritage 
 Help us fund our activities and grants 
 Assist our work in education and conservation 
 Raise the profile of archaeology in the minds of decision-makers 
 Be part of an organisation that really cares about Yorkshire's special heritage 

There are two types of membership: 
 Individual membership 
 Affiliate membership for organisations of all sizes 

Individual membership benefits are: 
 A copy of this annual journal, FORUM, reporting on recent archaeological work in Yorkshire (usually published in 

February each year) 
 Reduced price entry to the annual symposium, in February each year, where members report on their work 
 Opportunity to attend a variety of other meetings, day-schools and events during the year 
 Chance of becoming involved in the development of archaeology in the region 
 The satisfaction in knowing that a part of your subscription is used to fund grants for archaeological work in Yorkshire or 

preserving archaeological discoveries 

Reduced price membership is available for students in current full-time education (proof is kindly requested). 
A discount is also available for a second family member at the same address. 

Affiliate membership for organisations additionally provides: 
 A voting place on the management committee of CBA Yorkshire, which meets three to four times a year, and receive 

copies of all agendas and minutes 
 Access to the CBA Endorsed Insurance Scheme for archaeologists 

Join the adventure today—and help spread the word! 

Current subscription rates are published on our website at www.cba-yorkshire.org.uk/join 

If you are already a national Council for British Archaeology member you can join CBA Yorkshire by adding the 
additional membership when you renew. Otherwise, you can join CBA Yorkshire directly by downloading the 
application form available at the end of the same webpage—there’s also a form at the end of this volume. 

ARCHAE 
 OLOGY 
 FOR ALL 

 
Follow us on Twitter www.twitter.com/YorksArch 
Follow us on Facebook www.facebook.com/YorksArch 
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CBA Yorkshire Annual Review 2012 
Christiane Kroebel, Chairperson chair@cba-yorkshire.org.uk 

2012 saw CBA Yorkshire’s venue for its AGM and Symposium 
move from the Northallerton Forum to York St John’s University. 
Although Northallerton served us well and we were sad to leave its 
spacious layout, an ancillary room for displays and inexpensive 
hire charge, we were conscious that we might appear to have a 
North Yorkshire focus and we are keen to involve people from all of 
Yorkshire. Coming back to York we had to adjust and found the 
University a good place to meet. The day will remain in many 
people’s memory for the snow that kept coming down, so that the 
hall emptied gradually throughout the afternoon, though all 
speakers remained steadfast and stayed. 

Looking back to 2011, the committee met four times, in March, 
June, September and November at new venues, the Priory Street 
Centre and the Public Library in York. The committee discussed 
the difficulties faced by local archaeological services, responded to 
consultation in Middlesbrough and lobbied against significant cuts 
in Sheffield. At the 2012 AGM we announced major membership 
changes. CBA faced large cuts to its funding which affected the 
relationship between the national organisation and its regional groups. The automatic membership to a local 
group when joining the CBA was abolished that year, and we expected to see a drop in our numbers. We have to 
charge separately for CBA Yorkshire membership and have maintained the rate at £5, which was the subvention 
paid to us by CBA National. On the plus side, our activities are self-financing or provide a modest surplus 
because of large turn-outs at these events. This has allowed us to make a small contribution to the West 
Yorkshire Hoard appeal this year. For all our activities see the website for up-to-date information. 

The other big event of the year was the Mortimer Conference held in September in Driffield to commemorate 
the centenary of the death of the pioneering East Riding archaeologist John Robert Mortimer (1825–1911). The 
focus of the talks was on new research into the East Riding and the programme was ably put together by 
committee members Paul Brayford and Terry Manby who are thanked for all their hard work. In May, CBA 
Yorkshire worked in conjunction with the aerial survey team at the English Heritage office in York to organise a 
workshop on aerial survey for archaeology. The event proved so popular that we were able to repeat it in October. 
The following month the group organised a workshop to show how local groups could use social media such as 
Facebook and Twitter. 

Two very successful field trips were organised by the Group in 2011. In May we went to Fort Paull on the 
Humber Estuary and enjoyed a tour of the military fort and museum before moving on to Paull Holme tower for a 
tour of the 15th century brick manor house led by the owner. Some of us then went on to the second world war 
bombing decoy at Cherry Cob Sands to look at the surviving remains of a complex of earthworks meant to 
confuse enemy bombers as to the location of Hull Docks. In October, we visited Rievaulx Abbey and enjoyed a 
tour of the ruins in the morning and of the wider landscape in the afternoon led by experts from English Heritage. 
Looking forward to the rest of 2012, to be reported at the 2013 AGM in February, we will recount the field trip to 
the National Coal Mining Museum in May and the events in York during the Heritage Open Days in September. 

This issue of FORUM has many new features, including an ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) 
which brings it to the notice of a much wider audience. Thanks go to Spencer Carter for bringing this volume to 
press. 
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The Stanbury Hill Project: 
Archaeological Investigation of a 
Rock Art Landscape in West Yorkshire 

Keith Boughey 
Corresponding author 
Church Bank, Church Hill, Hall Cliffe, Baildon, West Yorkshire, BD17 6NE, UK 
keith_boughey@hotmail.com 

Keywords Late Mesolithic, Neolithic, Bronze Age, Cairns, Rock art, Community archaeology, 

Stanbury Hill, Bingley 

Abstract 
Beginning in 2008, the Stanbury Hill Project, a joint venture between Bingley and District Local History Society 
and the University of Bradford, investigated a Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age landscape on Stanbury Hill, 
Bingley Moor, West Yorkshire, characterised by a concentration of prehistoric rock art, over 20 possible Early 
Bronze Age burial or clearance cairns, several lines of possible prehistoric walling or boundaries, as well as the 
find-spots for flint tools. The aim of the Project was to try and understand the site, what it was used for and what 
sort of broader landscape it existed in, by means of survey and excavation. 

Project members identified a total of 233 possible features dating from the Late Neolithic up to World War 
II, found several new carved rocks, charcoal, flint and chert tools, established clear evidence for early agricul-
ture, pushed the date of human activity back as far as the Late Mesolithicand found evidence that some of the 
carved rocks were brought to their location specifically for the purpose of carving and ‘ritualising’ the site. 

Introduction 
The Stanbury Hill Community Archaeology Project or, more simply, the Stanbury Hill Project, is a joint venture 
between Bingley and District Local History Society and the Division of Archaeological, Geographical and Envi-
ronmental Sciences at the University of Bradford. After two years of planning and preparation, work finally be-
gan on the Project in autumn 2008. The main aim of this project has been to try and understand the site, what it 
was used for and what sort of landscape it existed in, by means of topographic and geophysical survey, palaeo-
environmental investigation and excavation. 

As a community archaeology project, it is run and staffed by local volunteers, with staff from the University 
offering advice, support, equipment, training and expertise as required. The essential archaeological work has 
been carried out almost entirely by local people, mostly amateurs, who have not only participated in the act of 
archaeological discovery, but through their experience and various training opportunities, have also acquired 
valuable skills. 
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Figure 1 Location of Stanbury Hill. 

The aim of this paper is to review some of the evidence revealed by this project and to present the author’s 
opinion and interpretations of what they mean. This paper is not intended to represent an official or agreed view 
of the project’s findings since other project members may disagree with some aspects of interpretation. 

Location and topography 
Stanbury Hill lies on Bingley Moor, on the Southern flank of Rombalds Moor, a few kilometres north-east of the 
town of Bingley in West Yorkshire, overlooking the Aire Valley (Fig. 1). Rombalds Moor itself, the correct 
name for the area of moorland of which Bingley Moor is a part, sits between the valleys of the rivers Aire to the 
south and Wharfe to the north and stretches from the Silsden Gap in the west to the Guiseley Gap in the east, a 
total area of some 80km2. Rombalds Moor is already well-known for its considerable evidence of prehistoric 
activity, ranging from Mesolithic campsites and workshops through to Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age cup-
and-ring-marked rocks, cairnfields and ring cairns, Bronze Age stone circles and settlements, to Romano-British 
field systems and Roman roads. It easily contains the largest concentration of prehistoric sites in the region: the 
total count of cup-and-ring-marked rocks exceeds three hundred (Boughey and Vickerman 2003). Stanbury Hill 
is but a part of this palimpsest. 

Stanbury Hill itself is a distinct topographical feature: a hill with three successive summits running in an axis 
west-northwest to east-southeast (Fig. 2). A broad, gentle sweep of drier well-drained ground overlooking Fenny 
Shaw Beck to the north and the slack of White Flush to the south, the hill would have been attractive to prehis-
toric people, offering broad commanding views all round and streams that would have provided an important 
supply of fresh water on both sides. The archaeological features, both known and suspected, lie across the hill’s 
three broad summits. On this small hill, less than 0.25km2 in area, is the largest single recorded concentration of 
prehistoric cup-and-ring rock art: 12 on the hill proper; two additional examples closer to the beck; up to 26 pos-
sible Early Bronze Age burial or clearance cairns; several lines of possible prehistoric walling; as well as the 
find-spots for characteristic Late Neolithic flint blades. 
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Figure 2 Stanbury 
Hill from the west. 

D. Paley. 

Methodology 
A cursory survey, conducted before the Project formally began, identified 12 carved rocks on the hill, eight of 
which lay in a tight cluster on its north-western summit, two stretches of possible walling, one of which included 
an intriguing cist-like structure, at least three other ditch-like features and 11 possible Early Bronze Age cairns, 
for burial or agricultural clearance, none of which has been properly investigated. Two of these were targeted for 
excavation. It was noticed during excavations that both of the ‘cairns’ were clearly visible on the skyline of the 
hill from all sides—from as far as the summit ridge of the moor over 1km to the north and from the settlement of 
East Morton a similar distance to the south. There are also a number of possible lines of walling on the hill, per-
haps marking the boundaries of a settlement. A section of the longest was also selected for excavation. During 
the 2008–2009 survey work a complete 3D contour map of the hill had to be created before any features or dis-
coveries could be plotted onto it: this was achieved using Penmap® technology. 

For surveying purposes, the hill was divided into 121 grid squares of 20m2 each, all of which were subject to 
magnetometer survey and a small number of selected grids were additionally subject to resistivity survey. All 
grid squares were also walked over by volunteers, making a careful note of any features as they went along. 
These were later checked and photographed by a team of recorders. Another valuable geophysics technique for 
this project proved to be metal-detecting which allowed the detection of World War II ordnance on the site. 

After two years of survey work, excavation began in summer 2010, in a brief four week window between the 
end of bird nesting and the start of the grouse-shooting season. The excavation was led by Louise Brown, assist-
ed by a team of 37 volunteers for many of whom this was the first experience of archaeological excavation. Four 
sites were excavated during the 2010 season: a small clearance cairn (G087-F1)1; a larger clearance cairn (G102-
F1); a section through a possible wall or boundary (G089-F2); and a possible Bronze Age round house (G107-
F2). The summer 2011 programme involved the excavation of a carved rock site for the first time in Yorkshire. 
Excavations were renewed at the supposed hut circle (G107-F2), and new excavations were commenced at the 
small cairn (G004-F3) and at a cup-and-ring-marked rock (G096-IAG102). 

                                                      
1 Each site has been identified by the grid number it falls in and its position within the grid, working from west-to-east and south-to-north. 

Thus G087-F1 means Feature 1 in Grid 87. 
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Results 
Grid-walking 
The grid-walking revealed 233 features, including: 16 carved rocks (three new, one lost, two possible candi-
dates); 71 pieces of World War II ordnance; 23 possible rock alignments (including one that stretches unbroken 
for over 35m); a line of at least five relict shooting butts; 26 possible cairns or cairn-like structures; two cist-like 
structures; four mounds; 33 pits; 29 ditches, two possible hut circles; and 22 assorted small clusters of stones. 

Excavation 
The excavation of the small clearance cairn on the spine of the hill (G087-F1, Fig. 3) close to the carved rock 
cluster at the west end of Stanbury Hill was interpreted to possibly represent Middle Bronze Age agricultural 
activity on the hill c.1200–1500 BC (A. Gibson pers. comm.). A broken flint blade was recovered from here and 
on later examination signs of use-wear gloss on the blade were identified (Fig. 4) comprising a series of parallel 
scratches caused by its use to cut grass or cereals for either ground clearance or harvesting (A. Evans pers. 
comm.). Also recovered were a flint thumb scraper, pieces of quartz, worked chert and charcoal from hazel, alder 
and either willow or poplar. 

The ephemeral linear feature (G089-F2, Fig. 5), which had a section placed through it, is a possible wall or 
boundary. The earlier survey suggested this could continue for up 100m or more along the south-east flank of the 
hill, the largest single unbroken stretch of which runs for over 35m. Significantly, all of the cairns and carved 
rocks lay to the north or within this feature and nothing of note was found to the south or beyond it. However, it 
is not certain if it is contemporaneous with the cairns and the rocks it appears to enclose. 

Feature (G102-F1) is a rather larger clearance cairn, similar to (G087-F1), from which an amount of worked 
chert was recovered, as well as charcoal from oak, hazel, alder and either willow or poplar. While it is tempting 
to suggest that the charcoal represents activity from the Middle Neolithic to Early Bronze Age (i.e. c.5300–3800 
BP), attested by the presence of oak and alder charcoal in the assemblage (J. Summers pers. comm.), such direct 
interpretation must consider palaeo-environmental variation and taphonomic biases. 

An initially enigmatic feature (G107-F2) was initially thought to be a possible Bronze Age roundhouse or hut 
circle. However, renewed excavation uncovered the entire structure (Fig. 6) together with evidence of a two-
course curvilinear wall and a passage-like structure similar to an example in Wensleydale and thought to be as-
sociated with the management of livestock (T.C. Laurie pers. comm.). 

Excavation of the small cairn (G004-F3, Fig. 7) with a small carved rock (IAG110)2 at its apparent centre 
provided several significant results. No less than four cup-marked rocks were originally associated with the 
cairn: the principal one within the cairn (IAG110); a smaller one formerly alongside (since lost); a third relocated 
a short distance away in scattered cairn rubble; and the broken part of a fourth (IAG110a) revealed by excava-
tion. Fig. 7 clearly shows the peck marks and hence reveals how the ring was constructed. It is not altogether 
unusual for carved rocks, often broken, to be re-used in Early Bronze Age cairns in a fashion that is believed to 
indicate the end of the cup-and-ring carving tradition (Waddington 1998, 50). Excavation also revealed the inter-
nal structure of the cairn, including this smaller enclosure just to the north of the principal carved rock. Several 
worked pieces of flint including a fine denticulate blade in translucent brown flint were also recovered. Scattered 
through the cairn was a quantity of small pieces of quartz (Fig. 8). Although quartz occurs naturally in the moor-
land soil due to erosion out of the millstone grit, the concentration within the cairn was significantly higher than 
the natural background. Concentrations of quartz have been found in several excavated Early Bronze Age cairns 

                                                      
2 Each carved rock carries an IAG reference number, referring to the cataloguing work carried out by the former Ilkley Archaeology Group 

from the 1970s onwards. 
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Figure 4 Flint blade from G087-F1 (left) with 

enlargement of use-wear gloss (right). 
K. Boughey and A. Evans. 

Figure 3 G087-F1 (2010). M. Short. 

 Figure 6 G107-F2 (2011). M. Short. 
Figure 5 G089-F2 (2010). M. Short and D. Shepherd. 

 

 
Figure 7 (Above) G004-F3 (2011). M. Short. 

Figure 8 (Right) Location of quartz in north-west corner of G004-F3. 
M. Short. 
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as well as at rock art sites elsewhere (inter alia Bradley et al. 2010, 11; Lamdin-Whymark 2011, 179 et passim; 
Bradley and Watson in press) suggesting it may well have had a ritual or symbolic meaning. 

The excavation of arguably the finest cup-and-ring-marked rock on the hill (G096-IAG102) and one of the 
scheduled cluster at the extreme west end of the site revealed that the rock had been deliberately hewn, most 
probably before it was set in place and carved. It has been suggested that, based on their style, different degrees 
of erosion and relative positions on separate ledges of the rock, the two sets of carvings on this rock (Fig. 9, 
shown at A and B) were in all probability carved at different times (C. Waddington pers. comm.). In other words, 
the rock was carved at one time and at some point in the future revisited for a further act of carving, thus repeat-
ing or extending any ritual or meaning associated with the site, in a fashion not unlike the carving of gravestones 
today where a fresh inscription is added each time a new body is interred in the grave.The trench was relatively 
free of finds, except for a few worked flints including a denticulate blade with use-wear gloss. However, a curi-
ous ‘trilithon structure’ was revealed halfway along the southern side of the trench (Fig. 10). Two of the pieces 
fitted together, and the two outside slabs were placed in a deliberate cut into the underlying clay. Three of the 
carved rocks at the extreme western end of the hill are slickensided, a smoothing and discolouration of the rock 
surface due to the intense frictional heat generated by local faulting (Fig. 11). One excavated rock (IAG102) car-
ries clear post-Devensian signs of having been deliberately hewn (Fig. 12). This lends strength to the idea that 
they were each brought to their present location from the same outcrop nearby specifically for the purpose of 
being carved and ritualising the site, and do not represent Late Devensian glacial deposition. 

Finally, the broken end of a Late Mesolithic rod microlith was recovered in the latest fieldwork. Encourag-
ingly, examination of some of 2011 season’s small finds from various test pits at the extreme western end of the 
site suggests further possible Late Mesolithic artefacts (Evans forthcoming). Carbonised hazelnut shells associat-
ed with similar microliths from the neighbouring Ickornshaw Moor in the 1960s (Radley et al. 1974) gave a ra-
diocarbon date of Q-707 6150±150 BC (Godwin and Willis 1964, 125) recently re-calibrated (Reimer et al. 
2009) to 7470–6660 Cal BC (Z. Outram pers. comm.). If this is correct, it potentially pushes back considerably 
the evidence for human activity on the hill. Samples of hazelnut and birch charcoal were selected from three 
stratigraphically secure locations across the site and have given radiocarbon dates in the Early/Middle Bronze 
Age c.2050–1750 Cal BC (Outram forthcoming). 

Discussion 
Given that it was the rock art that first attracted us to the site, it is important to say something about its context 
on Stanbury Hill. There have been many theories about rock art (Morris 1979, 16–28), but they essentially divide 
into theories of two main types: those about the carvings; and those about their location. Attempts to decipher the 
cup-and-ring motifs themselves have fallen out of fashion and have been replaced by attempts to relate the 
carved rocks to other contemporary Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age monuments and to their situation in the 
wider prehistoric landscape. These conveniently fall into five categories: rock art and landscape; rock art and 
cairns; rock art and boundaries; rock art and water; and rock art and ritual. 

Rock art and landscape 
Rather than attempting to decipher what the cup-and-ring symbols of the carvings might mean, more recent and 
successful attempts have been made to understand instead their location within the landscape. It is immediately 
striking that the concentration of rock art panels on Stanbury Hill cluster at the extreme end of the site, situated 
on a broad plateau which marks the western-most of its three summits (Fig. 13). The rocks are all from the same 
millstone grit series, all much the same shape and size, and all reasonably close to each other. Their position in  
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Figure 9 (Above) Carved stone IAG102 showing panels A and 
B. M. Short. 

Figure 10 (Right) Feature G096 ‘Trilithon’ structure. M. Short. 

 

  
Figure 11 Slickensiding on IAG102. J. Norris. Figure 12 Stone IAG102 showing the hewn side. 

M. Short. 

the Stanbury Hill landscape is clearly demonstrated by their relationship both to the contours of the hill and to 
each other. This marks the entire plateau as a place of special significance. 

Rock art and cairns 
Authorities (inter alia Beckensall 1999, 8, 147; Vyner 2007, 102, 107) have recognised that cup-and-ring rock 
art enjoyed a relatively long life, passing through several distinct phases of development. It is now generally 
accepted that it began towards the end of the Neolithic period c.2500 BC or earlier and lasted until the dawn of 
the Middle Bronze Age c.1500 BC (Burgess 1990; Bradley 1997; Waddington 2007), by which time smaller 
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carved rocks and broken fragments of larger ones are often found incorporated into or even hidden away within 
the structure of Middle Bronze Age cairns (Bradley 1997, 136–150; Beckensall 1999, 130–150). This could well 
be the case for the cairn (IAG110) with the carved rock at its centre at the eastern end of the hill. This context for 
the rock art is in marked contrast to the more spectacular open-air position of the rock art at the opposite end of 
the site, which is believed to represent the earlier phase of the tradition (Waddington 2007). 

 

Figure 13 Distribution of rock art on Stanbury Hill. L. Brown. 

Rock art and boundaries 
One of the many hypotheses surrounding rock art is that it represented a special zone or sacred space, perhaps 
dedicated to the ancestors, much as a churchyard for example might do today, and hence might require denoting 
by some form of boundary. In considering the suggested relationship of rock art to possible boundaries, several 
linear features are evident on the hill, marked by broken lines of well-embedded stones. One, lying immediately 
south of the main rock art cluster, may have originally continued for more than 80m along the south-eastern 
flank of the hill: discrete disjointed raised sections of this feature were clearly apparent during the survey. Signif-
icantly, all of the cairns and carved rocks appear to lie to the north or within this feature and nothing of note has 
been recorded to the south or beyond it. This relationship may be entirely fortuitous, reflecting no more than the 
gradient of the site at this point, but it remains intriguing. Furthermore, is not certain whether the feature even 
precedes, succeeds or is contemporary with the cairns and rocks that it appears to enclose. 

Rock art and water 
Another of the many theories put forward to explain the siting of rock art is its possible relationship to water 
(Morris 1979). Several authors have commented on how, in some parts of the UK and notably Galloway and 
Strath Tay (Bradley 1997, 98–100, 214; Hale 2003, 9), panels of rock art seem to be sited along river valleys and 
points of access from the coast, or to be situated close to natural pools, basins, waterholes and other such 
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supplies of fresh water. In the absence of clear and categorical evidence tied down to specific concentrations of 
rock art, this remains speculative. However, it is interesting to note that at Stanbury Hill the cluster of carved 
rocks not only overlooks the ravine of Fenny Shaw Beck immediately to the north and west, but lies less than 
50m above the source of Stanbury Well where, owing to the particular geology on the hill’s northern slope, fresh 
water bubbles almost ‘miraculously’ out of the ground. 

Rock art and ritual 
One can only suggest that the rocks were deliberately chosen and brought to their present location on the summit 
plateau as part of the ritual of carving, whatever that might have been. In other words, the rituals, significance or 
ceremony associated with carved rocks began with their extraction and the choice of both rock and location well 
before the actual act of carving. In addition, rocks (IAG102) and (IAG105) both appear to show two separate 
periods of carving, i.e. they were re-visited at some time after the initial preparation and act of carving for a repeat, 
re-celebration or reaffirmation of the original ritual.  

Conclusion 
Summing up the evidence so far, the rock art points to the use of abstract symbolism in the Late Neolithic/Early 
Bronze Age, even to what some authorities have seen as evidence of ‘religious’ or ‘spiritual’ life (Breuil 1934; 
Cowling 1946, 83, 103; Morris 1979, 16–28). Indeed, its concentration on the site suggests the hill may have been a 
special place in this life, perhaps even a place of ‘worship’. However, it is important to realise that there may well 
be a falsehood at the heart of such interpretations and, as Bradley has wisely cautioned, to appreciate that the 
division between the ‘sacred’ and the ‘secular’, or between the ‘material’ and the ‘religious’, is a feature of 
contemporary society and in all probability was neither so clear cut nor even evident in prehistoric societies 
(Bradley 1997, 152). 

The various flint artefacts point to tool use on or close to the site. Of course, the many clearance cairns beg 
questions as to the purpose of clearance. Small-scale agriculture of some sort, or land clearance at the least, is 
supported by the ‘sickle gloss’ use-wear evidence on two flint blades. Moreover, there is tentative evidence from 
charcoal of a local woodland environment, contemporary with the archaeology, containing oak and alder. Final-
ly, circumstantial, palaeobotanical, lithic and radiocarbon data collectively point to the Bronze Age as the period 
representing most of the early activity on the site (Brown forthcoming). 

Archives 
Paper, digital, photographic records, finds and environmental samples will be deposited with the Department of Museums, 
Galleries and Heritage, City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council, Bradford City Hall, Centenary Square, Bradford, 
BD1 1HY, UK. 
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Abstract 
This paper will offer a preliminary assessment of lithic material from Warcock Hill South upland site located in 
the Central Pennines and excavated by Francis Buckley. The assemblage was analysed focusing upon raw mate-
rial used, looking specifically at microliths, blades and cores deposited on-site. A typological and technological 
analysis was carried out upon these parts of the assemblage and is presented below. In addition the impact of 
raw material on novice participation in lithic activities is assessed. A hypothesis is developed that novice activity 
would have been limited to recycled material or material not normally used in lithic production. Pebble cores 
deposited at the site are proposed as practice material for novices. 

Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to present data from the analysis of the lithic assemblage from Warcock Hill South 
(WHS) in the Central Pennines. The analysis was carried out on blades, microliths and cores from the site re-
cording typological and technological attributes. Secondly results are interpreted focusing on the impact that raw 
material use may have had on novice participation at the site. 

The results of the analysis of the lithic assemblage at WHS suggests that raw material choice would have had 
an impact upon novice participation during knapping, specifically in regards to the availability of material for 
practice. This is due to the lack of suitable local sources of knappable material and a reliance upon material 
brought onto the site from outside the Central Pennines region due to the geological context of this area. Fur-
thermore, the identification of tiny pebble cores used for the removal of minute bladelets has been tentatively 
suggested as evidence for practice cores. These cores are possibly derived from local rivers and therefore, due to 
the curation of material brought from outside the area, may have been used by novices to practice. 
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Background 
The Saddleworth–Marsden area of West Yorkshire has an important place within Mesolithic studies in Britain. 
The area contains the highest density of Mesolithic sites in Britain (Stonehouse 2001) and at March Hill excava-
tions have uncovered one of the highest elevation preserved sites in the world with regards to movement of arte-
facts (Spikins 2003). There is a long history of research into the Mesolithic within the area with many excava-
tions having been carried out by Francis Buckley at Lominot, Warcock Hill and Windy Hill (Spikins 2003). It 
was through these collections of artefacts and stone debris that Buckley first proposed a division between broad 
blade and narrow blade assemblages and this laid the foundation for the typological distinction between Early 
and Late Mesolithic assemblages. 

The archaeological remains within the area are almost exclusively made up of lithic scatters due to the poor 
organic preservation properties of the local soil. Therefore the challenges of studying lithics-only assemblages 
are particularly important within this area. Also of interest is the geological setting of the area, because the bed-
rock lacks flint sources suitable for stone knapping and therefore any flint and chert recovered is likely to have 
been imported from outside the region. These factors, the high density of lithics-only sites, lack of local raw ma-
terial sources and the long history of research in the area, make this an ideal area for studying the procurement 
and treatment of raw material. 

The site of Warcock Hill South (WHS) is located on the south side of a small hill overlooking a present day 
reservoir. The site was excavated by Francis Buckley in 1924 and 619 pieces of chipped stone were uncovered. 
Close to the main concentration of chipped stone Buckley also discovered a shallow “fire pit” which was perhaps 
the remains of a hearth structure similar to that excavated at March Hill. Technologically, the stone artefacts are 
diagnostic of Early Mesolithic assemblages with microliths of the broad blade type present and lacking the geo-
metric types of the Later Mesolithic (Radley and Mellars 1964). 

Early Mesolithic sites in northern England are typologically divided into two different types: Star Carr and 
Deepcar. Typologically the WHS assemblage has been classified as of the Star Carr type (Radley and Mellars 
1964). Assemblages of this type produce mainly obliquely blunted microlith forms which differ from Deepcar 
types in that they lack retouch upon their leading edge. Star Carr assemblages also contain examples of triangu-
lar and trapeze-shaped microlithic forms, which are entirely absent from Deepcar type assemblages found in the 
Pennines (Jacobi 1978). The two types also differ in the makeup of the raw materials used to manufacture tools. 
Deepcar type assemblages have a high proportion of white/grey Wolds’s flint: as much as 80 to 90 percent at 
Pennine sites above 300m OD (Jacobi 1978, Preston 2009). The Star Carr type assemblages comprise mostly 
translucent speckled grey flint and transparent honey-coloured flint (Jacobi 1978; Radley and Mellars 1964). 

Methodology 
Radley and Mellars (1964) have carried out work on the lithic assemblage at Warcock Hill South. However, only 
the total proportion of the assemblage had been divided by raw material type. It was therefore necessary to study 
the collection at the Tolson Museum, Huddersfield in order to record raw material types for the technological 
stages of microlith manufacture. 

Method of analysis 
The study was carried out by means of a typological and attribute analysis of the assemblages. In the typological 
analysis microliths, blades and cores were analysed as these reflect the principal stages in the manufacture of 
microlith pieces. In the attribute analysis raw material type, morphology, technological stage and platform prepa-
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ration were recorded. In addition, the number of platforms evident on the discarded cores was recorded. These 
attributes were felt to provide an indication of the treatment of each material.  

In order to categorise and describe the nature of the stone tools a typology as described by Conneller (1999) 
was used. The typology divides the assemblage into a number of categories and sub-categories. The types of 
tools studied correspond to phases in the stage of microlith manufacture: 

Blades: These provide an indication of the attributes of the blade blanks that were available for the manufacture of 
microliths, observing the morphology and the raw material used to manufacture these pieces; 

Microliths: Attribute analysis is used to compare the differences in microliths that are deposited at the sites, in terms 
of their morphology and the raw materials used; 

Cores: Discarded cores can show how a particular material was reduced, with core types based on the number of 
platforms present. 

Raw Material Type 
Raw material definitions have been used after Conneller (1999) and recorded using a Munsell Colour chart 
(Munsell 2000) in order to distinguish raw material types. These definitions use a framework of attributes (col-
our, translucency, lustre, texture and impurities) which can all be assessed without the aid of magnification. 
Conneller (1999) has divided the raw materials into a number of groupings relating to the types distinguished in 
the March Hill assemblages. 

Morphology 
The morphology of the tools has been measured in the following terms: 

Length: Greatest dimension along bulbar axis at right angles to the striking platform; 
Breadth: Greatest dimension between lateral edges at right angles to length axis measurement; 
Width: Greatest thickness between the dorsal and ventral faces at approximately right angles to the plane of the 

ventral face. 

Technological Stage 
The presence or absence of cortex on the piece has been recorded and categorised as: 

Primary: Dorsal surface is completely covered with cortex; 
Secondary: Dorsal surface is partially covered with cortex; 
Tertiary: All cortex has been removed from the dorsal surface. 

This provides an indication of the stage in the reduction sequence that blades were removed from the pre-form 
core (Andrefsky 2005). 

Core Types 
A1: Single platform, flakes removed all the way round the core; 
A2: Single platform, flakes removed part of the way around; 
B1: Two parallel platforms; 
B2: Two platforms, one at an oblique angle; 
B3: Two platforms at right-angles; 
C: Three or more platforms; 
D: Flakes struck either side of a ridge; 
E: Same as D but with one platform or more. 
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Results 
The raw materials used at Warcock Hill South 
Radley and Mellars (1964) have carried out an assessment of the raw material present at WHS recording that the 
principal raw material used is a Translucent flint (85%) with a smaller amount of Opaque white flint (10%) with 
a small portion of chert present (5%). Re-examination of the original material has confirmed that the translucent 
flint is the same as the Speckled Till flint defined by Conneller (1999). This is the same material which domi-
nates assemblages from Star Carr in the Vale of Pickering. The opaque white Wolds flint can be divided into two 
different categories: that of Grey Wolds’s flint and White Wolds flint. This type of raw material is the same as 
that which forms the highest proportion in Deepcar type assemblages. The chert component of the assemblage is 
made up of a shiny Fine Black chert and a Dull Black chert. 

Speckled Flint 
The primary material deposited at WHS is that of speckled flint whose primary distinction is the presence of 
light speckling upon the surface of the flint. This material is extremely variable in colour which can range from 
greyish-brown, light greyish brown, light grey, pale brown, brown, yellowish-brown, light brown and pale yel-
low (Conneller 1999). The majority of the flint found at WHS is translucent with opaque and translucent/opaque 
pieces also present. The source of the flint is most probably the Holderness till of East Yorkshire derived from 
sources submerged under the North Sea which were exposed during the Early Mesolithic. Another possible 
source is the red chalk which is exposed north of Flamborough Head 70 miles to the east (Jacobi 1976). Howev-
er, there is an alternative source for at least some of the material recovered from WHS. Some of the pieces retain 
a thin well-worn cortex that perhaps hints at a water-borne context, which may be through collection after the 
material had become eroded from cliffs and rolled by wave action at the coast, or perhaps some of the material 
may have made its way into the rivers and streams of the local area. It is probable that both a long distance 
source of this flint and more local flint were utilised. The larger blade pieces were possibly removed from curat-
ed nodules or blades that originated from the North Sea plateau. There are also pieces that appear to derive from 
much smaller rounded nodules with a weathered cortex and seem to indicate that they were originally river peb-
bles. The majority of the cores described below also appear to have originally been fairly small rounded nodules 
with very smooth, weathered cortex suggesting that they originated from local streams and rivers. 

Wolds Flint 
The next most abundant raw material type present within the assemblage recovered from WHS is that of Light 
Grey Wolds flint and Milky White flint. Light Grey Wolds flint ranges in colour from grey, light grey, light 
brownish grey and very pale brown and is generally opaque and of fine texture with a more varied lustre. This 
raw material is sourced usually on the Yorkshire and Lincolnshire Wolds to the east of WHS (Jacobi 1978; Con-
neller 1999; Preston 2009). Milky White flint material is also present at WHS and varies in colour from light 
grey to pale yellow and often has a shiny appearance. This material type may represent a different source of the 
Grey Wolds flint which is suggested by Conneller (1999). Alternatively, it has been noted by Roger Jacobi that it 
is identical to flint derived from Anglesey (Preston 2009). The cortex of this raw material is diffuse and thin, and 
appears to be a characteristic of this material (Conneller 1999). The raw material that is found at WHS appears to 
be of a finer quality then the Wolds flint that is found at Star Carr, being nodular in form (Conneller 1999). 

Chert 
Chert is found in relatively small quantities at WHS and analysis of the material suggests that it is similar to the 
Fine Black chert described by Conneller (1999) and Myers (1989). This is generally considered to be of good 
quality and to have its source in the Monsall Dale Limestone formation of the adjacent limestone areas of Derby-
shire (Myers 1989). This group is made up of a shiny and dull variety. However, the source of both materials is 
likely to have been from adjacent limestone-bearing regions. 
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Blade production 
Blade production at WHS is predominately carried out on Speckled Till flint. However, a significant proportion 
of blades are of the Wolds type flint. In addition to this a small number of blades have been produced from chert 
(Fig. 1.1). All of the raw material groups at the site have a significantly higher proportion of tertiary blades with 
the outer cortex completely removed (Figs 1.2 to 1.4). This indicates that blade production generally occurred 
after the initial shaping of the core. Blades that were knapped from Speckled Till flint appear to have a higher 
proportion of cortical pieces than those of Wolds flint or chert, with 32% of pieces having remaining traces of 
cortex. This may indicate that blade production began at an earlier stage before the entire outer cortex was re-
moved from the blade core. Alternatively, this may reflect that this particular material entered the site in a less 
prepared state than the Wolds flint or chert, and that larger unworked nodules of Speckled Till flint were availa-
ble at WHS. Only 17% of the blade pieces made from Wolds flint at WHS have remaining cortex (Fig. 1.3), 
suggesting that cores were initially well-shaped before the removal of blades. Similarly, the blades of chert con-
tain no cortical pieces (Fig. 1.4) and therefore suggest that the cores had their cortex removed before blades were 
detached. 

 
 

Figure 1.1 Frequency of Blades by raw material group. Figure 1.2 Proportion of blades by technological stage 
manufactured in Speckled Till flint. 

  

Figure 1.3 Proportion of blades by technological stage 
manufactured in Wolds flint. 

Figure 1.4 Proportion of blades by technological stage 
manufactured in chert. 
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A comparison of blade lengths for each raw material group (Fig. 2) shows that the largest blades were manu-
factured from Speckled Till flint, with some blades up to 75mm in length. However, most of the blade lengths 
cluster between 25mm and 40mm. The existence of large blades of Speckled Till flint indicate that larger cores 
of raw material were available for reduction and, given many of the larger blades contained traces of cortex, per-
haps indicate that the material was brought onto site in a less prepared state. Blades manufactured from Wolds 
flint are generally of a smaller size ranging from 15mm to 45mm. The small proportion of blades made from 
chert range between 15mm and 40mm. The size difference between the larger blades manufactured on Speckled 
Till flint and the smaller sizes manufactured from Wolds flint and chert could be due to differing sizes of the 
initial raw materials in their nodular or tablet form, or alternatively be a result of the transportation of already 
well-worked cores prior to the production of these blades. 

Figure 2 Comparison of blade 
lengths by raw material type. 

The larger amount of blades with remaining cortex and the existence of larger pieces of Speckled Till flint 
would suggest that this raw material was brought onto site in larger form and reduced to a lesser extent than 
cores of Wolds flint and chert. The smaller size of blades from Wolds flint and chert and the higher proportion of 
non-cortical pieces suggest that cores brought to site had already been worked more fully. The existence of large 
blades deposited at WHS may also be the result of caching raw material for future use (Preston 2009). 

Blades manufactured in Speckled Till flint have the largest proportion of platform preparation, with chert and 
Wolds flint blades mostly lacking such evidence (Table 1). These differences may relate to variations in the 
quality of the raw material and different routines in their treatment. 

Table 1 Proportion of blades with platform preparation for each raw material type. 

Raw material 
Group 

Number of Blades showing 
Platform Preparation 

Total Blades 
at Site 

% of Blades with 
Platform Preparation 

Speckled Till Flint 14 38 37% 

Wolds Flint 2 18 11% 
Chert 0 5 0% 

Total 16 61 26% 
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Microlith manufacture 
Microliths are deposited at WHS manufactured from all of the raw material groups, with a preference for Speck-
led Till and Wolds flint (Fig. 3.1). The majority of microliths measure between 25mm and 30mm (Fig. 3.2). The 
majority of blades deposited at the site would therefore have been suitable as blade blanks for microlith produc-
tion. The presence of microburins (Radley and Mellars 1964), as well as the presence of a number of blades that 
appear to show the beginning stage of microlithic manufacture, indicate that microlith manufacture occurred on-
site. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Number of microliths by raw 
material type. 

Figure 3.2 Comparison of microlith lengths by raw material 
group. 

Cores 
In total four cores made of Speckled Till flint were discarded at WHS, three of which appear to have derived 
from small rounded pebbles. These cores appear to have been reduced in a consistent and similar manner. All 
discarded Speckled Till flint cores are single platform, worked most of the way round and leaving some cortex 
(Fig. 4.2). The three cores deriving from rounded pebbles appear to have been struck across their tops to create a 
flat platform for subsequent removals. They were then worked from one face until the size or hinge fractures on 
the face prevented further knapping, leaving the back of the core distinctively covered with weathered cortex. 
The size and weathered cortex of these cores is suggestive of a more local source, perhaps derived from river 
pebbles. These were taken to WHS, knapped and discarded on-site. One of the cores appears to have originated 
as a particularly small pebble as cortex exists almost all the way round, with only the flaking face having cortex 
removed. Extremely small blade scars on the flaking face are evidence of the removal of tiny blades from the 
pebble-core. Cores made from Speckled Till flint are generally of a smaller size then those of Wolds flint (Table 
2). However, this may reflect in part the original small size of the pebble-cores rather than increased reduction of 
this material. 

The existence of larger blades (Fig. 2) made from Speckled Till flint and the absence of discarded cores sug-
gest that larger cores were brought onto site and then worked before being removed from site. Alternatively, 
blades and tools were transported onto site as ready-made tools. One of the cores discarded at WHS is possibly a 
worked-out core from a larger original core and therefore may represent the larger cores that possibly originate 
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Figure 4.1 Frequency of Cores by raw material 
group. 

Figure 4.2 Proportion of core types manufactured 
in Speckled Till flint. 

Figure 4.3 Proportion of core types manufactured 
in Wolds flint. 

Raw Material 
Type 

Avg Length 
(mm) 

Avg Weight 
(g) 

Wolds Flint 41.40 41.00 
Speckled Flint 38.75 20.25 

Table 2 Average length and weights of cores at 
WHS by raw material type. 

from a non-local source on the east coast or the North Sea plain. In addition, five cores of Wolds flint have been 
worked in a more varied manner than the Speckled Till flint discarded on-site. Only one of the cores has some 
remaining cortex and there is a mixture of single platform and cores with two parallel platforms (Fig. 4.3). 

Conclusions 
Evidence from the flaking characteristics of the cores deposited at WHS is suggestive of a consistent method of 
core reduction. The cores are reduced mostly from a single platform, and occasionally turned over and a second 
platform opened up, possibly to remove flaws from the flaking face. While the role of raw material on reduction 
techniques is certainly an important one (Bamforth 1986; Bamforth and Bleed 1997) routines of manufacture 
derived from socio-cultural factors were likely to have a significant effect. Furthermore, the availability of raw 
material would have an impact upon the participation and learning opportunities of novices (Ferguson 2008). 

The impact of raw material quality and availability on lithic manufacture has been demonstrated both through 
ethno-historical research (Skertchly 1879) and through archaeological examples showing how error rates de-
crease with distance from raw material source (Andrews 2003). Novice participation in lithic manufacture is 
hypothesized to occur close to raw material source or on raw material that has been devalued or removed from 
mainstream lithic manufacture. For example Sternke (2005) has attempted to show novice lithic manufacture on 
passive cores discarded after reduction by more competent practitioners. There have also been a number of at-
tempts to discern material correlates in lithic debitage to the presence of novices (Finlay 2008; Sternke and 
Sorensen 2009; Johansen and Stapert 2005). 
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The geological context of the Central Pennines made it necessary for Mesolithic groups to procure raw mate-
rial from outside the region. At WHS raw material would have been curated because of increased risk due to 
distance from raw material source and the lack of suitable alternatives to replenish these supplies (Bleed and 
Bamforth 1997). Therefore the question must be addressed as to whether novices were active in lithic manufac-
ture at the site of WHS. 

Considering the lithic material analysed above, the raw material available for novices can be assessed. The 
cortical amounts present upon blades at WHS suggest that much of the material was brought onto the site in a 
preformed state either in the form of reduced cores or ready-made blades or tools. The existence of some fine 
large blades up to 75mm in length may have been cached to form a resource node in itself (Preston 2009). 

Given these factors, it is unlikely that large nodules of raw material were being brought to WHS and there-
fore novices at the site would certainly have been unable to practice the early stages of lithic manufacture. It is 
therefore hypothesized that, due to the curation of raw material and distance from source, opportunities for nov-
ice participation may have been reduced. The focus at WHS for novices may have been through observation ra-
ther than direct instruction and this is noted as a significant factor in learning skills in small scale societies 
(Spikins 2008; Ingold 1993), supplemented with re-using discarded material. 

However, it is also possible that those novice knappers may have found alternative sources of material for 
practice purposes. At WHS described above, there are a couple of cores deposited that appear to have been the 
remains from very small pebble cores. The author suggests that these may have derived locally from rivers in the 
vicinity of the site. Evidence put forward for this is their rounded morphology and small size and secondly the 
much worn cortex, reminiscent of river pebbles worn smooth by the constant rubbing against other stones. These 
small pebble cores were unlikely to have been an equal alternative to flint and chert imported from outside the 
Central Pennines. The same action that caused the weathering on the outside of the cores can also cause imper-
fections inside the core (Lord 1993). These would make the material undesirable for knapping as the flaws could 
cause the material to shatter unpredictably when struck with a hammer stone. 

This material may therefore be the result of testing of alternative material, since the only way to test for im-
perfections is through striking the material (Lord 1993). It is also a possibility that the material was used by nov-
ices to practice with: Johansen and Stapert (2005) have suggested that we should look for miniature lithic re-
mains that mimic the lithic reduction carried out on the site. These cores are certainly very tiny, with a maximum 
measurement of 35mm, and also show the negative scars of the removal of tiny bladelets. The bladelets have 
been removed from a single platform which would replicate the lithic reduction sequence on-site. The size of 
these bladelet removals would have been too small for practical use, falling well below the size of the blades that 
are the norm at WHS. Furthermore, these cores display prominent hinge fractures on the flaking face with no 
attempt made to remove the flaw from another platform. This could be due to the size restriction of the raw ma-
terial or perhaps because of the knapper’s skills (Finlay 2008). For these reasons it is a possibility that these 
cores were used to practice the techniques involved in the manufacture of blades. 

This paper has presented the preliminary results from the lithic analysis of material from WHS focusing upon 
raw material transported to the site. Moreover, the raw material context of the site has been explored in terms of 
how this could impact upon the activities of novices at WHS. Due to the increased curation of raw material and 
the transportation of preformed material it is suggested that direct participation of novices would have been re-
duced. The focus may have been on observation and on practicing with discarded material. Further to this, the 
author has also tentatively identified candidates for practice material on pebble cores that may have been collect-
ed from local river systems. 
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Abstract 
Bordley Township presents a diverse landscape with evidence for human activity over perhaps five millennia. 
The current project is working towards an interpretation of the evidence derived from walk over and more de-
tailed survey, along with the limited documentary evidence, to develop an understanding of the rich history of 
the township. 

Introduction 
Over the last three years the Bordley Township Project has been investigating the landscape in and around the 
township of Bordley in Craven, now in North Yorkshire but historically part of the West Riding (Fig. 1), with a 
view to interpreting its history and the archaeology of human activity in the area for the wider public. The pro-
ject has developed a programme of fieldwork to facilitate the investigation and has engaged with young people 
in the area through working with local primary schools, running an after-school archaeology club and providing 
other out of school activities to enable them to appreciate their local heritage. The aim of this paper is to provide 
an outline of the project fieldwork and also to briefly describe some of the initial results. 

The township is an area of scattered settlement with no through vehicular routes, in the eastern Aire catch-
ment between Malham and Kilnsey/Threshfield in upper Wharfedale, centred on the shrunken hamlet of Bordley 
which now comprises only two dwellings. It straddles the Craven faults with a bedrock geology characterised by 
the limestone of the Wensleydale Group around High Mark in the north and the Pendle Grit Formations in the 
south where they are cut by the valley of the Bordley Beck, south of Bordley Hall. This provides a diverse land-
scape with ample evidence for human activity from late prehistory through the Iron Age, Romano-British and the 
medieval periods to the present day. 

Methodology 
Our focus in the fieldwork to date has been to carry out walk over surveys of all the fields within the township 
(Fig. 1) identifying and recording surviving surface features. This is now around 95% completed. Where appro-
priate, some of those features have or will be surveyed in further detail. A limited geophysical survey has been 
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carried out around Bordley Hall Farm with a view to identifying sub-surface evidence. In addition to this a pro-
gramme of vernacular building recording has already covered the southern parts of the township with results 
published in the 2011 Interim Report (Claughton 2011). 

Figure 1 Bordley Township, modern boundaries. (After 
Heward 2010, 17). Scale: 1km grid squares. Based on 
Ordnance Survey open data © Crown Copyright. All 
Rights Reserved. 

Results 
Evidence for early land-use 
The features recorded are so far undated but lithic finds 
provide some evidence for early land-use, with worked 
chert fragments of a type which might be linked to the 
Late Mesolithic period (e.g. Fig. 2) being found in the 
north of the township. Those, along with a ripple-flaked 
(pressure-flaked) flint arrowhead (Fig. 3) from the Late 
Neolithic to Early Bronze Age (Dodsworth 2012), were 
chance finds during field surveys and there has, as yet, 
been no systematic lithic survey carried out. The finds 
catalogued by the project do, however, suggest contin-
ued if seasonal use of the area throughout the early pre-
historic periods and the presence of a fine ‘Four Poster’ 
stone circle commonly referred to as the ‘Bordley Cir-
cle’ (NGR SD 94944 65271) on the eastern boundary of 
the township at the Malham Moor Lane gate indicates 
the cultural significance of the area in the Bronze Age 
(Martlew 2010). 

None of the earthwork features, the remains of enclosures and dwellings, recorded by the project (see Fig. 4 
for an example) has yet been dated and assumptions as to date for those that have already been entered in the 
Yorkshire Dales Historic Environment Record (HER) prior to this project are largely made on typological 
grounds. Previous surveys, by the former Ordnance Survey archaeological teams or carried out remotely as part 
of the national mapping programme for England, had already located some of the earthworks but there is much 
that is not visible using aerial photography and can only be identified by field walking. This is particularly true 
on the gritstone in the south, where vegetation and peat accumulation have partially if not totally obscured the 
features (Fig. 5). Even on the limestone, many robbed out wall lines are difficult features to identify. 

There are a range of enclosure earthworks in prominent and sheltered locations in the north of the township, 
and examples of both can be found in Tattersal Pasture (centred at NGR SD 94106 66840). Some, no doubt, will 
prove to be of late prehistoric date through to Romano-British but much of what is visible today is probably of 
medieval/post-medieval origin. 

Roman and post-Roman occupation 
Mastiles Lane (Fig. 1) bisects the township and the marching fort astride the lane just beyond the western bound-
ary of the township clearly indicates some Roman presence and their influence is reinforced by the fragments of 
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quern stones of that period found near Lainger. Post-Roman impact on the area is unclear, with the name of the 
township suggesting an Anglo-Saxon origin. Evidence from the Domesday survey suggests that it was under 
Anglo-Scandinavian lordship by the 11th century. It was probably at this early medieval period that the township 
as we understand it today came into existence and the evidence elsewhere (Sylvester 1967) suggests that such 
townships were the building blocks for the later ecclesiastical parishes, and in our case the parish of Burnsall. 

 
Figure 2 Double burin made from a chert 
platform rejuvenation flake. BTP Ref. 057. 

 
Figure 4 Part of an earthwork feature group in the south of the town-
ship (NGR SD 94880 63000 centred) which are clearly visible in aerial 
photography and might be linked to medieval or earlier stock control. 
K. Shaw. 

 
Figure 3 Ripple-flaked flint arrowhead. 
BTP Ref. 068. J. Heward. 

It was the establishment of two granges of Fountains Abbey at Bordley in the 12th century which had per-
haps the greatest impact on the township. Pastoral farming had probably been practised in the area for many cen-
turies but the lay brothers of Fountains and its subsequent tenants developed the raising and pasturing of sheep 
for their wool on a large scale1. Field name evidence around Bordley Hall also suggests that horse breeding was 
important in the local economy. Even the best land in the township is far from ideal for raising cereal crops, alt-
hough there is limited field evidence in the southern part for arable farming and the documented presence of a 
corn mill suggests that a certain amount was regularly cropped in at least the post-medieval period. The docu-
mentary evidence, currently being researched by Mike Spence (pers. comm.), indicates that the wool crop in the 
15th century was substantial, and survey work suggests that the earthworks connected with stock control and 
housing at that period are significant features across the township. 

                                                      
1 Medieval Bordley. an illustrated presentation by M. Spence to the Bordley Township Project, Hetton, May 2012. 
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After the dissolution of Fountains Abbey and sale of their Bordley lands to absentee lords from the mid-16th 
century onwards, judged by the practice in adjoining townships, the emphasis on sheep continued (Wilkinson 
2011, 102–103). Stinted pastures were established across the north of the township, controlled by local by-laws 
and the resident freeholders (Raistrick 1976, 45–46). By the 19th century the absentee lord was gone, stinted 
pastures had been enclosed and divided by agreement amongst long established freeholders, with the intake to 
the north-east of Lainger being the last to be enclosed, this time under the annual Inclosure Act for 1847 (The 
National Archives, Kew: PRO MAF1/853). The field walls that exist today are largely a result of that process but 
amongst them are much earlier walls which in some cases, judged on their structure, perhaps date back to the late 
medieval period or earlier, and their features are being recorded in the course of our survey work (Fig. 6). 

 
Figure 5 An ancient wall line in Park House Close, adjoining 
the boundary with Calton in the far south-west of the township, 
and invisible in the aerial photography. J. Heward. 

 
Figure 6 An ancient wall set on a well-defined ledge cut into the 
hillside at the bottom of High Bank (NGR SD 94540 64530). 
D. Leonard. 

 
Figure 7 Workings on one of the narrow lead veins in 
the northern part of Tattersal Pasture. P. Claughton. 

 
Figure 8 Coal and coke mixed with fragments of rock 
from fire-setting amongst spoil from workings on Lee Gate 
High Mark. P. Claughton. 
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The work of the project is, however, not confined to the modern township boundaries as those are very likely 
to have moved over time, particularly under lay control from the mid-16th century onwards. Its western bounda-
ry was disputed in the area of Smearbottom Head (The National Archives, Kew: PRO C1/1522/64) and what is 
now part of Malham Moor township, including New House, was originally part of Bordley. 

Although pastoral farming has dominated the landscape at Bordley there are industrial features to be record-
ed. The quarrying and burning of limestone for agricultural improvements from the post-medieval period on-
wards is found in at least three locations: Lee Gate High Mark; Kealcup Hill; and the valley to the east of Long 
Ridge. Coal, as a fuel for lime-burning, domestic and other uses, was mined from seams in the Grassington Grits 
in the south-eastern part of the township from at least the 1640s, when the Cliffords of Skipton Castle worked 
pits adjacent to Boss Moor (Spence 1959; 1992). Shallow workings for lead at a well-defined horizon in the 
limestone of the Lower Wensleydale Group are prominent features in the north of the township, with numerous 
narrow veins having been worked from Kilnsey and Hawkswick in the east, across Bordley to Malham Moor in 
the west (Heward 2010). 

It is unclear when the lead deposits were first worked but the recent discovery of a late medieval wind-blown, 
bole or bale smelting site at High Wind Bank in Kilnsey, close to the Hawkswick boundary at NGR SD 96900 
69400 (Northern Archaeological Associates 2012, 10–11, 14–15), highlights the possibility that there was lead 
working across the whole area at that period and brings into question the assertion by Raistrick (1953, 69) that a 
lack of references in the monastic record meant that they had not been worked. 

Although, as yet, no smelting sites of a similar period have been found within Bordley and no hard dates are 
available for any of the workings there, it is possible to develop a relative chronology for lead working. A series 
of shallow shafts and open-works, with grass-covered spoil heaps, are found along all the veins across the north 
of the township (Fig. 7). The waste from many small ore preparation or dressing areas alongside the workings 
has been reworked to recover the small fragments of ore unsuitable for the earlier wind-blown smelting process, 
and that will have been carried out after the introduction of a new ore-hearth smelting process at the Malham 
(Janet’s Foss) smelt-mill in the 17th century and later, in the early 18th century, at Kilnsey (Gill 1993, 136, 141). 
The sites where the reworking, using gravity separation of crushed ore in water, was carried out can be found 
alongside springs in the north of the township and in adjoining parts of Hawkswick and Kilnsey. 

The presence of coal and coke amongst fragments of heat affected rock and vein material on the spoil heaps 
(Fig. 8), and the waste from fire-setting (the shattering of rock using intense heat) are also indicative of changes 
in technique in the post-medieval period. Based on good dating evidence found underground in the Derbyshire 
Peak District (Barnatt and Worthington 2009, 98–99) coal was in use by the 17th century to shatter both rock 
and ore found in narrow strings, as at Bordley, a procedure which would have rendered the ore unsuitable for 
smelting using the earlier wind-blown process. It is also evident that spoil from later attempts to work the veins 
using deeper shafts (in the late 18th and 19th century), employing explosives to shatter the rock, in some cases 
overlies the earlier dressing sites. Hard dating must, however, wait until investigations are made underground or 
dateable material is discovered at the surface. 

Conclusion 

Without excavation it is unlikely that hard dating will be possible for the majority of the earthwork features iden-
tified in the course of the survey work described above but, as illustrated for the lead workings, it is sometimes 
possible to develop relative chronologies. In the near future the project will carry out a detailed survey of the 
coal workings in the south-east part of the township with a view to developing a similar chronology. Over the 
next one to two years the project will move to interpretation of the fieldwork results with a view to developing 
an understanding of human impact on the township area over time. It is already possible to construct various 
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scenarios for the evolution of land use and the settlement pattern. However, these need to be tested and, where 
possible, compared with examples elsewhere in the region. Based on the information available to date, at least 
one aspect of the pattern of land use in the township is evident. The concentrations of early (late prehistoric to 
medieval) field boundaries identified in adjoining townships such as Threshfield, Kilnsey and Hawkswick, to the 
west of the Wharfe and the Skirfare, and at Malham, as far east as Gordale, do not appear to extend into Bordley, 
suggesting that the area was perhaps on the periphery of intensive settlement. 

There are many questions yet to be answered in interpreting the field evidence within the landscape of 
Bordley Township. As the project advances, all avenues towards the fullest understanding of the historic land-
scape will be considered and the results made available for discussion. If nothing else, it should make the wider 
public aware of the very existence of Bordley and the value of detailed survey and its interpretation in under-
standing the landscape, its archaeology and its history. 

Archives 
On completion of the project it is planned that the finds will be curated at the Craven Museum, High Street, Skipton, North 
Yorkshire, BD23 1AH, UK. Feature data will be passed to the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority for incorporation in 
their Historic Environment Record (HER). 
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Abstract 
This paper investigates the Iron Age rectilinear enclosure features, known as ‘ladder’ settlements, of the York-
shire Wolds and their position in the context of an expanding Roman world. It focuses in on the contextual land-
scape of the Wolds, examining such settlements in relation to linear features, field systems and Bronze Age bar-
rows. Finally, an attempt is made to address why there appears to be minimal Roman influence on the sites as 
well as analyse quite how much the settlements evolve as a result of Roman expansion, briefly offering some 
explanations as to why an immediate overhaul in the Iron Age settlement pattern is lacking. 

The work highlights problems in the current study of ladder settlements and outlines resulting implications 
for further research and study. It certainly does not go very far in this respect, but is more concerned with high-
lighting the status quo regarding current debates and perceptions of ladder sites. 

Introduction 
With the declining utilisation of square barrows and cemeteries in the Late Iron Age, a new form of site emerged 
in the archaeological record of the Yorkshire Wolds and, in smaller numbers, the surrounding lowland districts 
(Fenton-Thomas 2005, 60, 71). Featuring strings of ditched rectilinear enclosures established in linear patterns 
(Atha 2004, 101), such phenomena swiftly assumed the title of ‘ladder’ settlements. Frequently situated along 
the side of a ditched trackway or boundary (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 70–71), around 125 ladder complexes have 
presently been recorded in the Wolds (Fig. 1), ranging from a few hundred metres long to, in some cases, com-
fortably over 2km (Dent 2010, 36, 123; Stoertz 1997, 51). Despite their initial establishment occurring toward 
the end of the 1st millennium BC, continued construction of linear enclosure complexes extended into the Ro-
man period and occasionally beyond (Atha 2004, 101; Fenton-Thomas 2005, 70; Stoertz 1997, 53). 

Nevertheless what is apparent about such sites is diminutive in comparison to all that remains unclear. The 
exploratory history of ladder sites, in terms of excavation, is limited for a number of reasons. Cropmarks, the 
solitary remains of the ditched enclosures, offered little to the early antiquarians in comparison to the abundance 
of various other archaeological sites, and early investigations were therefore scarce, although Mortimer (1905) 
undertook an exploration of the ditches at Blealands Nook. More recently, logistics and cost have frequently pro-
hibited extensive excavations on the Wolds (Atha 2004, 105) and few ladder settlements have thus undergone 
detailed examination (Stoertz 1997, 53). 
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Figure 1 Map of the Yorkshire Wolds demonstrating linear features and ladder sites. (After Stoertz 1997).  

A trio of significant implications are manifested by the lack of field excavation. Firstly, investigation of lad-
der settlements relies heavily on aerial photography and cropmark data (Atha 2004, 105), which require suffi-
cient conditions to materialise and often show up easier on the chalklands of the Wolds than the heavier clays 
lower down (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 71). Furthermore, a shortfall of published material focusing on such sites 
prevails in previous literature. Reports of the few excavations conducted have yet to be released into the public 
domain and ladder sites thus only appear as small sections in more generalised publications. Studies such as 
those of Dent (2010), Fenton-Thomas (2005) and Stoertz (1997) examine the enclosure complexes only within a 
broader chronological or landscape framework. 
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Finally, perhaps most concerning from an archaeological perspective, East Yorkshire, lacking the detail sup-
plied by excavations (Atha 2004, 105), has provided few absolute dates for the 1st millennium BC (Dent 2010, 
37). Ladder settlements constitute no exception, with reliable dating evidence for such sites as a group remaining 
scarce. Analysis of such sites is consequently based significantly on conjecture and the lack of existing evidence 
results in difficulty determining both the chronology of construction and the purpose or importance of individual 
enclosures within ladder complexes (Stoertz1997, 53). 

An assessment of ladder complexes is thus forced to confront a multitude of drawbacks inhibiting the inves-
tigation of such sites and further issues are generated by the varying approaches of different archaeologists to the 
study topic. Perceptions of past regionality are diverse and study regions are therefore approached differently. 
Many studies base themselves upon modern boundaries, such as parishes (Hayfield 1987; Fenton-Thomas 2003), 
or geomorphological rather than political regions (Stoertz 1997; Giles 2000), while Atha (2004, 97) has proposed 
that culture-historical approaches provide regions of greater archaeological connotations, such as areas of cultur-
ally distinctive material traces or differing socio-political entities of the past. 

Furthermore, disparities in the classification and terminology of the contiguous enclosure complexes present 
two problems. The designation of ‘ladder settlement’ has found itself applied to a wide spectrum of Roman sites 
and caution must therefore be urged about the use of such a term. Moreover, various titles have been assigned to 
the strings of rectilinear enclosures in the Yorkshire Wolds. The longest of what to Stoertz (1997) are linear en-
closure complexes correlate with the droveway settlements designated by Stead (1980, 35) and subsequently 
Dent (2010) due to their locations alongside a trackway or ditch. The disparate terminologies have varying im-
plications on the inclusion and exclusion of sites. Dent’s droveway settlements, for example, consist only of the 
13 enclosure complexes above 1km in length (Table 1). 

Table 1 Ladder complexes greater than one kilometre in length. (After Dent 2010). 

Site Name NGR Length (km) Notes 
    
Arras SE 924 426 1.4 Cemetery within 0.5km 
Bell Slack TA 107 716 1.7 Integral cemetery 
Blealands Nook SE 922 595 1.4 Integral cemetery (Mortimer 1905; Dent 1983) 
Butterwick SE 993 722 1.3 Cemetery within 0.5km 
Goodmanham Wold SE 901 438 1.7  
Greenlands TA 081 689 1.1 Cemetery within 1km 
Maidens Grave Farm TA 091 715 1.0 Integral cemetery 
Middleton on the Wolds SE 930 500 1.8 Cemetery within 0.5km 
Rudstone Grange TA 059 693 1.7  
Warter Wold SE 879 521 2.3  
Wharram le Street SE 872 665 1.1 Hayfield (1987) 
Wharram Percy SE 848 647 1.1 Hayfield (1987) 
Wintringham SE 893 725 1.8  

 

A broad range of issues is therefore encountered when investigating ladder sites. Most intriguing, however, is 
the continued presence of such sites into Roman-occupied Britain, apparently experiencing minimal interference 
or intervention subsequent to the Roman advance across the Humber around AD 70 (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 67). 
Moreover, it has been suggested that the Flavian fort at Hayton, just west of the central Wolds, was sited specifi-
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cally to avoid Parisian enclosures (Roberts 2010, 72; Millett 2007), although at least one enclosure site was ap-
parently redefined to create room (Johnson 1978; Dent 2010, 77). Nevertheless, any indications of settlement 
abandonment with the arrival of the Romans are entirely lacking at the vast majority of Iron Age sites (Dent 
1983; 2010, 77) and there is little material evidence to suggest the absorption of Roman culture. Moreover, some 
ladder sites, although exceptional, appear to originate subsequent to the Roman takeover and many others con-
tinued to accumulate and evolve into the 3rd century AD (Atha 2004, 103). The ditches excavated by Mortimer 
at Blealands Nook, for example, were laid out under the Romans (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 70). 

A paradox can thus be witnessed, consisting of an Iron Age settlement type developing in a Roman world 
and featuring virtually no evident Roman impact or reorganisation. This project intends to combat such a para-
dox, firstly by considering the functions fulfilled by ladder sites to the extent that Rome did not desire to alter 
them, at least in a manner immediately visible in the archaeological record, before ending by questioning if 
Rome was quite as absent as initially apparent. The study is aided by the comparative value of similar such ex-
tensive enclosure arrangements known in many parts of the north (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 61), particularly those 
recorded in such places as the Trent Valley (Whimster 1989) and Lincolnshire Fens (Phillips 1970). In order to 
confront such inquiries, a firm Iron Age acquaintance is required, in regards to both the sites themselves and 
their location in the wider contextual landscape of East Yorkshire. 

Ladder Complexes 
Excavation work suggests that the nucleated groups of rectilinear enclosures began to accumulate around the end 
of the 2nd century BC, usually along the long-established linear communications network of droveways and 
dykes (Atha 2004, 101). Further such ditched enclosures were affixed to the appendages of the features as time 
progressed, hence why a number of ladder sites surpass distances of 1km or more (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 71; 
Dent 2010, 36). Small groups of one to three enclosures, seemingly associated with linear features and possibly 
constituting subsidiary outliers to the larger sites, were constructed in 90 locations, such as site NGR TA 020 
685 in Langtoft parish (Stoertz 1997, 51). 

It would therefore appear that some sites were perhaps established in a single phase, while others more likely 
witnessed multiple stages of development, as well as successive epi-
sodes of expansion, contraction and reconstruction (Stoertz 1997, 53). 
Excavations at Garton and Wetwang Slacks confirm the pre-Roman 
origins of the ladder sites, while revealing further evolutions as late as 
the 3rd century AD (Atha 2004, 103). The apparently frequent recut-
ting and subdividing of enclosures indicates a complicated develop-
ment pattern within the settlements, although the degree of overlap 
combined with the multitude of such reconstructed ditches results in 
severe difficulty calculating the amount of enclosures within a con-
tiguous complex (Stoertz 1997, 53). 

Figure 2 Small ladder complex at NGR SE 900 445, including a 
central broad-ditched enclosure. (After Stoertz 1997). 
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Such complicated development patterns can be witnessed at a number of sites. Warter Wold, the largest of 
the 13 droveway settlements recorded by Dent (2010, 36) at 2.3km in length, features wide gaps between some 
of the enclosures, reflecting a pattern also evident at Goodmanham Wold and Middleton. The site at Blealands 
Nook, enclosed and divided by ditches tending to branch off an ancient earthwork (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 70), is 
bisected by the Great Slack trackway, with the northwest portion consisting of a complete set of enclosures but 
the southeast featuring spaced out holdings at irregular intervals (Dent 2010, 36). Despite more regularity and 
organisation apparent at Wharram le Street, Wharram Percy, Wintringham and Butterwick, such disparities can 
potentially be interpreted as representing varying stages of completion or, indeed, as phases of construction. 

Ring ditches, most likely representing hut circles and therefore denoting the presence of roundhouses, are 
identifiable within many of the laddered enclosure complexes (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 71), thus inferring that the 
majority of linear enclosure concentrations signify nucleated settlements (Dent 2010, 35). Excavations at Garton-
Wetwang have revealed ditched enclosures containing circular structures which had undergone a number of re-
constructions (Dent 2010, 36). 

No such traces of domestic occupation have been discovered within all the enclosures. Fenton-Thomas 
(2005, 71) has therefore proposed that these individual holdings were employed as paddocks for animals, with 
excavations at both Garton and Wetwang Slack suggesting that enclosures were utilised for stock rearing of live-
stock (Dent 1983, 39). Particularly clear cropmarks, however, are required for ring ditches to be determined, and 
consequently the apparent absence of such features elsewhere may simply result from conditions unfavourable to 
cropmark formations (Stoertz 1997, 51). Nonetheless, it is reasonable to assume that ladder sites incorporated 
enclosures exclusively directed both at domestic occupation and stock rearing. 

A number of complexes contain enclosures which differ from others, their boundaries defined by broad or 
multiple ditches. Such variation possibly denotes an increasing defensive requirement or a specialised function 
or status, although the appearance of the enclosures could also potentially be caused by successive recutting of 
the enveloping ditches (Stoertz 1997, 53). Nevertheless, broad-ditched enclosures, of which approximately 23 
are known within ladder sites, may provide an insight into the sequence of the site construction process, with one 
such enclosure appearing to be the focal point for the development of a small linear complex in Goodmanham 
parish (Fig. 2). 

Suggestive functions and implications 
Other than simply signifying livestock paddocks or domestic settlements, however, a host of interpretations have 
developed regarding the implications of the very existence of ladder sites in the archaeological record. Certainly, 
their presence undermines the previous model postulated by Fenton-Thomas (2003), amongst others, of pastoral-
ists using the massed burial mounds as a tool to claim upland grazing land while residing in the lowlands (Atha 
2004, 101). Rather, ladder sites most likely denote a dramatic change in socio-economic organisation of such 
pastoralists, perhaps as a result of population expansion into marginal areas and an ‘invasion’ of new settlers 
occupying the land (Dent 2010, 36). Ladder sites thus constitute a new expression of community, lineage and 
landscape ties superseding the declining communal burial traditions (Atha 2004, 101). Scattered farms in compa-
rable terrain to nucleated settlements possibly indicate a difference between individual ownership and communal 
working of the land (Dent 2010, 83). 

Eleven sites, such as the small complex in Middleton parish (Fig. 3), are known whereby linear complexes 
evidently contribute to defining the limits of a larger, enclosed, apparent focal area, again possibly associated 
with stock management or communal activity (Stoertz 1997, 55). In conjunction with a further 29 complexes, 
themselves enclosed and frequently flanked by linear features, these strongly suggest a network of landscape 
control, including land division and zoning, with the sites existing in defined areas with access to designated 
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territories (Stoertz 1997, 55). Such conjec-
tural theories can further be examined by 
investigating the associations of ladder 
sites within the wider context of the 
Wolds. 

Figure 3 Ladder complex partially defin-
ing the limits of a large open space at NGR 
SE 908 485 in Middleton parish. (After 
Stoertz 1997). 

Contextual Landscape of the Wolds 
Linear networks and systems 
Almost all the ladder sites recorded in the Wolds interact with at least one linear feature, often a double-ditched 
trackway or droveway. Of the 13 ladder sites extending for over 1km, two are situated on a major boundary, an-
other straddles the Millington–Woldgate earthwork group and six can be located on major route ways (Dent 
2010, 36). Enclosures within the ladder complexes have been discovered on one or both sides of a trackway as 
well as the junction of multiple trackways (Fig. 4). 

Occasionally no linear trackway or boundary is evident adjacent to the enclosures. Such is the case at NGR 
TA 059 693 in Kilham parish, although the northern half is apparently bisected by a multiple-ditched trackway 
and further trackways exist to the south (Fig. 5). Moreover, it is feasible that the apparent absence of such linear 
features denotes merely that they lacked ditches (Stoertz 1997, 53), for an earthwork formation is an essential 
requirement for a feature to become visible in the cropmark data. 

It is widely believed that the exploitation of such linear systems reinforces the theory that ladder sites repre-
sent an intensification of the process of landscape compartmentalisation initiated in the late Bronze Age (Manby 
1980, 327–328; Dent 1984, 32), albeit on 
a smaller scale. Rather than an extensive 
system of linear earthworks dividing 
tracts of the countryside, the Iron Age 
ditches enclosed the land into large recti-
linear enclosures (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 
60) and the complexes they generated in-
filled the landscape blocks defined by 
dykes (Atha 2004, 103). 

Figure 4 Ladder complex situated at the 
junction of two ditched trackways at NGR 
TA 046 672 in Kilham parish. (After 
Stoertz 1997). 
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Figure 5 Kilham parish NGR TA 059 693 showing 
bisecting trackway. (After Stoertz 1997). 

Further implications can be inferred from the in-
teractions of ladder sites and linear systems. Many 
such complexes were connected to neighbouring nu-
cleated enclosure groups by the long-distance linear 
features, thereby forming larger mechanisms of land-
scape management (Stoertz 1997, 55) but also insinu-
ating the possible presence of a lengthy communica-
tions network. Finally, the significant amount of the 
sites overlapping preceding land divisions suggest 
that such complexes exhibit new settlements in areas 
previously shared between multiple neighbouring 
communities (Dent 2010, 36). 

Barrows and cemeteries 
It has also been suggested that a correlation exists 
between ladder settlements and square barrows in the 
north-eastern Wolds, with ladder sites forming halos 
around barrow cemeteries (Atha 2004, 102-103; 
Stoertz 1997). The ancient ceremonial focal point at 
Rudston is rich in barrow cemeteries and surrounded 
by ladder settlements (Atha 2004, 103). Such a pat-
tern is repeated across the Wolds where barrows oc-
cur. At Dane’s Graves, moreover, the major cemeter-
ies are surrounded by a ring of ladder sites and small-
er cemeteries, while at Blealands Nook, Maiden’s 
Grave Farm and Bell Slack, ladder complexes in fact 
developed over, and continued to contain within the 
enclosed core, old abandoned cemeteries (Dent 2010, 
36, 77). While barrows and burials were indeed 

dwindling, the final resting places of the ancestors evidently retained a form of authority over the landscape, 
seemingly dictating the settlement patterns of the upland population. 

Field systems 
Field systems are closely entwined with ladder complexes in the archaeological record, developing around such 
settlement and communication foci in the majority of cases (Atha 2004, 103). Larger, more regular rectilinear 
enclosures are situated adjacent to, or beyond, the smaller enclosures of ladder complexes in 65 locations and 
most likely denote fields for arable cultivation (Stoertz 1997, 53). An association is also evident with large sub-
divided rectilinear enclosures, often found in close proximity to major ladder sites such as Wharram Grange. 
Investigation at the site demonstrates that occupation spanned from the 4th or 3rd centuries BC until around 6th 
century AD (Hayfield 1987, 177–178), although the recorded subdivided rectilinear enclosure ditches dated to 
the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD (Stoertz 1997, 55). 
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Furthermore, it is likely that interactions existed between ladder sites and the co-axial ‘brickwork’ fields 
more characteristic of the adjacent lowlands as well as south and west Yorkshire (Atha 2004, 103; Roberts 2010, 
71). This is especially true of the more infrequent laddered enclosure complexes recorded below the Wolds, such 
as Melton (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 72). Similarly to the ladder sites, remarkably few of the rectilinear brickwork 
field systems across south and west Yorkshire were later dictated by, or orientated around, Roman impositions 
such as roads or forts (Roberts 2010, 71). Despite an initially convincing distinction between the linear patterns 
of the Wolds and the co-axial systems of the vales and lowlands, therefore, it becomes evident that this is not the 
case when examined in detail. Rather, relationships between the settlements, linear features and field systems 
were intimate, variable and complex (Atha 2004, 103). 

Roman Impact 
The Roman conquest nonetheless appears to have had little direct effect on ladder sites in the Yorkshire Wolds. 
Occupation and development continued subsequent to the Roman advance, the same communities living and 
farming the area into the Roman occupation (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 61, 70). The inhabitants of sites such as 
Burnby Lane experienced comparatively restricted engagement with Roman goods. Native Roman sites such as 
ladder complexes have instead consistently provided Iron Age artefacts (Dent 2010, 83), with the spread of Ro-
man material culture for the most part limited to the road corridors (Atha 2004, 103). Morphologically, ladder 
sites are reminiscent of Roman roadside villages conglomerating alongside a travel route and, for an imperial 
power controlling a vast empire, it may simply have been easier permitting the inhabitants of the ladder com-
plexes to retain their organisational systems. 

The phenomenon in the Wolds is not, however, an isolated incident. In south and west Yorkshire also, Ro-
man disruption was initially localised and significant evidence for the internalisation of Roman ways is not ap-
parent until the later Roman period. Here, the Iron Age way of life changed little during the first century of Ro-
man occupation, with a subsistence economy seemingly enduring in most rural sites. Little evidence for the 
adoption of Roman culture, primarily witnessed via the greater use of Roman pottery and coinage, is apparent 
until the 2nd and 3rd centuries AD (Roberts 2010, 63, 73). Nevertheless, the impact of the Rome is not entirely 
invisible and, while evidence for Roman material expansion may indeed be restricted to the road corridors, it 
remains evidence of Roman influence. The site at Bell Slack is associated with Romano-British ceramics and 
such pottery has also been yielded at Blealands Nook (Dent 2010, 122). Greater evidence for the ultimate impact 
of the Roman presence, however, occurs with the emergence of villa sites and their implications regarding the 
landscape of the Wolds. 

Collapse of the ladder complexes and rise in villa sites 
The decline, and ultimate abandonment, of most ladder complexes in the late 2nd and early 3rd centuries AD 
coincides with the establishment of Roman-style villa sites across the Yorkshire Wolds. The region thus wit-
nessed an overhaul in the rural and agricultural organisation, indicating a modification in the management of the 
farming economy (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 71). Ladder sites, previously the facilitators of such socio-economic 
systems in the Wolds, were superseded by villas. Moreover, many such villa sites evolved virtually atop previous 
ladder complexes. 

The presence of a Roman villa within a subdivided rectilinear enclosure at Wharram Grange, clearly demon-
strated by evidence including a 4th century mosaic, has precipitated the perception that such enclosures of com-
parative configuration may also prove to be representative of Roman additions or successors to adjacent ladder 
complexes, and thus denote ‘Romanised’ sites with pre-Roman origins. Support for such an interpretation is of-
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fered by similar enclosures on the Lincolnshire Wolds, also tentatively applied villa status (Stoertz 1997, 55), 
which, if correct, would indicate an upheaval in the socio-economic organisation imposed by the Romans. 

Moreover, a double-ditched enclosure within the ladder site at Wharram le Street has been propagated as a 
villa flourishing from the 3rd century, and the possibility that some of the 28 double-ditched enclosures within 
linear complexes also represent villas must therefore be entertained (Stoertz 1977, 55). Lincolnshire again may 
provide supporting evidence, where at least two comparable double-ditched enclosures have been subject to a 
similar villa interpretation (Jones 1988: 23). Ladder sites were thus in some cases providing the foundations for 
the development of villa estates and it is therefore evident that a direct metamorphosis to Roman settlement 
forms was transpiring. 

Roberts (2010, 73) has proposed, in regards to south and west Yorkshire, that the emergence of Romanised 
rural sites and villas in the later Roman period reflected a trend toward greater arable production associated with 
economic objectives of profit rather than subsistence.  It is feasible that a similar situation perhaps existed in the 
Wolds, with an economy orientated towards subsistence, represented by ladder sites, eventually replaced by a 
profit-driven economy characterised by villa sites and ‘Romanised’ farms. Rome’s quest for wealth eventually 
witnessed a social, cultural and economic revolution of the Wolds. 

Conclusions 
Ladder sites were an integral feature of the archaeological landscape of the Yorkshire Wolds, closely associated 
with the various other features that characterised the region and driving its socio-economic mechanisms from the 
Late Iron Age onwards. Their integrity, and the importance of the functions they fulfilled, was such that Rome 
demonstrated no immediate desire to drastically alter the dynamic of the upland landscape. Imperial priorities 
were concerned primarily with the fiscal gain that accompanied order and control (Yat Tin Lee 2003, 3), with 
such control facilitated in the Wolds by the linear features that linked the ladder enclosures and perhaps provided 
an adequate communication network. 

Perhaps it was, therefore, the desire of individual civilians for similar monetary gain that resulted in an over-
turn of the rural and agricultural organisation and culminated with the establishment of villa sites representing a 
‘Romanisation’ of the landscape, including ladder sites. Regardless, it is clear that, through a convulsion in the 
management of the agricultural and rural economy (Fenton-Thomas 2005, 71) as well as a conversion to Roman 
settlement traditions, the Roman occupation did indeed have a major impact upon the Wolds, albeit far later than 
in many other areas of Britain. 

Furthermore, the ladder sites themselves may constitute an expression of Roman influence in the region. 
With the Roman focus on tolls and taxes to fill the imperial treasury, Atha (2004, 106-107) has suggested that 
such complexes could be the result of changing productive and social relations between the communities and the 
Roman or tribal authorities, reflecting a growing need for households to interconnect with the wider community 
in order to fulfil tax and tribute demands while maintaining their own social, productive and religious space. 

Further Implications 
Simply not enough is known, however, about the nature of linear enclosure complexes in either the Iron Age or 
the Roman period, to define any major social, economic or cultural alterations during the Roman occupation 
prior to the influx of villa sites. Any such archaeological papers rely heavily upon conjecture. Clearly, the first 
step in combating such issues is to ensure the swift publication of reports pertaining to those excavations already 
conducted. 
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However, a significant amount of excavation is yet required, for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is impossible 
to tell in most cases if added enclosures during the period of Roman occupation were facilitated by the native 
inhabitants or the Romans and field excavation can potentially aid such a cause. Excavations, moreover, must 
also focus on subdivided rectilinear enclosures in order to verify any relationship with linear enclosure sites and 
confirm any Roman influence. Furthermore, double-ditched enclosures propagated as possible villa sites require 
investigation to consolidate or disprove such suggestions and examine how frequently possible villas developed 
upon sites previously occupied by ladder complexes. 
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Abstract 
An excavation took place at Whirlow Hall Farm during July and August 2011 over the buried archaeological 
remains of a rectilinear enclosure identified by geophysical survey. A trench was located over the western en-
trance into the enclosure and a second trench was located over two narrow parallel linear ditch features to the 
north-east of the enclosure. The enclosure ditch revealed two phases of use with the second phase including the 
construction of a low dry stone wall against its inner face. An extensive area of stone metalling was identified 
across the interior of the enclosure together with post-holes for a timber entrance structure. Inside the enclosure 
part of the stone foundation wall for a substantial rectangular building was discovered positioned parallel with, 
and immediately inside, the western perimeter ditch. A beaten earth and partly flagged floor survived in the inte-
rior of this building and this produced a small sherd of Roman pottery. The floor layer has not yet been fully 
excavated and most of the building lay beyond the limits of the excavation trench. 

The ditch fills and metalling produced a diverse range of Roman pottery dating from potentially as early as 
the late 1st century AD, but is mostly 2nd century AD in date. Sealed below the Roman metalling was a pit that 
revealed evidence for in situ burning and contained an assemblage of late Iron Age ‘conquest period’ pottery 
hinting towards an earlier Brigantian farmstead on the site. Charred hazel wood has provided a radiocarbon 
date of Cal AD 67–136 (68% probability) for this pit. Only one of the flanking ditches of a linear track-way sur-
vived in the second trench. The trench revealed a straight and shallow ditch heading in the direction of the east-
ern entrance to the Roman enclosure. 

Introduction 
Whirlow Hall Farm (Fig. 1) is situated approximately 8km to the south-west of Sheffield city centre (NGR 

SK 3123 8318). As part of a project to investigate the archaeology and history of the farm a geophysical survey 
was undertaken in April 2011. It unexpectedly revealed the buried remains of a large rectangular enclosure with 
opposed entrance causeways on its east and west sides in ‘Hall’ field, south of the current farm buildings (Fig. 
2). The enclosure was only partly revealed as the perimeter ditch was found to continue south of the field under 
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Figure 1 Location of Whirlow Hall Farm (lower centre). 

Reproduced with permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of The Controller of Her Majesty’s 
Stationary Office © Crown Copyright. All Rights Reserved. (Licence number 100045420). 

the gardens and houses of a modern housing estate. The fully visible side measures approximately 70m in length 
indicating an enclosed site of some size and of notably larger areal extent than the more usual rectilinear enclo-
sure sites which typically have sides between 15m and 30m in length. The parallel flanking ditches of a trackway 
were also revealed leading towards the eastern entrance of the enclosure. A targeted excavation encompassing 
the enclosure’s west entrance and the outlying double ditched trackway was undertaken over a three week period 
in June–August 2011 in order to gain an understanding of their date and function. 

The enclosure is located on the north side of the upper Sheaf valley on a south-east facing slope. A stream 
course used to occupy a small channel in the lower eastern part of the field below the enclosure but this has since 
been culverted and now runs underground. Being located on gently sloping ground the enclosure occupies a dry 
and free draining position and is sheltered from the prevailing south-westerly wind as it is tucked below the ridge 
which forms the east side of the Limb Valley. The site would have originally commanded extensive views south 
over the head of the Sheaf Valley and east down the length of the Sheaf Valley. To the west views would have 
been limited by rising ground and to the north the view would have extended for around 500m to the shoulder of 
the hillside. Despite being located at 235–240m OD the site occupies a locale attractive for settlement and agri-
cultural activity. The underlying geology consists of Rough Rock Sandstone, which is a coarse-grained feld-
spathic sandstone and the overlying soil is classified as a freely draining slightly acid loamy soil. 
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Figure 2 Geophysical survey results showing the ditches of the rectangular enclosure and trackway and the 
location of the two excavation trenches. 

Excavation 
The Enclosure 
Trench One measured 15m by 15m and was located over the west entrance causeway of the enclosure. A topsoil 
and subsoil extended over the site to a depth of 0.25m–0.32m which contained pieces of Roman and post-
medieval pottery, clay pipe fragments, coal, slag (metalworking debris), glass and occasional sandstone. On re-
moval of the soil overburden the upper archaeological horizon was reached which comprised the truncated re-
mains of structural features including walls, metalling and post holes as well as the perimeter ditch fill (Fig. 3). 
These features are remarkably well-preserved considering that they are only covered by a shallow soil. The soil 
depth is greater downslope than upslope and careful observation of the current ground surface suggests that the 
ground had been scooped into the hillside to provide a more level area for the enclosure. This accounts for why 
the upstanding sections of wall survived in situ. The current ground surface therefore subdues the subsurface 
topography of the enclosure and this means that it is possible that preservation of features may be better still fur-
ther downslope in the eastern half of the enclosure. Two sections were cut across the enclosure ditch: one was 
placed over the northern ditch segment and one was placed over the southern ditch segment (Fig. 3). The section 
over the northern ditch segment measured 2m wide and extended over the full width of the ditch which averaged  
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Figure 3 Plan of Trench 1 showing the Roman period remains. 

3.1m in this area. The ditch had a maximum depth of 1m from the top of the archaeological horizon and was cut 
through the natural sandstone brash layer and into solid bedrock. This section revealed two phases of ditch use. 
The original ditch, which was the largest, had a wide v-shaped profile with a flat base (Fig. 4). The primary ditch 
silt produced small fragments of hazel, birch and oak charcoal. A single entity fragment of hazel was submitted 
for radiocarbon dating and this produced a date of 2155±30 BP (SUERC-36826), which calibrates to 358–94 Cal 
BC at 95.4% probability and 350–121 Cal BC at 68% probability. It is possible that this sample is from residual 
material that was already old when it became incorporated into the fill of the ditch. However, it is also possible 
that this date does relate to the initial phase of the ditch. If the latter is the case then it suggests that the original 
enclosure was Late Iron Age in date. Because this date is Late Iron Age it means it falls on the calibration ‘plat-
eau’ which explains why it has such a large date range. 

Over time the ditch filled in with sediment and this is represented by a secondary fill comprising a coarse-
textured sandy silt with angular sandstone inclusions (Figs 3 and 4). This fill contained three pieces of chipped 
flint which included a microlith, scraper and retouched blade, all Mesolithic in date and which are clearly residu-
al material. Partly overlying this fill and located on the inner side of the ditch was another secondary fill that 
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contained coarse sandstone slabs laid horizontally as a foundation for a stone revetment wall that had been con-
structed on the inner lip of the ditch (Figs 3 and 4). This wall survived up to a maximum of three courses (0.27m 
in height) and consisted of thin flat slabs of the local sandstone that had been roughly shaped and laid so as to 
form what would have been a dwarf wall running along the top of the inner edge of the ditch. Although the wall 
had a vertical and carefully made face it only averaged 0.5m wide and could not have served a defensive func-
tion. Its purpose seems to have been to physically demarcate the edge of the ditch so as to prevent accidental 
falls as well providing a decorative feature around the entrance area. The scale of both the ditch and the wall 
indicate that the enclosure perimeter was never intended to be defensive. Instead it seems to have served as a 
settlement boundary, yet one sufficient to prevent unwanted access by livestock and perhaps other animals. The 
upper ditch fill comprised a fine silt with tumbled flat sandstone slabs which had come from the upper courses of 
the revetment wall. It remains inconclusive whether the site was intentionally levelled on abandonment but the 
single and homogenous final fill of the ditch with what appears to be pushed-in wall material suggests this could 
have been the case. Roman pottery recovered from this upper fill has been dated to the late 1st and/or early 2nd 
century AD. 

The section over the southern segment of the enclosure ditch was positioned against the south baulk of the 
trench (Fig. 3). This section measured only 1m wide. It revealed a ditch measuring 3m across with a maximum 
depth of 1.11m from the start of the archaeological horizon. The excavation of the ditch fill was not able to be 
completed in the time available and so understanding of the ditch stratigraphy remains incomplete but it ap-
peared to show a similar sequence as the section over the northern ditch segment. Its upper ditch fill also con-
tained Roman pottery of late 1st to early 2nd century AD date as well as some earlier native ceramics from the 
late pre-Roman Iron Age or early Roman period. 

 

 

Figure 4 (Top) Excavated section across the northern 
segment of the enclosure ditch showing the original cut 
for the first phase ditch, and beyond the section the top 
of the sandstone walling on the ditch’s inner edge and its 
associated tumble within the ditch fill, looking east (scale: 
2m). 

Figure 5 (Right) View of stone foundation wall for a 
large building and associated floor surface to its left, 
looking south (scale: 2m). 
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The entrance causeway was able to be defined by the position of the two ditch terminals, although in both 
cases the terminals themselves were slightly indistinct and only further excavation will allow their precise form 
to be identified. The causeway measures approximately 4.5m wide and was reinforced with a tightly compacted 
metalled surface, which showed evidence for multiple phases and repairs, and which extended across the interior 
of the enclosure. Occasional sherds of pottery were found within the metalling including sherds of late pre-
Roman Iron Age to early Roman period native fabrics, Roman Grey Ware and a sherd of Samian Ware, the latter 
being 2nd century AD in date. Below the metalling within the entrance causeway a narrow construction slot was 
identified linking the terminals of each entrance causeway. This slot, measuring approximately 4.5m long by 1m 
wide, was not able to be excavated during the time available but it remains possible that it provided a foundation 
trench for a timber that may have been used to help support timber uprights for a gateway arrangement or that it 
represents an earlier palisade slot on the same line as the enclosure ditch. A possible unexcavated posthole was 
identified on the north-east corner of the entrance causeway together with a definite and well-preserved posthole 
(F007) located in the centre of the entrance causeway on the alignment of the rear edge of the enclosure ditch. 
The space for the post measured 0.2m by 0.34m and it seems that the timber contained within it functioned as a 
central gate stop for a double gate arrangement, and may also have supported a roofed gateway. Only further 
excavation of the gateway area will resolve how the gateway structure was constructed and how it functioned. 

An important discovery on the site was the survival of a section of upstanding stone wall foundation which 
was exposed for a length of 3m before it continued into the northern baulk of the trench (Fig. 5). The wall meas-
ured up to 0.6m wide and survived up to two courses in height and was constructed without mortar from roughly 
dressed coarse sandstone blocks of a type not native to the site. The wall measured a maximum of 0.6m in width 
and 0.29m in height. This wall was straight and made from roughly dressed coarse sandstone blocks of a type not 
native to the site. The wall appears to be the foundation wall for a substantial rectangular building, probably with 
a timber superstructure, positioned parallel to the western enclosure ditch. The interior of the building is well-
preserved and comprised sandstone flags set into a compacted earth, or ‘beaten earth’, floor which produced a 
small sherd of a gritty oxidised ware dating to the 2nd century AD or later. 

A 3.5m wide strip of the metalling layer was removed across the eastern edge of the excavation trench to 
identify whether any archaeological remains survived below this level. An elongated pit measuring 2.25m long 
by 1.1m wide and 0.2m deep was identified in which in situ heating had taken place, as evidenced by the fire-
reddened stones and the scorched sides of the pit. The pit fill contained a substantial assemblage of late Iron Age 
native pottery. Small fragments of charcoal were recovered from the pit fill which included small fragments of 
hazel, oak and prunus (cherry tree family). A single entity fragment of the short-lived species hazel was submit-
ted for radiocarbon dating and this produced a date of 1890±30 BP (SUERC-36830), which calibrates to Cal AD 
55–219 (95.4% confidence), but probably Cal AD 67–136 (68.2% confidence). This suggests that Brigantian 
occupation of the site could have occurred immediately before or after the Roman invasion of the north which 
took place around AD 68 under the governorship of Cerealis. This date also provides a date after which the site 
was remodelled along Roman lines. This terminus post quem will be useful in developing a more detailed dating 
sequence for the site when future excavations take place. 

The Trackway 
Trench 2 measured 10m by 5m and was located approximately 50m from the north-east corner of the enclosure 
(Fig. 6). The trench was positioned over the two parallel flanking ditches identified by the geophysical survey. 
Here the topsoil and subsoil together measured up to 0.64m deep being considerably deeper than the soil further 
upslope overlying the west side of the enclosure. The soil contained metalworking debris throughout in the form 
of coal and slag, together with broken clay pipe, glass and post-medieval pottery. The western ditch ran across 
the width of the trench on a north to south alignment consistent with the geophysical results. The eastern ditch  
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Figure 6 Plan of Trench 2 showing the shallow western linear ditch running across the centre of the trench. 

did not survive as a defined feature due to having been almost completely truncated. The only indication of this 
feature was a vague linear band of slightly darker soil that could be seen running parallel to the western ditch 
approximately 4m away. The western ditch had a maximum width of 0.7m and was 0.2m to 0.24m deep from the 
start of the archaeological horizon with a regular concave cut. It contained a single uniform fill of silty sand and 
contained angular sandstone fragments and flecks of charcoal. This linear ditch and its counterpart to the east are 
interpreted as drainage ditches flanking a trackway. The line of the trackway can be seen to contour around the 
slope, presumably to avoid the wetter ground to the south and east that was occupied by the stream course that 
has now been routed underground. The western ditch of the trackway can be seen to parallel the eastern side of 
the Roman enclosure towards where the eastern entrance is located. 

Pottery 
The native Brigantian pottery comprises an assemblage of around 135 sherds, mostly from the fill of the truncat-
ed pit underlying the Roman metalled surface and a few isolated pieces from the upper fill of the perimeter ditch 
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and the metalled surface itself. At least three vessels are represented which include a fine ware jar with an evert-
ed rim and a heavy duty, bucket-shaped container, together with a further jar. 

Thirty-nine pieces of Roman pottery were recovered and included Derbyshire Ware, Grey Ware, one Black 
Burnished Ware Type 1 sherd, one possible Samian Ware sherd and one body sherd from a Central Gaulish Sa-
mian Ware open vessel of c.AD 120–200. The Derbyshire Ware sherds are from jars with the only form identifi-
able being a cupped-rim jar, a type of vessel made in kilns around Belper from c.AD 140 until the mid-4th centu-
ry. The vessel types are overwhelmingly jars, consistent with a rural settlement, and the presence of only one 
certain sherd of Samian Ware, dating to when it was most prolific in the Hadrianic-Antonine period, would be 
consistent with this status. 

Discussion 
The preliminary excavation of the rectangular enclosure at Whirlow Hall Farm has revealed a site of considera-
ble interest, time depth and preservation. Rectilinear settlements are relatively common throughout England, 
being particularly numerous in lowland agricultural settings where they appear as crop marks. In South York-
shire the majority of rectilinear enclosures are found in the east of the county on the Coal Measures, Magnesian 
Limestone, sand and gravel and alluvial deposits. They are less common in the uplands to the west. In these are-
as occasional Romano-British rural settlement enclosures occur as upstanding remains with stone banks, but 
these are usually curvilinear in form. Perhaps the most notable is the group of sites on and around Wharncliffe 
Crags where excavation at one site, Whitley, revealed a Romano-British building with double orthostatic walls 
and a rubble core. There were remnants of a cobbled surface outside its entrance and in patches inside. Roman 
ceramics comprising Grey Ware, Derbyshire Ware, Samian Ware and mortaria were found and ascribed a mid-
2nd to 3rd century date (Butcher 1970; Makepeace 1985). Other than this there has been little excavation of up-
land rectilinear sites in recent years and so little is yet known of their chronology, form and function in South 
Yorkshire, West Yorkshire or the Peak District. The site at Whirlow lies at the extreme south-western margin of 
South Yorkshire in a transitional upland-lowland location above one of the main tributary valleys situated at the 
head of the Sheaf Valley. 

The Whirlow enclosure measures 71m in length and probably has a similar width. However, because of the 
modern houses that encroach on the south side of the enclosure, it can only currently be traced for 43m in this 
direction. It would therefore seem reasonable to estimate that the enclosure defined a space close to 0.5ha. This 
size places the enclosure in the larger category for rectilinear enclosures. Other rectilinear and sub-rectangular 
enclosures that have been examined in South Yorkshire tend to be considerably smaller as at Barnsdale Bar (0.08 
ha), Balby Carr (0.01 ha), Hazel Lane Quarry (0.23 ha), Roebuck Hill (0.05 ha), Topham Farm (0.33 ha) and 
Billingley Drive enclosure D, Thurnscoe (0.1 ha). The sites that probably provide the best comparanda for 
Whirlow are the enclosed villa site at Gargrave and the rectilinear enclosure at Oldfield Hill, Meltham, West 
Yorkshire, which are both defined by a bank and outer ditch, and which are of similar size and shape and close to 
water courses. Further afield the rectilinear enclosure at Ingram South, excavated as part of the Ingram Valley 
Project (Frodsham and Waddington 2004, 182-4), has revealed a substantial multi-phase Roman enclosure with a 
stone revetment wall on the inner side of the main enclosure ditch, echoing the discovery at Whirlow. 

The presence of a rectangular stone-founded building of Roman date at Whirlow represents a rare discovery, 
and particularly on a rectilinear enclosure site. Only a few stone-founded rectangular Roman buildings are 
known from rural sites in the region, the best known comparanda being some distance away in Derbyshire at 
Roystone Grange (Hodges and Wildgoose 1981), Carsington (Ling and Courtney 1981; Ling et al. 1990) and 
Ockbrook (Palfreyman 2001). The discovery of a Roman rectangular building within a rectilinear enclosure 
would seem significant as such associations have been rarely documented before, the villa site at Gargrave being 
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the obvious exception. It is possible that the first phase of the enclosure ditch is Iron Age in origin, as hinted at 
by the radiocarbon date from the primary ditch silt, but this is by no means certain as this charcoal fragment 
could very well be residual material. Other than this the constructional form of the second phase ditch, the 
walled building and metalling, together with the material culture from the enclosure deposits, are ostensibly Ro-
man or Romano-British indicating that the second phase of the enclosure, at least, was constructed by Imperial 
hands. Therefore, it does not seem appropriate to directly compare the Whirlow enclosure to the more common 
and typical Romano-British rectilinear rural farmsteads which typically appear to be made and used by native 
Britons. The earlier activity on the site, as evidenced by the pit sealed by the metalling layer and containing na-
tive British ceramics, has provided a late date for this activity which could be taken to imply that native British 
occupation took place on the site in and around the time of the Roman invasion of Brigantia. Being located close 
to, or on, the tribal boundary of the Brigantes the site at Whirlow may have been of some strategic importance to 
both the Brigantes and the invading Roman forces. The stratigraphy on the site is complex but clearly differenti-
ated and as further investigation takes place it should be possible to tease out a more accurate and precise chro-
nology for the site.  

The purpose of the site is not yet able to be determined with any certainty given that excavations are as yet in 
their infancy and only a small part of the monument has been examined. What can be tentatively suggested, 
however, is that pre-existing Brigantian site was rebuilt as a substantial Roman rural estate centre, or ‘villa’, 
probably in the late 1st or 2nd century AD. It contained at least one Roman stone-founded building, although 
given that it has been constructed close to the outer ditch this suggests that other buildings may have been 
packed quite tightly into the enclosure and several more await discovery. If this was the case then the enclosure 
could have contained a considerable number of buildings and supported a thriving population. The people who 
lived and used the site appear to have belonged to the Roman administration and given that the ‘Stannington 
Diploma’ (a grant of citizenship and land or money to a retiring Roman auxiliary of the Sunuci tribe of Belgium) 
was discovered only a few kilometres away it is possible to speculate that the Whirlow site may have been given 
as a discharge grant to an army veteran. 

The landscape context of the site must also be considered as this no doubt is crucial to understanding the 
site’s purpose. The western entrance of the site leads immediately on to an ancient hollow way that runs up the 
ridge towards Ringinglow where a Roman road is known to have traversed the moorlands so as to link the Ro-
man forts at Navio (Brough) in the Hope Valley with the fort at Templeborough to the east of Sheffield. Alt-
hough the precise route of this road has remained a topic of contention, there is wide agreement that the road 
traverses over the moorland somewhere in the vicinity of Rininglow. This means that the enclosure at Whirlow 
is likely to have been directly connected to the main communication route serving the two nearest Roman forts. 

It is rare to find Roman archaeology within Sheffield’s city limits and given the considerable potential of the 
site to shed light on the Roman period in this area, as well as to inform, educate and enthuse, it is important that 
the excavations on the site are brought to completion. So far we have only a partial account of the site and with 
further fieldwork this unexpected and highly informative site will provide a more detailed insight of life in an 
area that once formed the boundary of the Roman Empire and the kingdom of Brigantia. 

Archives 
A full archive report has been produced and is available on-line from: 

http://www.archaeologicalresearchservices.com/projects/whirlow-hall-farm 

Paper, digital, photographic records and finds are being curated by Archaeological Research Services Ltd until project com-
pletion. The archive will then be deposited with Weston Park Museum, Sheffield, S10 2TP, UK. 
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Abstract 
Archaeological Services WYAS has undertaken a detailed earthwork survey and investigation of the surface 
remains of the route of Blackstone Edge Road, crossing the South Pennines between Greater Manchester and 
West Yorkshire. The road is primarily marked by a well-preserved paved surface along much of its western 
section and substantial cuttings through the peat on its Yorkshire section to the east. It has previously been 
considered to have Roman origins, but it has been suggested that it may instead be the remains of an early 18th 
century turnpike road. Previous studies of the site have largely focused on the documentary and cartographic 
evidence, but these sources are generally ambiguous, and the archaeological surface evidence indicates that the 
route of the road is unlikely to have originated as part of a turnpike scheme. The scale of the construction works 
visible in the surviving earthworks suggests a level of engineering skill, planning and use of resources only 
otherwise normally associated with Roman roads. 

Introduction 
Archaeological Services WYAS (ASWYAS) has undertaken an earthwork survey and investigation of the 
Blackstone Edge Road, located on the western side of the South Pennines and extending for at least 3.2km 
between Greater Manchester and West Yorkshire (Pollington 2012). This was undertaken using survey-grade 
GPS equipment to produce a detailed digital record of the road and its condition, together with large-scale 
hachure plans up to 1:500 scale. Although a detailed analysis of all available documentary and cartographic 
sources was made as part of the survey, and will be provided in a forthcoming report, this paper aims to provide 
a brief overview of the results of the fieldwork. 

The road is a designated Scheduled Monument (1005819 and 1003746) and has previously been considered to 
have formed part of the Roman road connecting the forts at Manchester and Ilkley (Margary 1973, road no. 720a). 
Its date has, however, been subject to extensive debate with theories being put forward that the road was instead 
constructed in the post-medieval period, possibly as part of a road scheme following a Turnpike Act of 1734. 

The majority of the previously published work on the alignment, form of construction and possible date of 
the road has largely been based on various interpretations of documentary and cartographic sources. Much of this 
is of debatable value without the support of archaeological evidence and can be used to justify widely varying 
theories about the origins of the road. The focus on documentary evidence is, in part, due to the lack of previous 
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Figure 1 Schematic plan of the Blackstone Edge Road and the survey area (not to scale). 

archaeological field investigation, with detailed work being restricted to Ian Richmond’s limited, but useful, 
excavations in the 1920s (Richmond 1925) and a rapid survey of the road undertaken by the University of 
Manchester in 1984 (Mayes 1984). Apart from Richmond’s work, there have been no previous attempts to 
examine the possible relationships between surviving surface features in the areas adjacent to the road, both 
natural and artificial, which may allow a relative date for the road to be determined. 

Description 
The survey area (Fig. 1) consisted of the route of the road itself, together with six adjacent areas of open 
moorland which were investigated with the aim of placing the remains in a wider context. From its western end, 
the survey area began just to the east of Lydgate and encompassed an area of possible road cuttings and 19th 
century sandstone quarries, before reaching the beginning of the known line of the road at the base of Blackstone 
Edge Moor (NGR SD 9630 1681). From this point the road is aligned north-eastwards up the steep west-facing 
slope of the moor, rising to a height of around 450m OD at its summit close to the historical county boundary of 
Lancashire and Yorkshire. Much of this section of road survives as a well-preserved paved surface, about 5m 
wide, and includes a line of central gully stones with kerbstones along the road edge. At a height of 
approximately 330m OD a separate 'loop road' diverges from the main road line. This consists of two straight 
sections of road forming a right angle, which re-join the main road line about 250m upslope. To the north-east 
the road is crossed by Broad Head Drain which feeds Blackstone Edge Reservoir to the north, beyond which the 
paved surface continues for a further 160m. The line of the road then continues as an un-surfaced footpath before 
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reaching the Aiggin Stone, a probable medieval way marker situated just below the summit. At this point a 
roughly metalled packhorse road, which curves up the hillside to the north of the Blackstone Edge Road, joins 
the line of the road itself from the north-west. 

Beyond the Aiggin Stone the probable alignment of the road turns further towards the north-east, and descends the 
moor side into West Yorkshire along a substantial cutting, up to 40m wide, down the centre of which fragmentary 
sections of paving are visible. This is followed on its northern side by the packhorse road. The Blackstone Edge Road 
is then crossed by Rishworth Drain, but continues north-eastwards along terraces cut into the side of a narrow valley 
above a small stream. This stream is then joined by Rag Sapling Clough, which runs down a larger steep-sided valley 
towards the north-east, above which the road survives as a terrace measuring 5.5m wide, cut into the western valley 
side. 

Along this section the road surface appears to have been formed by exposed bedrock along the terrace, and this 
section has historically been known as ‘Dhoul’s Pavement’, a name that is first documented in the late 15th century 
(Smith 1961, 63–64). At the northern end of this valley Rag Sapling Clough joins Black Castle Clough to form the 
River Ryburn, which continues eastwards. The route of the road is unclear in this area but must have crossed the 
Ryburn close to the point where the present stone bridge is situated. On the northern side of the Ryburn a terrace cut 
into the valley side may mark the continuation of the road before its line is lost where it meets the modern A58 close to 
New Gate End Bridge. 

Road cuttings 
Although the most prominent feature of the road is clearly the paved surface along its western section, the road 
also appears to have required extensive engineering and ground works as it approached and crossed Blackstone 
Edge, which are marked by substantial road cuttings. The road appears to have originally followed an alignment 
now approximately marked by a dry stone wall which extends north-eastwards from Lydgate, crossing and 
running to the north of the Red Brook stream. Here, sections of probable road cuttings 11m wide and up to 3.2m 
deep, together with a terrace cut into the valley side above Red Brook, appear to represent the former road line, 
along the centre of which the dry stone field wall has been constructed. This boundary certainly existed by 1786 
when it was recorded on William Yates’ map of Lancashire, but its original date is unclear.  

The road also follows a shallow cutting on its approach to the Aiggin Stone from the west, but the largest 
cuttings were required to take the road across the high peat moor along its Yorkshire section. The road cutting to 
the south-west of Rishworth Drain measures up to 40m wide, 2m deep and almost 750m in length. Road cuttings 
of a similar scale have been identified in association with the Roman road across the moor at Craik Cross, 
Roxburghshire (now Scottish Borders), where the road cutting and embanking was described as ‘comparable 
with work along a railway line’ (Richmond 1945–46, 115); certainly this would also fit the description of those 
across Blackstone Edge Moor. Indeed, the level of resources, engineering knowledge and planning required to 
construct such a major road would only have been available during the Roman period or from the early 18th 
century onwards. The presence of the roughly metalled surface of the packhorse road, following a route along 
the base on the northern side of the cutting, suggests that the cutting must pre-date this. As the packhorse road is 
likely to have originated in the medieval or early post-medieval periods, and is certainly earlier than the first 
turnpike road of 1734, it appears that the road cutting cannot be an 18th century construction. 

The loop road 
The reason for the construction of the ‘loop road’ is not clear, although it has been assumed to have been 
constructed to act as a bypass from the steep gradient of the main road line, allowing traffic to climb the hillside 
along a more gradual gradient (Margary 1973, 404). However, there is little difference in the gradient of the 
western section of the loop road and that of the main line of Blackstone Edge Road between the loop road’s two 
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junctions, both of which have a gradient of around 1:5. It seems strange that such substantial construction work 
would have been planned and undertaken when it provided little advantage to the traveller along the road. The 
loop road does not appear to be related to other activity, such as the operation of the small quarry on its north-
western side, where the associated quarry tracks, and causeways across the natural gullies are clearly of a later 
date. Richmond suggested that the main road may have been repaired on at least three occasions prior to the 
construction of the loop road, and that at some point it was decided that it would be more beneficial to construct 
a new bypass around this section of the road than carry out further repairs (Richmond 1925, 46). This would 
seem an unlikely explanation, as again the resources required to construct the loop road would be far greater than 
those required to patch the road surface, and the fact that the main road surface survives in reasonably good 
condition seems to suggest that it could not have been in such a poor state of repair as to necessitate the 
construction of a whole new section of road. 

The loop road provides us with the clearest stratigraphic relationship with the Blackstone Edge Road as it 
must have been constructed later than the main road line. Richmond's excavations of the junctions between these 
sections of road showed that the drainage ditches along the main road were maintained and clean when the loop 
road was constructed across them, and Richmond suggested that the two road sections were therefore 
constructed, and maintained, by the same authority (Richmond 1925, 44–45). An examination of the relationship 
of the loop road with other possibly datable features may therefore allow us to determine a relative date for the 
Blackstone Edge Road itself. 

The sinuous network of natural gullies, which run westwards down the hillside to the west of Broad Head 
Drain, appear to respect the line of the eastern side of the loop road, and also partially cut through its north-
western corner. None of the gullies can be seen to cross into the triangular area formed by the loop road and it 
appears that their formation post-dates the construction of the loop road, and by extension the Blackstone Edge 
Road. These gullies appear similar to the peat gully systems that can be seen across the South Pennine uplands, 
although they could in part have originated, or been enlarged, by their use as route ways. Such gully systems are 
usually formed following the exposure of bare peat, which leads to the peat becoming less structurally cohesive 
and allows rain to penetrate into it, causing the peat to collapse and form a gully (e.g. Medcalf et al. 2010). The 
gully system to the west of Broad Head Drain is now, however, largely dry and stable, with a ground cover of 
grass and bracken. This presents a marked difference with the existing areas of bare peat situated upslope to the 
east of Broad Head Drain. It seems possible that the construction of the drain in the mid-1790s had a significant 
impact on the drainage pattern down slope, preventing further water erosion by draining ground water away 
northwards. This would have allowed for the stabilisation of the gully system to the west and the establishment 
of the existing vegetation cover. The construction of the Broad Head Drain in the 1790s may therefore provide a 
terminus ante quem for the gully formation. If it is argued that the main road line was actually constructed and 
paved following the 1734 Turnpike Act, and that the loop road was added soon afterwards, this would leave a 
maximum 60 year period in which the gully systems would have needed to form, prior to the construction of 
Broad Head Drain. The dating of gullies, and the rate of their formation is, however, problematic and will vary 
depending on climatic and localised conditions. The largest gully adjacent to the loop road is up to 12m wide and 
3m deep, and studies in the Mersey Basin uplands have shown that gullies over 2m deep began to form around 
400 to 500 years ago (Tallis 1999, 119). It has also been suggested that similar gully systems on the Cheviot 
Hills in Northumbria are at least 500 years old (Wishart and Warburton 2001). If the gully system to the west of 
Broad Head Drain formed over a similar timeframe then this would clearly appear to discount an 18th century 
date for the original construction of the loop road and by association the line of the Blackstone Edge Road. 
Unfortunately, no detailed studies have been carried out on the rate of gully formation and peat erosion within 
the survey area itself, and it will require detailed specialist study of the hydrology and ecological history of the 
area to attempt to determine a more accurate age for the origin of the gully system. 
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Road paving 
The form of paving along the Blackstone Edge Road, and the extent of its survival, is unparalleled for a Roman 
road in Britain, the majority of which are surfaced with compacted layers of gravel. Indeed, outside of cities it 
was rare for any roads across the empire to be stone-paved, and it was only in the 2nd century AD that stone 
surfaces appear to become more commonplace (Chevalier 1976, 87; Laurence 1999, 62–5). The form and quality 
of the paving along the Blackstone Edge Road would also be considered unusual for a turnpike road of the 18th 
century, during which time the standard form of road construction consisted of creating a road embankment 
which was then metalled with various grades of gravel (e.g. Bateman 1836), a form itself heavily influenced by 
the construction of Roman roads. There are, however, early examples of well paved turnpike roads in the 
Rochdale area, such as at Rooley Moor Road (Whitworth n.d., 17). Providing a date for a road surface such as 
this can be difficult, and even where excavation has been undertaken of known Roman roads it is rare that, 
beyond relative relationships with underlying or adjacent features, any datable material is identified (e.g. O’Neill 
2001, 116; Tinsley and Pollington 2010). Richmond’s excavations of the Blackstone Edge Road did not provide 
any dating evidence, although the paving did appear to rest directly onto a prepared surface of peat, with no 
underlying earlier road structure (Richmond 1925, 44). Richmond's excavations also showed that a paved surface 
similar to that of the Blackstone Edge Road existed along part of the loop road itself, and that this surface 
abutted the paving along the main road line (Richmond 1925, fig. 4). The route of the loop road must be later 
than the line of the Blackstone Edge Road, but Richmond’s excavation also suggests that the loop road paving 
must also be later than the Blackstone Edge Road paving. 

Regardless of the date of the paving, the function of the central gully stones along the Blackstone Edge Road 
remains unclear. These could not have acted as a drainage channel, as the camber of the road would have 
allowed water to drain away to either side, and there are no points at which any possible collected water could 
have been channelled away from the road's central gully into side drains. It has also been suggested that the 
central gully might instead have formed as part of a cart braking system, with the central groove being the result 
of wear caused by a braking pole as carts descended the hill side (Margary 1973, 404). An alternative theory, 
based on the surface being laid as part of the turnpike road improvements, is that the gully stones were part of a 
pulley system for winching carts up the slope (Pearson et al. 1985; Davies 2002, 83). The drawback with both 
these theories is that they are based on taking into account only the evidence from the exposed paved sections of 
the road along the steepest western section of the road. Neither explains why lengths of gully stones are also 
situated on the road embankment within the cutting to both the south-west and north-east of Rishworth Drain, 
where the gradient of the road is only around 1:17. Such a gradient would hardly have required the construction 
of an elaborate braking or pulley system. 

Packhorse road 
Although it is not possible to determine a date for the origin of the packhorse road, it logically must have 
preceded the construction of the turnpike roads from 1734 onwards, which would have superseded the packhorse 
road as a major cross-Pennine route. It has also already been shown that at least one major section of the 
packhorse road must post-date the construction of the road cutting to the south-west of Rishworth Drain, in 
which it lies. The fact that the packhorse road is aligned on the Aiggin Stone, and a number of other medieval 
wayside cross bases and marker stones are situated along or close to its line, suggests that it has medieval 
origins. To the west of Broad Head Drain it is likely that the packhorse road followed one or more of the gullies 
up the lower slopes of Blackstone Edge. It is also possible that erosion along established routes through this area 
may have been a factor in the gully formation. Regardless of the formation process, if the packhorse road 
followed the route of the extant gullies its route would have respected, and possibly crossed, the line of the loop 
road, again suggesting that the packhorse road was later than this road. However, if the Blackstone Edge Road 
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was in existence prior to the use of the packhorse road, it is not clear why the later route would detour away from 
the older road line. One possibility is that the Blackstone Edge Road was in such a poor state of repair, and 
possibly largely obscured by vegetation cover, that it was preferable to establish a new route on a more 
favourable gradient, rather than attempt to maintain the road on such a steep incline. 

Conclusion 
The archaeological surface remains comprising the Blackstone Edge Road, together with features associated or 
adjacent to it, indicate that the line of the road marked by the substantial sections of road cutting is likely to pre-
date the first Turnpike Act of 1734. If the road does not date to the 18th century then, based on the scale of its 
construction, it is necessary to consider the possibility that the Blackstone Edge Road is indeed of Roman origin. 
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Abstract 
The footprint of a small rectangular structure was identified by field walking to the west of the hamlet of Selside 
in Upper Ribblesdale. Whereas received knowledge has suggested that the majority of archaeological sites in 
Upper Ribblesdale are likely to be of Romano-British date, none has been convincingly dated. Excavation of this 
building was designed to test the theory that it was an early medieval shieling associated with transhumant stock 
rearing rather than a Romano-British site. Radiocarbon dating of two charcoal samples impressed into the floor 
of the building produced identical calibrated radiocarbon dates of Cal AD 660–780, strongly suggesting it is 
indeed an early medieval building. 

Introduction 
In 2011 members of the Ingleborough Archaeology Group (IAG) investigated a small and isolated rectangular 
structure near Selside in Upper Ribblesdale. Three radiocarbon results were obtained, two of which dated the 
structure to between AD 660 and 780 while the third (below an external wall) placed the site within the Neolith-
ic. The most plausible interpretation is that it was a late 7th century AD shieling hut, and this paper concentrates 
on its interpretation rather than on the excavation itself which has been published elsewhere (Johnson et al. 
2012). 

The site (NGR SD7766 7410) lies in Upper Ribblesdale at 380m OD near the hamlet of Selside, within an 
enclosure now called Upper Pasture (formerly known as Simon Nook) between Over Pasture (formerly Over 
Close) to the east and Fell Close to the west, and between Gill Garth farm to the north and Sulber Pasture to the 
south. 

Though Ramm et al. (1970) identified about 100 putative shielings across the North Pennines, and 18 such 
sites were recorded during construction of a gas pipeline in Lunesdale (Lambert et al. 1996, 58), there is a gen-
eral lack of consensus when trying to define a medieval shieling. English Heritage (NMR 1999) considers them 
to be ‘pasture to which animals were driven for grazing, with associated temporary huts for domestic or agricul-
tural use’, though one might quibble with the use of the word ‘pasture’ for the key component of a shieling. 
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Surely the hut should be key in the definition though it goes without saying that no shieling hut would have been 
sited unless there was guaranteed good grazing. Perhaps the essential attribute of a shieling is a structure (a ‘hut’) 
that provided accommodation for shepherds on upland pastures during the summer months possibly, though not 
necessarily, associated with stock pounds and enclosures. 

 
Figure 1 Plan of the excavated area. 

Excavation results 
Excavation of the site in question was conceived to investigate and interpret one relatively isolated ‘hut’, small 
in ground plan and lacking enclosures, apart from a curvilinear relict wall line surrounding an adjacent shallow 
basin which, from ground evidence, may have been coeval. 
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Figure 2 The shieling hut, looking 
south-east (horizontal scale: 2m). 

The structure consisted of two 
cells of unequal size, measuring 
5.7m in total length by 2.3m in 
width internally, and with a usable 
floor area of 8.7m2 (Fig. 1). It was 
clearly very small but was large 
enough to provide housing for a 
limited period each year and not 
only would it have required limited 
amounts of building materials but it 
would also have been easier to keep 
warm than a larger building in such 
an exposed position. It had been 

finished off with a compacted soil floor laid directly onto a natural but buried palaeokarst surface, and had walls 
possibly of turf set on a dry stone base. All external walls consisted of coursed limestone slabs on their inner face 
but with outer faces composed of smaller pieces of limestone banked up behind the inner faces (Fig. 2). Excava-
tion findings enabled a tentative conclusion to be postulated that it had a hipped turf roof laid on a small-wood 
timber framework. 

Radiocarbon samples 
Over 20 charcoal samples were logged from within the building, mainly from secure sealed contexts. Two sam-
ples, impressed into the floor surface in different locations within the building, were radiocarbon dated. Sample 
144 returned an uncalibrated date of 1300±30 BP (SUERC-35385 GU-24504) and sample 161 of 1295±30 BP 
(SUERC-35384 GU-24503); both returned calibrated dates of Cal AD 660–780 at 95.4% probability. Having 
two identical and discrete calibrated dates is sufficient to assert that the building has an early medieval prove-
nance. 

However, this leaves a period of 120 years within which the (presumed) roofing timber had been felled, the 
building abandoned and the wood burned; this particular six-decadal span saw huge political and social changes 
within the Dales and it is important to try and shorten this date range by examination of the calibrated dates. 
Samples 144 and 161 had a 46.2% and 44.2% probability, respectively, of falling between Cal AD 665 and 715 
compared with probabilities of only 22% and 24% between Cal AD 740 and 780. Thus, the likelihood of their 
falling within the earlier five decades is double that of falling within the last four. Both sub-periods fall within 
the Anglo-Saxon period but these percentages are critical and highly germane in interpreting the site’s place in 
history. 

Discussion 

Were the later calibrated radiocarbon date range to be valid, one could say with confidence that the site had been 
occupied by people of Anglo-Saxon origin. However, the early range would present problems in this respect as it 
would make the site incredibly early for an Anglo-Saxon (albeit periodically occupied) settlement in the heart of 
the upland western part of the Dales. There is simply insufficient firm archaeological evidence of such a pres-
ence (Loveluck 2003, 151), and there are historical clues that potentially suggest this was unlikely. 
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Firstly, the pre-Anglo-Saxon polity of Elmet, to the east of the Pennines, was only subjugated and annexed 
by Anglian forces in AD 617. Elmet controlled access up the Aire and Wharfe valleys and it seems difficult to 
accept that there could have been Anglian up-river migration from Elmet and settlement within Upper Ribbles-
dale in such a short period of time, possibly over much less than a century (Wheldrake 2011). In addition, such 
migration may well have been impeded by the native British political unit of Craven (or Cravescire); indeed, one 
source has inferred that Craven was only annexed by the Anglian kingdom of Northumbria ‘in the years before 
c.660’ (Wood, 1996, 20), thereby markedly tightening that migration window. One could make the same argu-
ment for migration up the Ribble valley from the south-west. If one accepts that the native British population 
there was defeated in battle in the Chester area around AD 616 (Griffiths 2010, 20), the time available for migra-
tion and settlement by that route is equally brief. In Higham’s view (2004, 27), Anglicisation in modern Lanca-
shire and Cheshire was ‘comparatively slow’ according to place-name evidence, and the native British tongue 
was still in use in the 8th century. Place-name evidence also suggests an increased Mercian (Anglo-Saxon) pres-
ence in Cheshire ‘at earliest’ in the late 7th century. 

Similarly, the area to the north-west, that now contains Dentdale, Ingleborough and the lands in between, was 
in British hands, as the polity of Dunutinga, until being granted to the Northumbrian Bishop Wilfrid after AD 
677 (Higham 2007, 59–60). The excavated site, lying as it does on the eastern flanks of Ingleborough, was pre-
sumably part of Dunutinga but political overlordship by the Angles in the late 7th century cannot be assumed to 
equate to a physical presence on the ground by Anglian farmer-settlers. On the other hand there is evidence, 
from place-names and carved stones, of an early Anglian presence in Lower Wensleydale but from the 8th centu-
ry; and of early 7th century grave goods from Upper Wensleydale (White 2002, 47–8). One could perhaps ex-
trapolate from these that there may have been an advance over the watershed into Upper Ribblesdale, though this 
presupposes settlement within pre-Anglian Dunutinga. 

The morphology of the excavated site is very different from most other archaeological sites in Upper Rib-
blesdale: this one is rectangular and not associated with the small irregularly-shaped enclosures and pounds that 
suggest developing organic growth seen in other ladder settlements in the area which have hitherto been seen as 
Romano-British. Newman (2006, 97) has highlighted the reality that few early medieval sites, at least in the 
North West, have been radiocarbon dated, with many Historic Environment Records defining potential sites as 
Romano-British or ‘unknown’. He also noted (Newman 2006, 93) the contribution of palaeoecological analysis 
on sites across the North West which has demonstrated more widespread early medieval activity than had previ-
ously been appreciated. 

Furthermore, two decades ago Roberts powerfully made the point that many of the sites on the limestone up-
lands of Westmorland that were ‘formerly interpreted as Romano-British’ through ‘unsubstantiated attributions’ 
must now be ‘carefully re-evaluated in the context of the medieval and post-medieval landscapes’, particularly 
so in the Smardale and Waitby areas which were the focus of his research (Roberts 1993, 433-4). Sites with con-
firmed early medieval or medieval provenance are rare in the western Dales: the well-documented Viking-style 
Gauber site at Ribblehead was dated by coins but to the mid-9th century which predates the traditionally accept-
ed Hiberno-Norse incursions into the Dales. Sites at the head of Crummack Dale (Cal AD 760–900, SUERC-
28315, and Cal AD 530–670 SUERC-28314) and Clapham Bottoms (Cal AD 760–900, SUERC GU-25025) 
have been dated to the early medieval period (Batty 2010 and 2012), but not by archaeological excavation; while 
a house site at Kingsdale Head, excavated by IAG, was firmly fixed by pottery and radiocarbon dating of char-
coal to the 13th century. All these sites have very different morphologies from the Upper Pasture building and 
they can all probably be accepted as permanently-occupied farmsteads whereas the site under review would have 
seen seasonal usage as livestock were driven from a permanent homestead, potentially at Selside or South 
House, to summer pastures some distance away. 
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Excavation evidence permits the Upper Pasture building to be fitted within the early medieval period by 
means of the two identical radiocarbon dates from within a sealed horizon, and a number of elements of the 
building strongly point to its having been a shieling hut. Its isolated situation, the altitude at which it lies, and the 
small size and crudity of the actual structure, are all typical of shielings from that era. In his seminal book, An-
gus Winchester (2000, 84) wrote that such features ‘are attested in almost every part of upland Britain from the 
early medieval period’, as transhumant stock management was an integral and essential component of the colo-
nisation of upland regions at that time (Silvester 2010, 152). Upland areas were characterised by seasonal varia-
tions in grazing regimes: stock were housed close to the farmsteads during the winter months when upland pas-
tures could not provide the requisite quantity or quality of feed. However, livestock were driven up to higher 
pastures for the summer months accompanied by some family members who slept in basic huts. This seasonal 
movement was a form of transhumance, and the summer ‘settlement’ was the shieling, consisting of the hut and, 
in some cases, basic overnight stock pounds. 

Conclusion 

As suggested above, if the late 7th century dating results, rather than the early to mid-8th century, are valid this 
would make the Upper Pasture shieling very early as a known Anglo-Saxon period site but was it, perhaps, not 
an Anglo-Saxon site at all but a late native British survival? This hypothesis cannot be rejected out of hand as 
there is documentary evidence from south Cumbria in the form of a grant of estates at Cartmel, by King Ecgfrith 
of Northumbria, who ruled from AD 670–85, to St Cuthbert (Potts 1994, 61–73; South 2001, 48–9). The grant 
included the key phrase ‘and all the Britons with it’ (my emphasis) which confirms a surviving native population 
in that area in the late 7th century: if in neighbouring Cumbria, why not in Craven? 

As Loveluck (2003, 170) commented, there is a real need for further serious Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian 
period research making use of analytical and data-based techniques, in his words incorporating the ‘work of local 
archaeological societies’. The late Richard Hall (2003, 177) wrote of the lack of excavated sites in Yorkshire 
from the pre-Norman era. Very recent excavation work on a presumed burial mound in Upper Wharfedale has 
produced human bone dated to the late 7th century, and in 2011 an Anglo-Saxon period spearhead was found by 
a metal detectorist near Scargill House south of Kettlewell, though clearly not from a secure archaeological con-
text. An Anglo-Saxon axe head was also found in recent years near Ribblehead, again not in an archaeological 
context. Much more work is needed to build up a realistic picture of early medieval activity in Ribblesdale and 
the surrounding area, and to re-evaluate received knowledge that would have us believe that Romano-British 
settlements dominate the archaeological resource there. 

A note on the Neolithic radiocarbon date 
Charcoal sample 204 was recovered from underneath one of the external walls of the building, and returned an uncalibrated 
date of 4765±30 BP, and a calibrated date range of 3640–3383 Cal BC at 95.4% probability, or 3640–3516 Cal BC at 91% 
(SUERC-38457 GU-26334). This places the sample within the early to middle Neolithic. Such a result could be seen to be at 
odds with the two early medieval dates, and one could make a case that this third date could reflect a Neolithic origin for the 
site, if not the actual structure. Certainly, the presence of worked chert and flint lithics on the site confirms that there was 
activity in the vicinity of the excavation during the Neolithic/Bronze Age transition but this cannot be assumed to suggest a 
prehistoric origin for the building. The key point is that sample 204 was recovered from below the rear wall and a date from 
beneath an extant feature does not necessarily have any direct relationship with that feature. Hypotheses have to be tested but 
it would not be valid to draw the conclusion that a Neolithic/Bronze Age date has any bearing on dating the building’s life. 
While the sample was directly under the wall, it is impossible to determine whether the surface under the wall was the same 
surface when the building was erected. It is more likely that its early medieval builders pared off the surface turf and soil that 
they had found to set their wall on. In addition, there were clear signs of mole activity within that part of the trench which 
could have caused the charcoal to be moved around. 
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Archives 
The project archive and small finds have been deposited with the Dales Countryside Museum, Station Yard, Hawes, North 
Yorkshire, DL8 3NT, UK. A copy of the archive is held by the Ingleborough Archaeology Group at the Community Centre 
in Ingleton. 
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Abstract 
The monitoring of a new drain in the roadway adjacent to Easby Abbey, Richmond recorded a wide range of 
archaeological features including a series of stone culverts (two of which may have fed the abbey precinct); 
trackways; stone walls and floors associated with the gatehouse and the remains of two further buildings along 
with a number of burials. The remains of the buildings were located to the south of the gatehouse and the earli-
est building survived as part of a substantial boulder wall which dated to the later 12th century. This appears to 
have been replaced in the 12th to 13th century by a second building, which in turn was removed in the late 13th 
or early 14th century. Immediately to the west of the 12th century building there were a number of burials two of 
which radiocarbon dated to the 12th to 13th centuries and appear to be contemporary with this building. The 
small artefact assemblage includes medieval pottery, ironwork and a number of architectural fragments, the 
most significant of which is an elaborate springer block from the cloister arcade. 

Introduction 
Due to the close proximity of the remains of Easby Abbey (Scheduled Monument no. 21624), the archaeological 
monitoring of the ground-works for a new drain in the roadway was undertaken on behalf of North Yorkshire 
Highways. The site lies in the roadway immediately to the east of the abbey c.1.5km to the south-east of Rich-
mond in Easby civil parish. The monitoring was part of the Scheduled Monument Consent (English Heritage 
2008) and was carried out between March and August 2011. 

As much has already been written about Easby Abbey (e.g. Goodall 2001; Weaver 1989), it is not intended to 
reproduce an extended account here, beyond a brief summary, but rather to report on the detail of the results of 
the monitoring. The abbey is situated in Easby near Richmond (NGR NZ 1856 0024) at the bottom of a moder-
ate slope in an area of level ground at c.90m OD and is adjacent to the parish church of St Agatha’s. The abbey’s 
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Figure 1 Features identified during drainage works at Easby Abbey. St Agatha’s Church is at the lower left,  
Easby House is located beyond the top right corner of the plan to the east of the road junction. 
Reproduced with permission of North Yorkshire County Council Highways. 

proximity to the River Swale means that the drift geology is one of alluvial sands and gravels (British Geological 
Survey, 1977) which overlay Namurian ‘Millstone Grit’ (British Geological Survey, 2001). Its proximity to the 
river also means that the orientation of the abbey complex does not entirely conform to the usual configuration. 
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The Premonstratensian1 Abbey of St Agatha at Easby was founded c.AD 1155 by the Constable of Richmond 
Castle. Much of the abbey still remains with standing sections dating from the 12th century along with the early 
13th century buildings in the south and east ranges and the infirmary. The presbytery and later sacristy along 
with the surviving west range and parts of the infirmary are early 14th century. The exact extent of the outer pre-
cinct, which would probably have contained a range of ancillary buildings such as barns, bakehouses and a 
brewhouse is uncertain, but an earthwork leads southwards from the gatehouse and then returns westwards to-
wards the tithe barn. Foundations west of the infirmary are believed to represent some of the ancillary buildings 
and there was a hospital attached to the abbey. Within the precinct is a functioning parish church dating from the 
12th century. The abbey, like many others, was suppressed in AD 15362. 

Methodology 
All of the ground works for the new drain were undertaken using a tracked mini-digger with a toothless bucket 
under direct archaeological supervision and carried out to a previously agreed written scheme of investigation 
(Buglass 2010). The ground-works consisted of excavating to a depth of between 0.80m and 1m below current 
ground level and the width of the machine bucket (c.0.5m). In the area of the soak away pit (11.8m by 2m wid-
ening to 3.3m) the initial ground reduction was undertaken by machine with the final excavation being carried 
out by hand. During the ground-works the exposed ground surfaces were inspected for archaeological features 
and the resulting topsoil stockpiles were monitored for archaeological artefacts. 

Results 
The archaeological monitoring was undertaken in three phases: trial pits and two stages of trench/soak away ex-
cavation. For simplicity, the results of all three stages are combined in this report. A full account of the monitor-
ing and its results has been deposited in the North Yorkshire Historic Environment Record (HER) in Northaller-
ton. In this article the context numbers for each archaeological deposit are given in [brackets]. 

The recorded features can be readily divided into three groups: those in the roadway to the north of the ab-
bey; those adjacent to the abbey gatehouse; and those to the south-west of the gatehouse in the site of the soak 
away. The archaeological remains encountered were given Feature numbers starting with Feature 1 at the top 
(northern end) of the road to the abbey and running sequentially downhill to the point where the trench joined the 
soak away (Fig. 1). Due to the narrow (0.5m) nature of the of the pipe trench only a limited amount of infor-
mation could be recorded about each feature and all of the features described could be seen to extend beyond the 
limit of the pipe trench or soak away. Unfortunately no dateable material was recovered from any of the features 
and so dating has been based upon an interpretation of location and form. 

The roadway north of the abbey 
Within the roadway a series of walls, cobble surfaces and culverts were recorded and can be summarised: 

Features 1 & 2 Both stone-built culverts which appear to be part of the 19th century water management system 
around Easby House. 

Feature 3 Line of large stones which appears to be the remains of a 19th century wall related to the road. 

                                                      
1 The Premonstratensians, also known as Norbertines or as the White Canons (from the colour of their habit), are a Roman Catholic religious 

order of canons founded at Prémontré near Laon (France) in 1120 by Saint Norbert. 
2 See English Heritage PastScape pages at http://tinyurl.com/bnt5c2h 
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Feature 4 1.8m by 0.5m surface of water-rounded cobbles (0.1m–0.2m diameter) but with no obvious edge, 
possibly due to truncation by the road. It appeared to be the remains of an earlier route-way, either to 
the west towards Richmond or to the abbey. 

Feature 5 Area of cobbles measuring 1m by 0.5m with a curb of stone blocks 1.8m long and 0.2m wide and also 
appeared to be an earlier route towards the abbey. 

Features 6 & 7 Both stone built culverts: Feature 6 had been built with small stones/cobbles; Feature 7 had been built 
from cobbles with roughly dressed slabs as a capping and a base. Both culverts flowed from east to 
west and towards the main abbey buildings and thus may be of medieval date. 

Feature 8 Single 2.12m row of large water-rolled/roughly-dressed stones (c.0.3m by 0.2m) aligned north-east to 
south-west. Initially thought to have been a boundary wall, the regular spacing of the stones and lack 
of coursing/bonding means that it had the appearance more of stepping stones or a trod than a wall. 

Feature 9 Remains of a very simply-built wall re-using dressed stones. It was aligned NNE–SSW and its south-
ern end appeared to be heading towards the north-west corner of the abbey gatehouse. From its form 
it is probably post-dissolution in date. 

Feature 10 2.4m long section of a cobbled trackway with stone curbing. From the orientation of the curbing it 
appears to have originally run east–west towards the northern side of the abbey. The available historic 
mapping does not show any form of track or path in this area. It would therefore appear to be at least 
pre-19th century and may possibly even relate to the abbey itself. 

Roadway adjacent to the abbey gatehouse 
Three features were recorded to the west of the gatehouse: 

Feature 11 Well-built stone wall on a north-west to south-east alignment and appeared to head towards the corner 
of the gatehouse. It survived as a single course of dressed stone to a height of 0.1m and was 0.7m 
wide. 

Feature 12 This wall was on a north-east to south-west alignment with the remains of a complex stone surface on 
its southern side. Three courses of wall survived to a height of 0.4m and 0.8m wide. The wall was in 
line with the remains of the wall on the north-eastern corner of the gatehouse and appeared to be a 
continuation of it, and thus probably medieval. The associated surface appears to have been repaired 
on at least two occasions and was probably contemporary with the wall. 

Feature 13 Two walls, the first [10] of which was orientated north-west to south-east and, like wall [14] above, 
was in line with the remains of the wall running north-west from the south-western corner of the 
gatehouse. The wall had been built from dressed blocks with a rubble core and survived to a height of 
0.38m. Wall [09] was a post-dissolution construction and had been cut into wall [10] at its southern 
end and ran alongside the roadway. 

Roadway south-west of the abbey gatehouse 
Feature 14 Remains of a low stone wall [03] made from re-used stone blocks with the fragmentary remains of a 

stone flag surface [07] surviving to the west. The wall was aligned north–south and had been built in 
a shallow construction cut. A single sherd of ‘Tees Valley Ware Type A’ (see The Pottery report, be-
low) was recovered from the backfill of the cut and provides a late 12th century terminus post quem 
date for the build. The construction cut for the wall had been into the top of the underlying natural de-
posits [08]. 

The wall survived to a height of two courses and the re-use of chamfered blocks in the topmost 
course suggests that this may have been its full height. The lower course of stones [06] was slightly 
offset in order to form a simple foundation and consisted of hammer-finished blocks. Within the 
stonework, three of the re-used pieces are diagnostic (see The Architectural Stonework, below). 
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Figure 2  Features in the soak aw
ay pit. Top: south-facing section. Bottom

: south-w
est facing section. 

Soak away pit 
The excavation of the soak away pit re-
vealed the remains of two medieval build-
ings. The only part of the earlier building 
to survive in the trench was part of a sub-
stantially built east–west aligned wall [35] 
(Fig. 2) constructed with boulders/large 
cobbles (c.0.5–0.75m³). Three courses of 
large stones survived within a construction 
cut. Four sherds (from two vessels) of late 
12th to mid-13th century Tees Valley “A” 
Ware pottery (TVA) were recovered from 
the backfill of the cut. This wall had been 
cut into what initially appeared to be natu-
ral, water-lain deposit [29]. However, 
three sherds from the same vessel of Pim-
ply Ware were recovered from [29]. This 
ware is often described generically as 
‘twelfth century gritty’ but it is considered 
to cover a period from the late 11th to the 
earlier 13th century (see The Pottery re-
port, below). The recovery of the pottery 
fragments does not preclude that deposit 
from being water-lain but would seem to 
indicate that there had been activity on or 
near the site when it was laid down over 
the natural gravel [47]. The TVA pottery 
in the backfill of the cut for the boulder 
wall could have originally come from the 
deposit [29] and this, coupled with the 
sherds of Pimply Ware, provides a termi-
nus post quem for the construction of the 
wall [35] of around the 12th century. 

Covering and sealing both the wall 
[35] and deposit [29] was another very 
uniform deposit [30]. Its appearance and 
uniformity strongly suggest that it was 
from either a flooding or hill-wash type 
source. Environmental analysis has rec-
orded small amounts of biological and 
artefactual material derived from human 
activity but insufficient to suggest deliber-
ate dumping or levelling of material had 
taken place. 
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Chronologically, the next recorded structure was a stone wall [27]. This wall had been built directly onto the 
interface of deposits [29] and [30] with no obvious construction cut, the lack of which would seem to imply that 
the site had been levelled (either deliberately or by accident, e.g. flooding) and that the new build had been con-
structed literally from the ground up (Figs. 2–7). 

 

Figure 3 Soak away pit: plan of features. 
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Wall [27] had been constructed from a wide range of stones including water-worn cobbles and re-used stone 
blocks. The stone blocks included some that had been hammer-finished and others that had originally been well-
dressed using a bolster. One piece with well-preserved diagonal tooling is identified as a corbel, probably from 
the eaves of a building (Stone 6 in the Architectural Stonework report, below). The wall was orientated north–
south and survived for 5.7m (including the doorway) along the line of the soak away. The base of the wall was at 
1.16m below ground level whilst the top survived to within 0.1m of the modern road and was up to c.1.12m 
thick. The northern end of wall [27] ran directly over the earlier boulder wall [35]. 

 

Figure 4 Soak away pit: south-west facing section. 

A single small body sherd of late 12th century TVA pottery was recovered from the wall suggesting a termi-
nus post quem for its construction. The wall had two returns: the first [48] ran to the west towards the northern 
end of the trench; and the second was at the southern end and ran to the east into the unexcavated area. The sec-
ond return formed a corner and thus would appear to make wall [27] the western side of a building. It was at the 
southern end of the exposed section of [27] immediately to the north of the return that a blocked doorway [31] 
was uncovered. Thus, the doorway was in the south-west corner of the building. Further evidence for this being 
part of a building comes from a thin, well-compacted mortar floor [28], seen in section once the length of [27] in 
the soak away had been removed. A single sherd from a York Glazed Ware jug was recovered from the doorway 
giving a terminus post quem in the period c.AD 1200–1275 for the blocking of the doorway. 

Continuing to run south directly from the corner of wall [27] was a much less substantial wall [46] which 
maintained the line of wall [27], suggesting contemporaneity. Wall [46] only survived to two courses high and 
had the appearance of a ‘garden’ type wall rather than something more substantial. To the west of this wall, and 
across the whole width of the soak away, extensive evidence for inhumation burials was recorded at what ap-
peared to be at least three different levels. The bodies were all oriented east–west but in a very poor state of 
preservation due to the sandy, acidic nature of the sediments. All burials had been cut into layer [29] and those 
that were exposed could be seen to respect each other, although two of the graves did have re-deposited human 
bone within them implying that some inter-cutting had occurred. The radiocarbon date for the shallowest burial 
[33] is in the range Cal AD 1160–1220 whilst the second, deeper, burial [40] is slightly earlier with a date range 
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Figure 5 Soak away pit area, looking east. 

Remains of cobble wall [35] are 
left-centre. Mortar floor [28] to the 
east of wall [27] is visible as a line 
midway in the section. (Scales: 
0.3m and 1m). 

 
Figure 6 Soak away pit. Building 27, look-

ing north-east. 

Wall [27] runs from bottom right to 
centre-top with wall return [48] at 
centre-top running to the left. 
Blocked doorway [31] is at the 
lower-right of wall [27]. Wall [32] 
runs from bottom-centre towards 
top-left. (Scales: 0.5m, 1m and 
2m). 

 
Figure 7 Soak away pit. Detail of blocked 

doorway [31] in wall [27], looking 
north-east. (Scales: 0.5m and 
1m). 
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of Cal AD 1020–1160 (see Table 2, below). These burials appear to be respected by (or vice versa) the building 
[27] and its associated wall [46] which strongly suggests that they were contemporary. This would seem to be 
further supported by the fact that the burials were aligned at right angles to the line of the walls [27] and [46]. 

A layer of demolition debris [26] was recorded lying directly over and sealing wall [27] and contained a 
range of medieval pottery, none dating to later than the late 13th to 14th centuries. This would also seem to rein-
force the idea that the building [27] and the burials were contemporary. The demolition layer [26] was in turn 
overlain by the 0.3m thick sub-base for the modern road. The excavation of the soak away has demonstrated that 
wall [03] had been built parallel to, and to the east of, wall [27] albeit somewhat later since it had been con-
structed on top of the demolition debris [26] that sealed the building [27]. 

Also running parallel to building [27], but 1.4m to the west, was wall [32] which only survived to a single 
course. The wall had been built with roughly squared, hammer-dressed stones and truncated to the level of burial 
[33]. The wall [32] had been constructed on the same deposit [30] as the floor of the building [27] to the east. 
This would seem to suggest that the two were possibly contemporary and this would also seem to be supported 
by the similarity in the type of utilised stone, the size of the blocks and hammer finish. Unfortunately, no dating 
material was recovered from the feature. Due to its position on the very edge of the excavated area it has not 
been possible to further determine its relationship with the other features excavated in the soak away. 

Finds 
The Pottery by Peter Didsbury 
The pottery assemblage comprises 39 sherds weighing 224g, having an average sherd weight of 5.7g. The mate-
rial was quantified by count and weight, according to fabric within each archaeological context. The fabric dis-
tribution within the assemblage is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 Fabric distribution within the site assemblage. 

Fabric3 % no. of sherds 
(n = 39) 

% weight of sherds 
(n = 224g) 

Pimply Ware 7.7 6.7 
Scarborough Phase 1 Ware 2.6 1.3 
Tees Valley “A” Ware (TVA) 20.5 29.0 
Tees Valley “B” Ware (TVB) 25.6 33.5 
Tees Valley “B” Ware? (TVB) 10.3 10.3 
York Glazed Ware 5.1 12.1 
Modern Factory-Produced Ware 28.2 7.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 

Sediment [29], interpreted as a water-lain deposit, contained three sherds of Pimply Ware, all from a single 
vessel. The ware is generically a ‘twelfth-century gritty’ product, though its total lifespan is probably best 
thought of as encompassing the period from the late 11th to the earlier 13th century (cf. Slowikowski 2000, 73). 

                                                      
3 Fabric terminology for the Tees Valley Wares follows that in Didsbury (2010); other medieval wares are as defined in Watkins (1991; 

1987), except that the York White Ware of those reports is here referred to as York Glazed Ware, following Jennings (1992). 
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Sediment [29] was penetrated by cobble wall [35], contained within cut [36]. Backfill [37] of this construc-
tion cut contained two small fragments (5g) of Tees Valley “A” Ware (hereafter TVA), for which a c.late 12th to 
mid-13th century date may perhaps be proposed (Didsbury 2010, 227). The fragments, one of which bears car-
bonized deposits, come from two different vessels. 

Substantial wall [27] was constructed from the interface of [29] and [30], with no obvious construction cut. A 
single small body sherd of TVA (7g) was found in the fabric of this wall, and thus probably provides a late 12th 
century terminus post quem for its construction. The wall contained blocked doorway [31], from which was re-
covered a single sherd from a York Glazed Ware jug. The short floruit of the latter ware essentially spanned the 
first three quarters of the 13th century, so that a terminus post quem in the period c.AD 1200–1275 for the block-
ing of the doorway may be proposed. (The event may, of course, have occurred considerably later.) 

The largest pottery assemblage from the site (comprising 16 sherds, weighing 135g) came from deposit [26], 
which overlay wall [27] and which is interpreted as demolition debris. The assemblage is made up of the follow-
ing wares (number of sherds in brackets): York Glazed (1); Scarborough Phase 1 (1); TVA (4); TVB (10). 

The dates of Pimply Ware and TVA have been alluded to above. The precise dating of Scarborough Ware 
has long been the subject of some discussion (inter alia Farmer and Farmer 1982). For present purposes it is 
enough to note its wide occurrence in 13th and earlier 14th century contexts. The remaining fabric in the assem-
blage is TVB. Unlike the light-firing TVA, TVB employed iron-rich clays, a development which is possibly to 
be dated from the mid-13th century onwards (Didsbury 2010, 227). The decline of TVB in the face of the rise to 
dominance of regional late medieval reduced wares was possibly completely accomplished by the close of the 
14th century (Didsbury, loc. cit.). Whatever the date of the demolition of this wall, it is clear that the demolition 
debris included no pottery of later than late 13th or 14th century date. 

Wall [3] has been interpreted as being built after the demolition of wall [27], and possibly after the dissolu-
tion of the Abbey, since it had been constructed out of re-used medieval stonework. Backfill [5] in cut [4] for 
this wall contained a single sherd of TVA, probably long-term residual and which does no more than provide a 
late 12th century terminus post quem for the build. 

The remaining pottery in the site assemblage (15 sherds) came from demolition and levelling layer [2], which 
extended across the whole site and from this layer where it encounters wall [32]. Most of the material comes 
from a 19th or 20th century factory-produced product in [2], though four sherds of TVB came from [2] and 
[2/32]. 

Conclusions 
The pottery discussed above does little more than provide a number of terminus post quem dates, of limited evi-
dential value, for some of the excavated structures. There is no evidence of site activity resulting in ceramic dep-
osition before the 12th century or, with the exception of the modern vessel from [2], after the 14th century. Some 
interest attaches, nevertheless, to the composition of the site assemblage. Although the site lies towards the 
south-western edge of the Tees Valley distribution area (Didsbury 2010, fig. 8.10; Sweeney 1985), the limited 
evidence suggests that the major supplier of pottery to Easby during the later 12th to 14th century may have been 
the Tees Valley industry, as indeed was the case at the nearby Hospital of St Giles by Brompton Bridge (Max-
well 1995). 

The Architectural Stonework by Stuart Harrison 
Seven pieces of architectural stone were recovered all of which fall within a date range of the 12th to 14th centu-
ries and as such almost undoubtedly derive from the nearby abbey buildings. 
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Figure 8 Reconstruction of cloister arcade with the springer shaded. Stuart Harrison. 
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Figure 9 The cloister arcade springer. Lesley Collett. 

Stone Catalogue 

Stone 1 From demolition layer [26] is a section of window or door jamb with an external chamfer and internal rebate. 
The tooling is well preserved and shows broad diagonal strokes from an axe or bolster in a typical 12th centu-
ry manner. There are slight traces of white lime-wash on the chamfered face which indicates that the visible 
surfaces had been completely painted. 

Stone 2 From demolition layer [26] is a small piece of shaft and shows some traces of bolster tooling but on the whole 
has a smooth finish. It retains one worked end with a small chamfer. Such shafts were common features at 
monastic sites decorating the jambs of doorways and windows and in this case possibly supporting a cloister 
arcade. 

Stone 3 Re-used in wall [03] is a square-planned block with a chamfer on each upper edge. It may have served to 
support a small moulded base for a shaft but more likely it is a stylobate for a wooden post supporting a pen-
tice arcade or strutting the cross beams of a ceiling. 

Stone 4 Re-used in wall [03] is a rectangular block and resembles a sill stone for a window base or possibly the sup-
port for a screen or small arcade. 

Stone 5 Re-used in wall [03] is a rectangular block probably with a similar function to Stone 4. 
Stone 6 Recovered from wall [27] appears to be a corbel, probably from the eaves of a building or similar position. 
Stone 7 Recovered from the layer of demolition debris [26] is a damaged springer block for an arcade 49.0cm by 

26.5cm at the base. It has traces of extensive mouldings at each side with alternating rolls decorated with fil-
lets and hollows. The back vertical face is plain but the other end or front face has a deep hollow at each side. 
Along the edges of this are traces of leaf decoration and it is clear that this spanned across the hollow. This 
explains the relatively rough chisel marks within the wide hollow as the mason had undercut the foliage 
through small holes to form the hollow. The foliage is predominantly composed of leaves of palmette design 
and quite distinctive in form. This is an extremely elaborate and delicate piece of mason-craft. The upper part 
of the block retains the angled bed faces to support the voussoirs of the arch at each side. The rectangular 
base had been designed to sit on top of a double capital supported by a pair of slim shafts like Stone 2, above 
(Figs 8 and 9). 
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Discussion 
Similar springers in the collection from Easby Abbey in the English Heritage Archaeology Store at Helmsley 
show the same arrangement of mouldings and undercut foliage. Comparison with them shows this piece is di-
mensionally the same overall, it has the same type of distinctive stylized foliage and that it must have originated 
in the same arcade. This is most likely the main abbey cloister that had four covered alleyways supported on 
open arches standing on twin shafts (Harrison 2006, 124–5). 

Assessment of Biological Remains by Alison Foster, Angela Walker and John Carrott 
Palaeoecology Research Services Ltd 
Five sediment samples (from four deposits) and a small quantity of hand-collected vertebrate remains (including 
human bone from two burials) were submitted for assessment of their bio-archaeological potential. Ancient bio-
logical remains recovered from the samples are restricted to small quantities of indeterminate charcoal and 
charred cereal remains, with occasional other charred ‘seeds’, occasional mollusc shells and a little bone (includ-
ing fish bone). Most of these remains presumably relate to human food preparation/waste but are too few to be of 
any significant interpretative value. In addition, hammerscale is common-to-abundant in two contexts (and pre-
sent in a third which also contained a roughly worked bone/antler point and two pot sherds). The assemblage of 
hand-collected vertebrate remains provides too little material for detailed interpretation. The identifiable animal 
bone is of domestic mammals and birds and presumably represents food waste. 

The Recorded Finds by Sophie Tibbles 
The small assemblage of recorded finds comprises two iron objects from wall [27] and floor [28] and two 
worked bone/antler objects (RF 2 and RF 4) from demolition layer [26]. The iron objects are a bolt and a proba-
ble hinge pivot (Goodall 1993, fig. 109) and are probably from structural demolition debris. The bone/antler ob-
jects are both fragmentary and have smooth, highly polished surfaces that may reflect craft-working items and 
could represent waste from bone/antler-working. The break and polished surface of the broad end of RF 3 may 
indicate breakage during manufacture or possible repair. The artefacts could also represent dress accessories, 
personal items and/or textile-related activity. RF 4 is possibly a tine from a comb and the highly polished finish 
and good quality of working of RF 3 could indicate an object such as a pin (Margeson 1993, fig. 6, cat. no. 49) 
or needle (ibid, fig. 137, cat. no. 1447). Although the objects are multi-period artefacts, the assemblage is con-
sidered to be of medieval date. 

Discussion and Conclusions 
Although a large number of features have been recorded it is difficult to relate them with any degree of confi-
dence to the abbey. However, it is possible to make some reasonably informed suggestions as to the possible 
date and function of many of the features encountered. 

The ten features recorded to the north of the gatehouse fall into two broad categories: culverts; and possible 
trackways. The four culverts appear to form two distinct groups: firstly Features 1 & 2 which were aligned north-
east to south-west; and secondly Features 6 & 7 that ran broadly east to west. Features 1 & 2 were located close 
to the top of the slope and ran along the same alignment as the modern roadway, with one of them (Feature 1) 
originating from under the boundary wall of Easby House. As such, it would seem that both of them represent 
relatively modern attempts at managing the water flowing down the hillside. It is known that there are a series of 
springs along the upper edge of the field to the south of Easby House which, in the past, have caused problems 
with water-logging in that field and these two culverts appear to be an attempt to control that. The two culverts 
further down the hillside (Features 6 & 7) were on a very different alignment and, rather than simply carrying 
water away from the buildings in Easby to assist drainage, they appear to have been deliberately angled cross 
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slope in order to carry water to a specific location. In addition, Features 6 & 7 had been constructed with water-
rolled cobbles rather than the large hammer dressed stones in Features 1 & 2 which suggests a different date of 
construction. It appears that Features 6 & 7 may well have been built in order to supply water from the springs to 
buildings along the northern side of the abbey. This would have provided a fresh, more controllable water supply 
than one derived from the river flowing to the south and, in addition, would have avoided the risk of contamina-
tion from river water that had already flowed through the town of Richmond. 

The remaining features appear to be a range of different forms of trackway, including a possible trod (Feature 
8) and well-made metalled surfaces (Features 4, 5 & 10). All of the features were on an alignment which is very 
close to that of the modern roadway. This strongly suggests that they were the remains of various earlier track-
ways leading to the abbey or abbey area. Unfortunately, the lack of any dating material associated with the fea-
tures means that it has not been possible to establish a chronology. However, it could be suggested that the sim-
pler the form of the trackway (i.e. the trod, Feature 8) the earlier it is in date with the more complex, well-laid 
cobbling representing later developments (Features 4, 5 & 10). One of the areas of cobbling (Feature 10) is of 
particular interest since the presence of the stone curbing along the northern side of the cobbles appears to show 
that the area exposed was the northern edge of the trackway. This in turn shows that the track ran broadly east to 
west and, as such, may have formed an access route along the northern side of the abbey. 

Approximately 20m to the south of Feature 10 the remains of a substantial, well-built wall were recorded 
(Feature 11). This wall was oriented north-west to south-east and would have approached the gatehouse at right 
angles. It may have joined, in some way, to the north-western corner of the building. If this is the case, then Fea-
ture 11 may represent the remains of a precinct wall with the trackway (Feature 10) then forming a path running 
outside the precinct wall of the abbey. However, this interpretation is based on a very small section of recorded 
features and without sufficient artefactual evidence to substantiate a medieval date. 

A second possibility for the precinct wall was recorded in Feature 12, immediately to the north-west of the 
northern end of the gatehouse. Here a short section of wall was aligned with the remains of a wall on the north-
western side of the gatehouse. The nature of the construction of the wall in the pipe trench was the same as that 
seen on the gatehouse showing that they were the same structure. This second wall appearing to join onto the 
gatehouse would seem to be a much more likely candidate for the precinct wall than the one described above 
(which, on the excavated evidence, does not appear to join directly). It is possible that the different walls repre-
sent different stages of development of the abbey precinct or even post-dissolution activity. Only further excava-
tion would be able to confirm or refute this. A cobble and stone surface that was recorded to the south of wall in 
Feature 12 represents the possible floor for a building that had been much repaired or altered and appears to be 
contemporary with the wall. 

At the southern end of the gatehouse a further two walls were recorded in Feature 13. The first wall [10] was 
aligned at right angles to the gatehouse and could be extrapolated to join the western side of the gatehouse where 
the remains of a joining wall are still showing. This is the same situation as has been seen previously at the 
northern end of the gatehouse and these two walls would have formed some kind of enclosed area or building. 
The second wall [09] cut through the western end of [10], ran at a slightly diverging angle to the gatehouse and 
had been constructed using re-used stones. An examination of a plan of the abbey dated 1816 shows a wall in 
this position and defining part of the churchyard for St Agatha’s Church. This makes wall [09] post-medieval 
and probably 18th or 19th century in date. 

The final set of recorded features is in the area of the soak away (Fig. 10) and represents the remains of four 
phases of activity. The earliest of these is the construction of the boulder wall which ran east to west across the 
northern end of the soak away. It is difficult to interpret it reliably since only a very short section of this was 
uncovered. However, the depth to which its construction trench had been cut and the lack of a bonding material 
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would seem to suggest that it had supported a substantial timber superstructure. The paucity of artefactual mate-
rial for dating (just two pottery sherds) means that caution should be used in dating the structure. The date range 
for the pottery is late 12th to early 13th century which does at least provide a terminus post quem for the wall. 
Even though the dating of the wall is somewhat tentative, the remains of the building [27] directly above it (the 
second phase of activity) only yielded late 12th century material along with early to mid-13th century material 
for the blocked doorway. This would suggest that the later building [27] had been built soon after the demolition 
of the structure with boulder foundations. 

 

Figure 10 The soak away pit area in relation to the gatehouse, looking north-east. 
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The building [27] was seen to have a mortar floor and a doorway which had been blocked up prior to the 
demolition of the building. From the position of the return of the wall at the corner of the building and the loca-
tion of the mortar floor, it is the western side of this building that was exposed with the remainder still buried 
under the modern roadway. The building was aligned on a north–south axis with a simple boundary wall extend-
ing south from its south-western corner. It is this wall which appears to form the boundary to the area of burials 
to the west of the building. Radiocarbon dating of two of the burials gave a date range of Cal AD 1160–1220 for 
the shallowest burial and Cal AD 1020–1160 for the deeper burial (Table 2). These dates are contemporary with 
the pottery from both the boulder foundation and the building [27], strongly suggesting that they were all related 
in some way. This is further supported by the orientation of the burials at right angles to the wall [27] and the 
fact that they appeared to respect the boundary wall running from the south-western corner of [27]. 

Table 2 Easby Abbey, Richmond, North Yorkshire: details of radiocarbon (AMS) dates. 

Context Sample Lab No. 2σ calibrated 
radiocarbon 
date Cal AD* 

Radiocarbon 
age measure-

ment BP 

δ 13C:12C 
Ratio 

Conventional 
radiocarbon 

age 

33 
Inhumation 
burial 

Human left tibia, 
measurement from 
extracted collagen 

Beta-318960 1160 to 1260 760±30 BP -19.7 ‰ 850±30 BP 

40 
Inhumation 
burial 

Unidentified Human 
bone, measurement 
from extracted 
collagen 

Beta-318961 1020 to 1160 890±30 BP -19.9 ‰ 970±30 BP 

* 95% probability. Database used: IntCal09 (Reimer et al. 2009). 

From the pottery evidence, the building [27] had then been demolished and the site levelled sometime in the 
13th to 14th centuries, although it is uncertain how the area was then used. The third phase of activity is repre-
sented by the small section of an enigmatic structure that was recorded at the northern end of the soak away. The 
remains appeared to consist of a low wall of re-used monastic stone on a north–south alignment and with an area 
of paving to the west [03]. It is uncertain whether this low wall was at its intended maximum height or whether it 
had supported a timber structure. Any further archaeological activity in this area is truncated by the modern 
roadway. 

From the limited visibility of the features that were encountered, and the general lack of datable material 
from the excavations, it is not possible to provide definite interpretations for the features in the soak away area. 
However, it is possible to make an informed suggestion that this area had been used first for a substantial 12th 
century building on an east–west alignment and that this building had probably been replaced within less than 
fifty years. Its replacement had been a north–south aligned building of which the western side was exposed in the 
soak away. This building, probably built in the late 12th century, had a doorway on its south-western corner. 
This doorway then appears to have been blocked up towards the end of the building’s existence, likely in the 
early 13th century. It appears that the building may have formed part of a complex which includes an area of 
11th to13th century burials to its west and may have been associated with the burials in some way (e.g. a chapel, 
mortuary or hospital). This building in turn had been demolished and part of the area used for a low-walled 
structure, reminiscent of a parapet wall alongside a walkway. The location of these features close to the gate-
house, but on different alignments, would seem to suggest that they are earlier than the remains of the extant 
gatehouse. As such, they may represent an earlier phase of the abbey’s development, possibly from its founda-
tion c.AD 1155. 
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Overall, the various features that were recorded—from culverts and trackways to substantial buildings and 
Norman burials—show a small part of the potential for further significant buried remains to be present within the 
vicinity of the abbey and St Agatha’s Church. It has been demonstrated that 13th to14th century features survive 
in some areas to within 0.2m of the modern ground level and are in a good state of preservation. 

Archives 
Excavation reports have been deposited in the North Yorkshire Historic Environment Record (HER) maintained by North 
Yorkshire County Council (NYCC). Access information is available at http://www.northyorks.gov.uk/her 

Paper, digital and photographic records together with the finds will be curated at the English Heritage Archaeology Store 
(North), Helmsley, North Yorkshire, UK. 
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Abstract 
As in previous years, EDAS continues to undertake a wide variety of work throughout Yorkshire, including ar-
chaeological investigations, the recording of medieval to 20th century buildings within their landscape settings, 
and the survey of historic gardens and landscapes. The following report provides summaries for some of the 
projects undertaken in North and East Yorkshire over the past few years. Interested readers and researchers 
should consult the relevant archive report, held by the appropriate County Historic Environment Records or 
their equivalents, for further information. 

Scotland Farm, Hawnby, North Yorkshire 
Field survey of a Bronze Age cairnfield and a possible medieval bercary complex 
A programme of detailed measured earthwork survey was undertaken between February and March 2010 at 
Scotland Farm, near Hawnby, North Yorkshire (Dennison and Richardson 2011a). The 8.5 ha survey area was 
located just to the north of the relatively isolated farmstead (NGR SE 5289 9442 centred), set on the south-west 
end of Cow Ridge on the north side of Parci Gill, on the southern edge of Snilesworth Moor, at an elevation of 
270m OD. Parci Gill joins with Blow Gill just to the south of the farm, and this combined watercourse runs be-
tween the promontories of Cow Ridge and Hawnby Moor, on the southern edge of the Cleveland Hills within an 
area of extensive and well preserved prehistoric landscape. 

Prior to the EDAS survey, the principal remains within the area surrounding Scotland Farm were thought to 
form an outlying part of the more extensive Iron Howe cairnfield, generally considered to be Bronze Age in date, 
which has been investigated sporadically since the 1930s (e.g. McDonnell 1963, 38–39). The 2010 survey rec-
orded a cairnfield comprising 40 probable and possible cairns, with a small number preserving evidence for in-
ternal structures and kerbs or edges. It is highly likely that these cairns were once continuous with the larger Iron 
Howe cairnfield descending the southern flank of Cow Ridge, their promontory or ridge setting bearing some 
similarity to other recorded cairnfields in the North York Moors. A small number of possible denuded ring cairns 
were also tentatively identified within the Scotland Farm cairnfield. 
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Figure 1 Field survey of possible medieval bercary complex, Scotland Farm, Hawnby, North Yorkshire. 
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During the survey work, it became clear that there was a marked absence of cairns in one part of the area, 
almost certainly due to their deliberate removal to allow the construction of a complex of buildings, structures 
and platforms, which survived as low earthworks or stone footings. The form of the complex, its location and 
comparison with other known examples suggest that it may well comprise the core of a medieval bercaria or 
sheep farm (anglicised to ‘bercary’ in the following text). Such complexes were once numerous on large monas-
tic and seigneurial estates across both the North York Moors and the Yorkshire Dales, and some were very sub-
stantial indeed. In addition to the core area, these bercaries incorporated extensive grazing enclosures, isolated 
folds and sheep washes, and some accommodated other animals in addition to sheep, each with varying grazing 
requirements (Donkin 1953; Dyer 1995; Moorhouse 2003, 329–341). 

At Scotland Farm, the largest structure identified within the possible bercary complex (12/2 on Figs 1 and 2) 
survived as a series of paired padstones marking former structural bays, probably with an aisle on the north-east 
side. The structure was at least four bays or 25m in length, and had a width of 8.50m between the padstones, or 
12m if including the aisle. It is most likely that the paired padstones would have supported full-crucks, cruck-
framing being the prevalent form of construction in the North York Moors during the medieval period and into 
the 16th century, even at manor house level (Harrison and Hutton 1984, 236–237). Although substantial, the 
structure fits comfortably within the range of sizes of sheep houses identified through survey and excavation at 
other bercaries, and it displays similarities of form with other recorded examples, for example, that at Rudland 
Close, Hutton-le-Hole, identified as belonging to St Mary’s Abbey, York (RCHME 1987, 183), or those within 
the bercary on Levisham Moor, established by the Gilbertine canons of Malton Priory during the 13th century 
(Moorhouse 1986; Dennison 2001). It is probable that the interior of the sheep house was sub-divided into pens 
and stalls, made of wattle, split timbers or withies, with the roof space perhaps utilised for an integral hay-
loft/fodder storage area which is sometimes referred to in medieval documentation. The primary function of the 
sheep house would have been to provide accommodation for overwintering sheep, traditionally between Mar-
tinmas (11th November) and Easter. The slope setting of the Scotland Farm complex is of interest, as is the posi-
tioning of the four platforms (12/3 to 12/6 on Figs 1 and 2) to the south. If the latter represent one or more small-
er structures, their location at the lower, southern end of a long aisled sheep house might indicate some sort of 
process flow through the complex. For example, the value of animal manure close to the plough-lands was im-
portant, and the overwintered sheep may have been mucked out from the slightly lower south end of the sheep 
house into the structure/platforms to the south. 

As noted above, the proposed sheep house formed only one part of the possible bercary complex at Scotland 
Farm. At least 11 other structures or buildings were identified during the 2010 survey, some apparently grouped 
around yards and with others set within larger enclosures, linked by at least one trackway, and water was brought 
to the site by a well-constructed leat (Fig. 2). A bercary would have been expected to include a range of other 
buildings relating to the various activities forming part of the shepherding year, such as lambing, dairying, fod-
der storage and perhaps accommodation for workers. The wider landscape setting at Scotland Farm would also 
have made it an attractive location for a bercary, as it has access to both moorland grazing and lower-level en-
closed grazing, and sheep washes might have been located along the Parci or Blow Gills; it also lies close to ear-
ly routeways passing both west and north across Snilesworth Moor.  

Although documentary confirmation is required, the most likely candidate for the builder of a bercary at 
Scotland Farm would be Byland Abbey. The manor of Snilesworth was granted to the monks of Byland Abbey 
towards the end of the 12th century by Hugh Malbis (or Malebiche), and the grant appears to have included the 
territory to the west of Blow Gill, close to where the present Scotland Farm is located. The bercary could there-
fore have formed part of Byland’s Snilesworth Grange, and it might tentatively be linked to properties listed as 
being near Blow Gill in Dissolution and 17th century documentation (Cowley 1993, 91). The earthworks and 
structures recorded within the complex preserved evidence for more than one phase of development, and this 
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could well have arisen either through the leasing out to tenants prior to the Dissolution, or continued use as a 
farm during the post-Dissolution period. Finally, the presence of a bercary here would also require a re-
assessment of some of what have previously been categorised as prehistoric enclosures in the Iron Howe area, 
and also how prehistoric elements may have been re-used within the surveyed core area. 

 

Figure 2 Interpretation of possible medieval bercary complex, Scotland Farm, Hawnby, North Yorkshire. 
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Colburn Hall, Colburn, North Yorkshire 
Earthwork, geophysical and architectural survey of Medieval to 17th Century manorial complex 
Between December 2009 and January 2012, a programme of architectural survey was undertaken on two con-
joined buildings of medieval to 17th century date set immediately to the east of Colburn Hall, Colburn, North 
Yorkshire (NGR SE 19630 99232) (Richardson and Dennison 2012). This work was supported by documentary 
research, and a detailed measured earthwork and geophysical survey of a probable contemporary manorial pre-
cinct. 

The earlier of the two conjoined buildings, traditionally known as the ‘Courthouse’, dates to c.1300 and was 
primarily residential in character, although this would not preclude the first floor room sometimes having been 
used for other, more communal, purposes (Fig. 3). In contrast to the interpretation offered by an admirable pre-
vious study (Wilcox 2001), the EDAS survey indicated that there was a smaller contemporary structure attached 
to the south end of the east side, which could have housed a chapel on the first floor. The main area of the first 

floor of the building also displayed 
some evidence for upper and lower 
ends, and a consideration of the com-
bined structural evidence led to the 
conclusion that the building had once 
formed a first floor hall rather than a 
chamber block, as had been previous-
ly suggested before. 

Figure 3 North gable of ‘Courthouse’ 
building at Colburn Hall. 

The first floor hall would obviously have not existed in isolation, and would have been surrounded by a range 
of ancillary buildings. A puzzling aspect of the first floor hall’s setting had been its close spatial relationship to 
the adjacent but separate Colburn Hall, which includes a west cross-wing of proposed mid-14th century date. 
The presence of two separate medieval residential buildings in such close proximity had raised questions con-
cerning coparceny (dual occupancy) and other complex residential arrangements. The evidence gathered during 
the EDAS survey suggested that, rather than existing separately, the first floor hall and the medieval west cross-
wing of Colburn Hall were once linked by a timber-framed hall range, contemporary with the cross-wing, and so 
came to form a single residence of hall and cross-wings plan form. In this scenario, the construction of the Hall’s 
west cross-wing and linking hall range, perhaps slightly later than the mid-14th century, could be viewed as the 
updating of the somewhat limited residential accommodation offered by the first floor hall to contemporary later 
medieval standards. 
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Figure 4 Plan of the Colburn Hall complex and former precinct. 

At some point prior to the early 18th century, and perhaps by the late 17th century, the first floor hall was 
again separated from the main body of the Hall by the partial demolition of the linking hall range. The domestic 
accommodation of the Hall continued to be updated, whereas the first floor hall had a large barn built against it, 
and was almost certainly given over to agricultural use at the same time. The adjacent barn was initially a multi- 
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functional structure, comprising crop threshing and storage, accommodation for carts/wagons, and accommoda-
tion for cattle or horses. A significant number of additions were made to the barn range between 1769 and 1857, 
forming part of a developing farm complex. By the end of the 19th century, the ground floor of the first floor hall 
was being used as stabling. 

Figure 5 Building ‘c’ on east 
side of precinct, looking south-
east, Colburn Hall. 

The first floor hall, and later the expanded hall and cross-wings house, were located in the south-east corner 
of a relatively substantial medieval precinct measuring c.135m by 100m in its earliest form (Fig. 4). Initially, 
perhaps in the late 13th century, the precinct was laid out across part of the open field system to the immediate 
north of Colburn, and also truncated the crofts of three tofts fronting onto the north side of the village green. 
There was a medieval route-way running north from the village along the eastern edge of the precinct, but the 
main entrance lay on the west side. Internally, there was some evidence for sub-division, with buildings laid out 
along the east and perhaps also the north sides (Fig. 5). A subsequent expansion of the precinct to the south and 
west (increasing its size to c.180m by 170m) included the three previously respected tofts on the north side of the 
green. The entrance on the west side of the precinct was remodelled, to create a causeway flanked by two ponds, 
whilst the former village earthworks may have been re-fashioned as gardens. The expansion of the precinct has 
not yet been closely dated, and could have taken place at several different times between the late 14th and late 
16th centuries, perhaps associated with a change of ownership or an increase in the status of an existing owner. 
However, its presence had a marked effect on the development of the settlement to the north side of the village 
green, exacerbating the differences originating in the joint ownership of the manor of Colburn from the later 13th 
century onwards. 

The possible late 17th century structural alterations undertaken to the Hall and first floor hall outlined above 
appear to have been accompanied by the re-arrangement of the landscape to the immediate south, creating a 
number of enclosures, including gardens, while the medieval precinct to the north fell into disuse. By the early 
18th century, the main approach to the Hall and the developing farm complex was from the south, rather than 
through the earlier entrance on the west side of the precinct. 
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32–36 North Bar Within, Beverley, East Yorkshire 
Detailed architectural survey and archaeological watching brief 
A programme of detailed architectural and archaeological survey was carried out at nos 32-36 North Bar Within 
(formerly the Burgess and Son ice cream shop), Beverley, East Yorkshire (NGR TA 03025 38875) between May 
and November 2007 (Dennison and Richardson 2011b) (Fig. 6). The work involved the recording of the standing 
building, together with associated structures in the yard to the rear, through a combination of drawn and photo-
graphic survey. The historical context for the standing remains was provided by research carried out by Dr Susan 
Neave, and a watching brief was then undertaken during internal and external works. 

Figure 6 Nos 32–36 North 
Bar Within, Beverley. 

The earliest evidence of ac-
tivity uncovered was a small 
pit exposed in the rear yard 
containing pottery of late 12th 
to mid-14th century date, per-
haps indicating that the struc-
tures fronting onto North Bar 
Within did not extend back this 
far during this period. A prob-
able in situ hearth/oven base, 
represented by a fractured up-
per mill stone, might also relate 
to a late medieval structure, as 
it is difficult to place it within 
the early form of the existing 
building as evidenced by the 
surviving timber-framing (see 
below). As might be expected, the existing major internal sub-divisions of nos 32 to 36 North Bar Within, and 
indeed the whole block of buildings on this side of the street from the North Bar as far as the Royal Standard 
pub, fall within a standard width of between c.4.5m to 6m. These widths reflect burgage plots or other property 
sub-divisions established during the medieval period, and which continued to exert an influence on the develop-
ment of the building well into the early post-medieval period. 

The largest area of surviving timber-framing within the surveyed buildings, the party wall between nos 32 
and 34, was characterised by a two-storey post and rails, studs and curved downbraces, with an infill of thin 
bricks, laid flat, rather than on edge; there was also an aisle or outshot to the rear (Fig. 7). On the street frontage, 
the first floor was formerly jettied out c.0.50m beyond the ground floor. The depth of the main body of the build-
ing represented by the framing was c.6m (8.50m including the rear aisle). Comparison with other local and re-
gional examples suggests that, while the framing shares some characteristics with presumed late medieval build-
ings, it more broadly resembles that recorded within mid to late 16th century structures elsewhere in the region. 

Taken together, the surviving elements of timber-framing, their form and position, and their relationship to 
medieval property divisions on this side of North Bar Within, indicate that nos 32 to 36 formed three separate 
units in the later medieval/early post-medieval period. They were all two storey timber-framed buildings, with 
first floors jettied out over the ground floor and apparently with a single room to each floor; all three buildings 
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may also have been equipped with a rear aisle, perhaps containing a staircase, and were heated by fireplaces con-
tained beneath fire-hoods. The survey uncovered no convincing evidence for early shop use (although, given 
their location, this cannot be entirely discounted), and it is more likely that the buildings were domestic in char-
acter, reflecting the need for housing as the town’s population grew. Such ranges of houses, parallel to the street 
frontage, continued to be built throughout the 16th century and into the 17th century within the central area of 
York, for example. 

 

Figure 7 Surviving timber-framing at nos 32–36 North Bar Within, Beverley. 

The interior of no. 32 also preserved a grid of moulded softwood floor beams and joists, possibly decorative-
ly painted, on the ground and first floors, which may be contemporary with the timber-framing of the party wall. 
By the late 17th century, all three properties were under a single ownership and perhaps also forming a single 
house, with tanning taking place in the rear yard by this period. The building was then sub-divided into two 
properties (i.e. no. 32 and nos 34–36), probably in 1724 and certainly by 1732. The re-fronting in brick of nos 32 
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to 36 by local builder Peter Duke in 1736 clearly had a major impact on the building, and may have been stimu-
lated by the cessation of tanning in the immediate area in the early 18th century. By c.1800, the ground floors of 
both nos 34 and 36 were given over to shop use, whereas in no. 32 this does not seem to have taken place till 
after the mid-19th century. In the early 19th century, several ranges of dwellings were erected in the rear yard of 
the building. 

Nos. 32 to 36 North Bar Within is one of many buildings recorded in detail by EDAS within Beverley and 
district over the last 15 years, as a result of both commercial works and private research. Much of this recording 
has provided the opportunity to view properties adjacent to the one forming the subject of the work; in the same 
way as one would not consider, for example, an earthwork without reference to the landscape of which it forms 
part, the consideration of adjoining properties is vital in the proper understanding of an urban building. This is 
particularly the case with the often difficult-to-interpret mixture of domestic, commercial and industrial use that 
typifies many smaller 18th and 19th century buildings in Beverley; they are prime examples of what are termed 
‘Low Road’ buildings (Brand 1994, 24–33), easily adapted to a different purpose by inexpensive alterations, an 
adaptability which often ensures survival, even if in a mutilated form. Copies of all EDAS survey reports have 
been deposited with the Humber Sites and Monuments Record where they can be publicly consulted, and some 
are also available online, but unfortunately even the most recent summaries on the built environment in East 
Yorkshire make no reference to this valuable ‘grey literature’ resource (e.g. Harrison 2011). It is therefore our 
intention to publish a future paper detailing the results of EDAS’s building recording work in Beverley and the 
surrounding district. 

Rocking Hall Shooting Hut, Rocking Moor, Thruscross, North Yorkshire 
Building recording of an 18th century structure and its landscape setting 
In November 2010 a drawn and photographic record was made of Rocking Hall Shooting Hut (NGR SE 1102 
5785), an isolated structure occupying an elevated position on the Bolton Abbey Estate, prior to its refurbish-
ment for the provision of refreshments during grouse shoots (Dennison and Richardson 2011c). This record was 
supplemented by a further survey undertaken in 2011 during conservation works, including a more detailed con-
sideration of the landscape setting of the hut (Richardson and Dennison 2011). 

At first glance, Rocking Hall appears to be an early (and possibly very early) surviving example of a pur-
pose-built shooting hut on a large country estate. It has a tripartite rectangular plan, essentially comprising a 
larger central cell with north and south wings, and is of a single storey (Fig. 8). Its broadly Palladian design may 
have been either directly derived from or be closely influenced by the work of William Kent (albeit with the in-
troduction of Rustic elements), and it draws on elements 
of other building types of this period, such as gate lodges 
and summerhouses. A second building stands nearby to 
the rear (west), and between the two is a large ‘rocking’ 
stone (Fig. 9). Both buildings and the stone are set within 
a dry stone walled enclosure, c.100m square. There are 
several lines of grouse butts of various dates in the vicini-
ty. 

Figure 8 Rocking Hall Shooting Hut front elevation. 
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Rocking Hall is reputed to have been built in 1758 (Done and Muir 2001, 205). However, a curious undated 
illustration entitled ‘Roggan Hall’ (Bogg 1904, 41) depicts the building as a rather squat, sub-square tower, with 
a projecting low parapet surmounted by a low pyramidal roof topped by a ball finial. The accuracy of this repre-
sentation had previously been doubted, but structural evidence exposed during the renovation works appeared to 
confirm that it was a realistic depiction, the central cell of the existing shooting hut preserving part of the tower’s 
plan. Internally, there was a central fireplace in the west wall of the tower, flanked by flat-headed cupboards or 
niches, and a shallow vaulted ceiling over rising into the pyramidal roof space. 

Figure 9 ‘Rocking’ stone between the two buildings at 
Rocking Hall Shooting Hut. 

On balance, the surviving elements and the sketch 
suggest an early 18th century date for the tower, perhaps 
not long after c.1700. There is no clear evidence to indi-
cate either that the tower fulfilled a purpose associated 
with earlier hunting, or that there was earlier settlement 
here, and its folly-like aspects suggest that it formed part 
of the creation of landscapes for pleasure and recreation 
on the Bolton Abbey estate; the proximity of the adjacent 
rocking stone must also surely be significant in this re-
gard. It is difficult to draw exact parallels, but some com-

parison might be offered by the tower built on the summit of How Hill, near Fountains Abbey, in North York-
shire (Dennison and Richardson 2007). This was also a tower-like structure, much grander than Rocking Hall, 
but with a pyramidal roof, and it formed the focus of the canal in the Aislabie’s gardens at Studley Royal. 

At a later date, probably in the mid-19th century, the earlier structure at Rocking Hall was converted into a 
shooting hut. As has already been noted, the hut’s form draws on other contemporary building types (for exam-
ple, the gate lodge), possibly because there was a lack of a firm model of quite what a shooting hut should be at 
this date. However, Rocking Hall might equally have been given this form because of its placement within a 
well-established estate by an owner who wished, and had the means, to display his knowledge of fashionable 
architectural tastes. The shooting hut is very much in the tradition of 18th century follies, and this comparison 
might well be pursued further in the original approach to the hut within the surrounding enclosure. From the east, 
the entrance track is precisely aligned on the centre of Rocking Hall, meaning that the adjacent building to the 
rear (west) is virtually hidden behind it. Despite being previously described as a 17th century farmhouse, this 
building appears to be a broadly contemporary mid-18th century structure, and may have served partly as sta-
bles, temporary accommodation for staff and/or a watching post to guard against poachers. 
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Abstract 
This article is a selective summary of a project undertaken by Upper Wharfedale Heritage Group investigating 
the archaeology and history of a former cotton mill, with associated hamlet, on the fringes of the Dales uplands. 
Whitfield Syke Mill is situated at Embsay, near Skipton in North Yorkshire. Built in 1795, it was typical of small 
rural mills throughout the late 18th and 19th centuries in the Yorkshire Dales. The study included topographical, 
geophysical, botanical and documentary research to provide a history of the site from the medieval period to the 
early 20th century. A range of aspects were examined such as: the changing character of dry stone walls over 
the centuries; buildings history; impact of human activity and natural events on the landscape; socio-economic 
history; and conservation proposals. The result is a surprisingly complex history of a small site within a chang-
ing landscape. 

Introduction 
On the northern shore of Embsay Reservoir, near Skipton, stands an old building which is sadly neglected and in 
a state of decay (Fig. 1). It is surrounded by grass-covered mounds of rubble, and the occasional remains of mor-
tared walls. A silted-up pond stands to one side and behind the building stands a wall which divides Yorkshire 
Water land from the moors of the Bolton Abbey Estate. Set within this wall can be seen blocked up windows and 
other signs that once a row of cottages was built into it. On the moorland directly behind the wall are more curi-
ous earthworks surrounding a series of large ponds. 

The Historic Environment Record enters this as the site of a former cotton mill, known as Whitfield Syke 
(SMR YDNPA05-MYD27251). Situated 1.5km north of the village of Embsay, 3km north-east of Skipton in 
North Yorkshire, it lies at the foot of Embsay Moor which is a part of the larger Barden Moor, immediately to 
the south of Washfold Hill and Stoneycliff Bottom, centred on NGR SD 99747 54808. Both the moor and the 
land surrounding the reservoir are open to public access and popular with walkers. Little was known about it 
except that it was built in the late 18th century and was burnt down in 1837: the latter ‘fact’ is not supported by 
any evidence and probably results from confusion with a neighbouring mill. 
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Figure 1 Whitfield Syke Mill site, 2012. 

The Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority proposed that members of the Upper Wharfedale Heritage 
Group (UWHG) undertake an investigation of the site to see if anything further could be discovered about the 
history of the mill. The construction of Embsay Reservoir (between 1904 and 1910) had previously been ex-
haustively investigated by a local group as a Millennium Project (Butler et al. 1999a; 1999b; 1999c), but this had 
focused on the mill site after 1900 when construction of the reservoir had involved the demolition of the aban-
doned mill. 

UWHG’s work on the site included: a desk-based historical study; a topographical survey; a geophysical sur-
vey; a survey of the field walls of the area; and a botanical census of wild flowers over a twelve month period. 
This article is a selective summary of some of the outcomes of that study, with particular reference to the land-
scape history, changing layout of the mill, the water management systems and the significance of the only stand-
ing building left on the site, now known as the Mission Building. 

Thematic Surveys and Results 
Archaeological Survey 

A gazetteer of visible features on the mill site, on both sides of the moor boundary wall, was compiled using 
hand-held GPS units. These features were individually numbered and recorded in field notes and topographical 
plans, and where appropriate, photographs and sketches. The topographical survey encompassed all remaining 
traces of the mill complex, including the row of cottages and their gardens, five water storage ponds, a network 
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Figure 2 Whitfield Syke Mill site: topographic survey plan. 

of water channels and associated natural streams. Fortuitously, maintenance work at the reservoir resulted in the 
temporary lowering of the water level, revealing much more of the mill site than can normally be seen. Features 
thus revealed included the possible site of the chimney, wall foundations, patches of asphalt and concrete, pipes, 
valves, clinker and ash deposits. A scatter of finds along this shoreline included pottery sherds, nails and frag-
ments of glass bottles, probably associated with the mill workers and the reservoir navvies. 

Twenty fixed reference points were established by differential GPS, using two Thales ProMark 3 receivers, 
to OS National Grid references to within 0.1m. These were used to construct a series of tape baselines for tape 
offset and triangulation. Where the landscape made this method impractical, the survey was supplemented by 
plans produced using a self-reducing alidade. The moor to the north of the boundary wall was planned at a scale 
of 1:500. A more detailed plan was produced for the main mill complex at a scale of 1:200 (Fig. 2). Since the 
survey area is on a considerable slope, a profile of the hillside was also produced using a Satmap Active 10. 
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It soon became clear that the site had been severely disturbed, much of the archaeology despoiled by 20th 
century human activity and natural events. A huge flood in 1908 (Craven Herald 1908), for instance, had swept 
down the moor, across the mill site, and down into the village, and even further south into the town of Skipton, 
causing large-scale destruction on the way. One of the mill ponds was used as a large tip when the detritus of the 
flood was cleared away. The construction of the reservoir between 1904 and 1910 had resulted in large-scale 
demolition and the creation of mounds of rubble still scattered across the main mill site on the south side of the 
boundary wall. Later, the creation of footpaths further damaged some of the archaeology of the site, and only last 
summer one of the last remnants of an 18th century enclosure wall was demolished as part of improvements to a 
footpath. As a result it was difficult to delineate the exact position of all the historic features. However a particu-
larly dry summer temporarily revealed some very useful parch marks, clearly defining the outline of the workers’ 
cottages. 

The topographical survey revealed a system of water channels and ponds more complex than anticipated. 
Four mill ponds on the moor and one to the south of the boundary wall, adjacent to the mill site itself, were 
linked by a complex network of streams and channels, some of which are now blocked by flood and building 
debris, or silting up through disuse. In addition, the survey identified a number of pits of varying size which may 
indicate the deliberate removal of large boulders: there are several quarries higher up on the moor, some proba-
bly dating back to the medieval period. One much larger oval hollow, cut back into the slope, with an entrance at 
its lower end and up-cast around the sides (Fig. 2, F) is suggestive of a kiln structure, possibly for the production 
of potash by burning bracken. A geo-physical survey was carried out on a sample area within the main mill site 
by a University of Bradford Masters student. Despite noise from demolition rubble, this survey confirmed the 
findings of the topographical survey. 

Botanical Survey 

A botanical survey of the area was carried out by UWHG over the course of a year. The survey demonstrated the 
impact of human activity upon the local landscape, the industrial mill site and disruption of natural water courses 
creating a large number of distinct plant communities, clearly distinguishable from the less disturbed areas sur-
rounding the site. 

Documentary Research 

Initially, it appeared that very few relevant documentary sources would be found. However, a surprising amount 
of information was eventually gathered using census returns, insurance documents, a Factory Commission report 
of 1833 and newspaper accounts. Spreading the net wider, the documentary working group was able to extend 
the history of the site to include not just the cotton mill, but also the earlier history of the site itself. The Tithe 
Award map, an enclosure map and court baron records in the Duke of Devonshire’s archives at Chatsworth 
House revealed a rich history relating to the changing land use and management of the area before the mill was 
built. Attention was also increasingly focused on the only building still standing on the site. Built as a warehouse 
for the cotton mill, it had later been used as accommodation for early ‘health tourists’, offices and stores for res-
ervoir contractors, a chapel and reading room for the reservoir navvies, a meeting room for local Methodists, and 
a fishermen’s shelter (Butler et al. 1999a–c; Craven Herald 1906a; 1906b; 1907; 1908). The connection with the 
Navvy Mission Society, which was very active here during the reservoir construction, was to become an im-
portant element in assessing the historical significance of the site. 

Landscape History 

As part of a wider survey to characterise and date stone walls and related features in the immediate vicinity of 
the mill site, a close investigation of the boundary wall which now separates Barden Moor from Yorkshire Wa-
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ter’s land around Embsay Reservoir, took the history of the site back to the medieval period. Although much re-
built, it shows signs of being first built before 1350 (e.g. orthostats, a boundary ditch on the moorside, occasional 
flat, overhanging cover stones). It is probable that this wall was established by Bolton Priory as the monastery 
was founded at Embsay in 1120 before it was moved in 1155 to its present site at Bolton Abbey, near Barden 
(Kershaw 1973). 

From being part of the monastic estates of Bolton Priory the parish became the property of the Clifford fami-
ly after the Dissolution, and later the Dukes of Devonshire. To the north of the village settlement, a large area of 
land, known as Embsay Pasture (between Pasture Road and the parish’s northern boundary, which runs through 
the middle of Barden Moor), was managed as stinted common land1. The moor to the north of the Pasture was 
also common land, serving as a vital source of natural resources—peat, turf, bracken, stone—as well as summer 
grazing. Both the moorside and the Pasture were managed by a manorial court of lord’s tenants until at least 
1757 (Devonshire MS L/45/29). In 1760 the last of a series of piecemeal private enclosures finally ended the 
ancient system of stinted grazing in Embsay (YAS DD104). Many of the walls which can be seen today around 
the fields surrounding the reservoir date from these private enclosures. 

The Whitfield Syke Mill 
The enclosure of the last piece of the common of Embsay Pasture paved the way for private enterprise in the 
form of the establishment of a cotton mill by two local farmers who jumped on the band wagon of the burgeon-
ing textile industry of the Yorkshire Dales. The mill was built in 1795 on the northern edge of the former Pas-
ture, on the south side of the moor boundary wall. 

As one of seven mills (six cotton spinning mills and a spindle factory) in the parish of Embsay with Eastby, it 
was one of the earliest water-powered cotton spinning mills in the West Riding of Yorkshire. A three storey 
building, it quickly became surrounded by ancillary buildings, including a row of workers’ cottages, and under-
went at least two phases of extension and re-building, until it ceased operations in the 1870s. After 20 years of 
neglect the former mill was renovated as an early holiday resort for city folk from Manchester and Bradford, 
until it was demolished between 1904 and 1910 to make way for the reservoir (Butler et al. 1999c). 

 

Figure 3 Whitfield Syke Mill site: development of the mill site. 

                                                      
1 Whereby manorial tenants were permitted to graze a certain number of animals depending on the size of their holding. 
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Figure 4 Whitfield Syke Mill site: plan of the water management system. 

The Changing Layout of the Mill Buildings 
By combining the results of the topographical field survey with measurements and descriptions taken from con-
temporary newspaper sale advertisements and maps it was possible to make informed speculations about the 
development of the mill site as it expanded through the early 19th century (Fig. 3). An early sale advertisement 
in a newspaper (Leeds Mercury 1809) described the mill as measuring 46 by 28 feet (14m by 8.5m), and operat-
ed by a water-wheel 18 feet (5.5m) in diameter. The property also included five workers’ cottages, a stable, hay 
loft and gardens. By 1838 the mill had expanded into two buildings, the original one (‘Higher Mill’) and the 
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newer ‘Lower Mill’ (Leeds Mercury 1838). Ten years later a crude plan of the mill was included in the Tithe 
Award map (Skipton Library Archive SK:1230). Although much simplified, and probably not drawn to scale, 
this clearly shows the main buildings, the cottages and two of the mill ponds, one on either side of the moor 
boundary wall. A few years later the 1851 Ordnance Survey map suggests the main mill building has been al-
tered, creating an L-shaped layout. When the mill was sold in 1861 (Leeds Mercury 1861), a dramatic increase in 
the number of spinning mules implies that the building was extended between 1838 and 1861 to accommodate 
the extra machinery that was required. 

There is a gap of over 50 years between the Tithe map and the next available plan. The OS map published in 
1909 shows the site as it was shortly before demolition began. The main mill building had changed significantly, 
with a detached chimney standing nearby as testament to the abandonment of water power. By combining the 
documentary evidence and topographical survey it was possible to identify at least three major phases of con-
struction. Significant evidence of these several phases of construction can still be seen on site. 

Water Management 
Four mill ponds can be seen on the 1851 Ordnance Survey map (three of them on the moor side), but this does 
not convey the full picture. The complexity of the system of channels and mill ponds as revealed by the topo-
graphical survey was surprising and puzzling. Documentary research provided an explanation for this. 

The most obvious source of water would have been the fast-flowing Embsay Moor Beck which today flows 
into the reservoir to the west of the Whitfield site. However the water rights to this beck were already taken by 
other mills lower down the valley. Whitfield Syke mill therefore had to find an alternative water supply (Fig. 4). 
Despite repeated claims in sales advertisements that the mill had a constant and sufficient supply of water, the 
archaeological evidence tells a different story. It is clear that water was being channelled from as many sources 
as possible, and held in a number of ponds which were not built simultaneously in a co-ordinated planned sys-
tem, but rather as ad hoc responses to water shortages over several decades. 

Documentary evidence has supported this interpretation. In an interview in 1833 of the mill owner by the 
Factory Commissioners for the North-Eastern District the mill owner confessed that the piece workers could not 
rely on the mill for steady wages all year round, being heavily dependent upon the availability of water to power 
the mill. Work could only begin each day “if we have water”, and in “summer and winter we invariably stop at 
any hour; for you must think we cannot run without a propelling power.” Nevertheless the mill was expanding. 
When it was put up for sale again (Leeds Mercury 1838) not only did it have two buildings, but also a second, 
recently installed, water wheel. At 30 feet in diameter it was much larger than the old wheel (18 feet diameter). 
By now the mill had five dams and 54 feet of fall of water “which might be increased at a small expense.” 

These five dams had entailed encroaching onto the moor to the north of the mill. On payment of an en-
croachment fee to the Duke of Devonshire’s estate, the mill owners had built extra mill ponds in an attempt to 
secure a steady water supply. In 1857 this led to conflict with local farmers who regarded this as an invasion of 
their common lands. One of them took the law into his own hands and destroyed the banks of one of the mill 
ponds hoping to make his point before 20 years of use established the mill rights to permanent use of the disput-
ed land and water. Despite an undignified scuffle with a representative of the mill, his claims to have the case 
heard in a civil rather than criminal court were upheld. The issue of ancient common rights against private enter-
prise remained the focus of the case. It is clear that this incident was the culmination of long standing problems 
with water supplies. The situation was exacerbated by competition from larger urban mills, and then the cotton 
famine of the 1860s, caused by the disruption of raw cotton supplies due to the American Civil War. 

The mill was sold in 1861, the sale advertisement stressing that the mill was still a good investment as it had 
new machinery, steam and gas power (the latter probably for lighting). The water wheel is described as “first-
class” but “not used at present”, which implies it was still maintained or had only recently been abandoned in  
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Figure 5 Whitfield Syke Mill site: aerial photograph of the site. © Robert White, Yorkshire Dales National Park 
Authority. 

favour of the new engines (Leeds Mercury 1861). Having apparently overcome the issue of water shortages, the 
mill continued to operate for another 15 years or so, until it closed down in the mid-1870s, probably due to the 
costs of obtaining fuel for the new engines, as competing mills in Skipton took advantage of coal brought direct-
ly to them on the Leeds–Liverpool canal. Whitfield Syke’s more remote location added to the impracticality of 
obtaining cheap fuel. The impact of the series of efforts to channel and store sufficient water to power the mill 
has created a highly distinctive landscape around the mill site, particularly on the fringes of Embsay Moor (Fig. 
5). 

The Mission Building 

The most distinctive feature of the site today is the single stone building standing near the reservoir’s edge. This 
is the former cotton warehouse which survived several demolition phases across the mill complex (Fig. 6). After 
a short period as a health resort, the former cotton mill had been sold to the local council to make way for the 
construction of Embsay reservoir. Work began in 1904 as some of the buildings were demolished. The main mill 
building was retained as dormitories for the navvies, and the old cottages kept as offices and accommodation for 
contractors. The mounds of demolition rubble can still be seen today as grass covered knolls along the shores of 
the reservoir. Part of a garden drive can also be found hidden in the grass. This is the last remnant of Miss Tat-
tersall’s front garden from where she used to sell teas and light refreshments to the health tourists. 
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Figure 6 Whitfield Syke Mill site: 
Mission building, 2012. 

Miss Tattersall continued to live 
here during the reservoir construction, 
and took a great deal of interest in sup-
porting the charitable efforts of the 
Navvy Mission Society, who set up a 
meeting room in the former mill ware-
house. Founded in 1877 by the Rev 
Louis Moule Evans and the formidable 
Mrs Elizabeth Garnett, this Society 
provided a wide range of essential wel-
fare services to the socially outcast 
itinerant navvy community as they 

built reservoirs, tunnels and railways across late Victorian and Edwardian England. The Society established soup 
kitchens, literacy classes, Bible classes, Sunday services, clothing, pension and sickness schemes, and even tea 
parties for the navvies’ families. Now largely forgotten, the Society was a fine example of a late Victorian and 
Edwardian philanthropic movement. The Society became part of the Industrial Christian Fellowship in 1919. 

At each construction site they attended, they established a mission using whatever hut or shack was available. 
Due to the temporary nature of these buildings none has survived (Rev P. Jump pers. comm., Industrial Christian 
Fellowship, 2011). The former cotton mill warehouse at Embsay is therefore England’s last physical link to the 
Navvy Mission Society that is still standing. Sadly, it is now a neglected building, surrounded by a wire fence 
and ‘Keep out’ notices. It is too dangerous to enter due to its state of decay, and its future looks bleak. A student 
of Environment Conservation at the Ironbridge Institute drew up a proposal for a Conservation Management 
Plan for the Whitfield site, and her suggestions for conservation management have been included in the final 
report published by UWHG. 

Conclusion 
What started as a simple investigation of a small, apparently short-lived and insignificant cotton mill, has devel-
oped into a much broader study, encompassing themes such as: 

 Yorkshire Dales textile industry; 
 Monastic history; 
 Medieval land management; 
 Landscape history; 
 The feasibility of dating  dry stone walls; 
 Changing patterns of land ownership; 
 Increasing conflict between common rights and private enterprise; 
 Socio-economic history of a parish; 
 Victorian philanthropy; 
 The itinerant communities of navvies; 
 Development of early domestic tourism; 
 Impact of human activity on botanical communities. 
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The little building on the site can no longer be largely ignored. Not only does is it serve as a reminder that a large 
number of small, rural textile mills were once very common across the Yorkshire Dales, but it is also important 
in its own right, as the last extant physical link to the extraordinary work of Elizabeth Garnett and the Navvy 
Mission Society. This rapidly deteriorating building certainly deserves more attention. 

The various aspects of the survey of the Whitfield Syke Mill and its environs have greatly enhanced 
knowledge of the landscape history of an area which lays on the fringes of the Dales uplands. It is hoped that the 
information gathered in the course of the project will be used to determine the future management and conserva-
tion strategies of this interesting and historic site. 

Archives 
A full report on the archaeological and botanical surveys and the history of Whitfield Syke Mill has recently been published 
(UWHG 2012). 
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These notes report on recent dating evidence for the vicus area of the Roman fort at Slack near Huddersfield. This site has 
been excavated by the Huddersfield and District Archaeological Society (HDAS) in 2007, 2008 and 2010 under the director-
ship of Barry Hobson. Radiocarbon dating of wood from a water conduit and the analysis of pottery, including that from B.R. 
Hartley’s 1960s excavations, have extended evidence for activity outside the fort until the late 3rd or early 4th century AD. 

Introduction 
Until recently it has been accepted by most authorities (e.g. Bidwell and Hodgson 2009; Richmond 1925) that the involve-
ment of the Roman army with the fort at Slack near Huddersfield (NGR SE 084 175) ended at about AD 120 and not later 
than AD 140. These assumptions were based largely on the pottery previously recovered from within the fort which spanned 
the late 1st and early 2nd centuries (Hunter et al. 1967) and the historical records of the Roman army’s move northwards to 
Hadrian’s Wall and beyond (Bidwell and Hodgson 2009). However, recent exploratory excavations by HDAS uncovered a 
complex of conduits designed for carrying fresh water supplies to the vicus area north of the fort and heading directly towards 
the fort1 This work was prompted by earlier geophysical studies undertaken jointly with Bradford University and the 
knowledge that the field chosen had not previously been investigated nor had it been disturbed by the construction of the 
M62 motorway (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1 A representation of Slack Roman fort 
on the modern landscape by Granville Clay of 
HDAS. The M62 motorway is on the right and the 
vicus excavation site is indicated. North is to-
wards the bottom right corner. 
HDAS reconstruction based on © Google Earth; Infoterra Ltd & 
Bluesky. 
  

                                                      
1 Unfortunately these remains are now covered by the local golf club house and car park. 
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Figure 2 Junction point in one of the water supply 
conduits which is believed to have served the vicus 
and probably the fort if it was in use in the 2nd and 
3rd centuries AD. 

Results 
The competent construction of the conduits in stone 
(Fig. 2) with overlapping capping stones sealed 
with clay and their direction from a spring line to-
wards the fort suggest a military design and use 
reminiscent of structures seen in Austria between 
Mauer and Atzgersdorf and also at Laab and in the 
Lainzerstrasse (Barkoczy 1978). Importantly, parts 
of the conduit were floored with wooden planking 
that has been radiocarbon dated to Cal AD 133 to 
Cal AD 345 (SUERC-16080 GU-15880 1775±35 
BP)2. This therefore implies a later date than the 
previous estimates. 

This late date is supported by pottery recovered 
from the same excavations. An unpublished study 
by Griffiths (2011a) has identified a large propor-
tion of material especially the black-burnished 
wares which date to the later 2nd and early 3rd 
centuries AD. The presence of Cream ware pottery, 
mainly Crambeck and Aldborough White wares 
dating from the 3rd to the end of the 4th centuries 
AD, suggests even later occupation at Slack. This 
has prompted a re-examination of the pottery finds excavated by B.R. Hartley in 1968–69, again from the vicus area, but not 
yet published. These artefacts are now in the custody of HDAS and have been found to include a large proportion of chrono-
logically diagnostic pottery manufactured during the second half of the 2nd century AD which seems to support the late date. 
The Hartley collection also contains a small amount of the North Yorkshire Cream wares dating into the 3rd and possibly 4th 
centuries (Griffiths 2011b). 

Discussion 
This new evidence suggests continuing Roman or Romano-British presence in the vicus after the Roman frontier moved 
north to Hadrian's Wall and beyond, and that there was a continued importance of the Chester to York Roman road. This 
could also put into context the late dating of the Roman altar found at Greetland, some 4km north of Slack fort. The inscrip-
tion [RIB 6273] is dated to AD 208 which may be contemporaneous with the now lost altar to Fortunae found by the Slack 
fort bath-house. The inscription [RIB 624] for this survives and its dedication by a centurion of the Legio VI Victrix (the Sixth 
Legion) cannot be earlier than AD 122 when this legion moved to York from the continent. The Sixth Legion returned from 
supporting Albinus on the Continent in his attempt to challenge Severus as Emperor in AD 197 and re-established itself at 
York (Salway 1993). Thus, as the Sixth Legion’s main early task was the construction of Hadrian’s Wall, and as other mili-
tary units were moved north for this work, it seems unlikely that the legion would have been at Slack at this time. What is 

                                                      
2  SUERC (2007). The calibration was undertaken using OxCal v3.10 (Bronk Ramsey 2005) using atmospheric data from Reimer, et al. 

(2004). 
3 RIB references in this article relate to Collingwood and Wright (1965). 
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more probable is that detachments of the legion were active during the late 2nd and early 3rd century while re-establishing 
military control of York and the Pennine area. 

The presence of these two altars may also be associated with a third undated Roman altar found in 1882 at Lower Gate, 
Longwood about 4km south-east of the Slack fort (Richmond 1925). This altar [RIB 623] is dedicated to the same deity of 
Brigantia as the Greetland altar. On the basis of these the late Professor Richmond suggested that there may have been a 
settlement of Roman army veterans in the Calder basin in the 2nd and later centuries (Richmond 1955). Their significance is 
that these apparently isolated altars may have marked boundaries for such special districts. 

Conclusion 
The authors believe that the new dates and pottery from the excavation and other contextual information indicate continued 
activity in the vicus to a much later date than previously thought and seem to imply extended use of the military way between 
Chester and York. HDAS intend to fully publish the findings of the excavations together with a review of the Hartley excava-
tions in due course. 
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Radiocarbon determinations are particularly important in providing chronological reference points for this project. A com-
plex multi-period landscape is being investigated by the annual Dales Heritage Field School, which provides practical expe-
rience for students and members of the public. The dates obtained so far are presented in detail and issues of context and 
calibration are briefly discussed. The results indicate occupation from the Late Prehistoric to Early Medieval periods. 

Introduction 
The documentary and field name evidence for the study area on the edge of Kilnsey township is considered in Martlew 
(2010). Following detailed earthwork survey over a large area to the West of the River Wharfe (Martlew 2011, fig. 7.8), geo-
physical survey and excavation are being used to investigate some of the specific questions that have been raised. In particu-
lar, the earthwork evidence in this area can only suggest a relative chronology within very broad categories, and there are at 
present few analogous areas locally where an absolute chronology has been established in any detail. Radiocarbon dating 
may be able to provide specific chronological reference points, but the technique is not without its problems in an upland 
rural area such as this. The thin soils and stony deposits often make the identification of sealed contexts extremely difficult, 
and the shape of the calibration curve across the BC/AD transition can reduce precision as shown in detail in Table 1. 

Table 1 Radiocarbon dates from the Chapel House Wood landscape project, demonstrating the effects of flattening and  
‘wiggles’ on the calibration curve. Calibration using OxCal v4.17 (Bronk Ramsey 2010). 

  

Sample No. Lab No. Sample Radiocarbon age 
measurement BP 

Calibrated 
radiocarbon date 

Probability 

1 SUERC-36383 Heather charcoal 2115±30 BP 
200 to 50 Cal BC 93.1% 

340 to 330 Cal BC 2.3% 

2 Wk22989 Animal bone 2066±32 BP 180 Cal BC to Cal AD 10 95.4% 

3 SUERC-37452 Animal bone 1955±30 BP 40 Cal BC to Cal AD 90 88.8% 
Cal AD 100 to 120 6.6% 

4 Wk27961 Animal bone 1798±30 BP Cal AD 130 to 270 81% 
Cal AD 280 to 330 14.4% 

5 SUERC-37453 Human bone 1345±30 BP Cal AD 640 to 717 85.4% 
Cal AD 740 to 770 10.0% 
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Figure 1 A setting of small stones on a platform within the main settlement area at Chapel House Wood. A single worn cow 
molar was found in the bottom of this feature, giving date 4 in Table 1. 

Results 
The radiocarbon dates obtained so far from the Chapel House Wood project indicate the establishment of elements of the 
main settlement in the Late Pre-Roman Iron Age (Table 1, 1 and 2). These dates are associated with the construction and use 
(respectively) of a platform that was terraced into the hillside, the first date being convincingly sealed by subsequent deposits. 

A slightly later date from these deposits (Table 1, 3) suggests continuing occupation into the early 2nd century AD. The 
latest date so far obtained from this particular site is calibrated to a very broad second to early 4th century AD range (Table 1, 
4). It was obtained from a cow molar which had been carefully placed beneath a small setting of stones (Fig. 1), but beyond 
that the stratigraphic evidence is actually not very helpful. The feature is perhaps most likely to have been associated with the 
abandonment of this part of the settlement, on the purely pragmatic basis that unless it was completely covered by floor de-
posits (which were not apparent during excavation), any activity in the area would soon have damaged the careful arrange-
ment. There is a growing body of evidence from this site for the deliberate and thorough decommissioning of the platforms 
and the structures on them, rather than passive abandonment followed by natural regeneration, and this small setting may be 
part of such a process. The widely visible earthwork sites of the Yorkshire Dales represent only final phases of activity, and it 
is possible that the last actions on a site may have deliberately removed or modified structural evidence relating to its actual 
use. 

The latest date obtained up to this point in the Chapel House Wood project relates to a different site that so far appears to 
be unique in the Yorkshire Dales, and which stands in isolation from the neighbouring earthworks of field banks and lynch-
ets. Its construction suggests a prehistoric form of ritual site known from other parts of the country: a stone-lined hollow 
within a low penannular bank, surrounding a large earth-fast boulder. Human remains from the site are currently being ana-
lysed, and the late radiocarbon date (Table 1, 5) may well belong to an intrusive burial. It does however suggest an early 
medieval presence in the vicinity, and may be circumstantial evidence for occupation of the Chapel House Wood settlement 
around the time of the suggested annexation of Craven by Northumbria (Wood 1996). 

Conclusion 
Despite the complexities of calibration, radiocarbon dates are able to provide objective reference points for key elements in a 
multi-period landscape. This adds a degree of confidence to more detailed chronological interpretation, suggesting, for exam-
ple, that significant landscape changes in the Dales may pre-date the Roman conquest rather than being prompted by it. With-
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in its own limitations the judicious use of radiocarbon dating may allow greater definition within categories of evidence that 
can only be allocated to broad and vague date ranges by analogy. 
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JBAS has continued to engage in a wide range of projects throughout the various administrative areas of Yorkshire. The 
projects have ranged in size from small, developer-funded watching briefs thorough to the final phase of the Rapid Coastal 
Zone Assessment in North Yorkshire funded by English Heritage. Two of the projects undertaken are in the process of being 
submitted for full publication elsewhere and the detailed results of these and all of the projects summarised below can be 
found in the relevant county Historic Environment Records (HER). 

Rapid Coastal Zone Assessment (RCZA) Phase III: Whitby to Reighton 
The third and final phase of this project, conducted between April and December 2012, was to carry out a much more de-
tailed investigation of the most significant and threatened sites identified in the second phase. To this end the sites investigat-
ed fell into three categories: Military; Industrial and Ports/Harbours. The military sites investigated had previously been iden-
tified as being some of the last surviving examples of their types. In Robin Hoods Bay and Cayton Bay a total of four angled 
section posts were recorded in detail showing significant differences in their form and dates of construction. The first of the 
industrial sites investigated, a new discovery made during the second phase of the project, was that of a medieval watermill 
on the site of the Cayton Bay water treatment plant. The second industrial site was a further investigation in to the extent of 
the stone extraction around Filey Brigg. A field survey of the surviving historic features in both Whitby and Scarborough 
Harbours was undertaken. This recorded a wide range of surviving features including capstans, bollards, evidence for the 
different phases of pier construction, blocked dry docks, etc. in tandem with a study of the historical development of both 
harbours. Results of first two phases of the project are available on the English Heritage website†. 

Lodge, Scar House Reservoir, Nidderdale NGR SE 04893 77356 
The settlement of Lodge on the northern side of Scar House Reservoir in the Nidderdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB) was the subject of an initial archaeological survey and assessment in order to produce a base line of information 
about the condition, degree of survival and extent of the remaining buildings of the settlement. The survey was carried out 
largely in April 2012 as a community project working with Sally Childes of the AONB along with a number of volunteers 
from the AONB area who were given training in basic survey and recording techniques for historic buildings and archaeolog-
ical sites. The survey identified and recorded the four building complexes of the historic settlement along with a fifth com-
plex of a more recent origin. In addition to the recording of the buildings, a brief investigation was made into the surrounding 
landscape and an assessment of the cartographic record for the area. 

The results demonstrate that the remains of the settlement visible today are the final phase of at least 700 years of proba-
bly continuous occupation. The examination of the buildings recorded their evolution from the original longhouse form (with 
humans and animals almost cohabiting) through a series of additions and extensions driven by the increasing wealth of the 
owners and a corresponding increase in the numbers of livestock. Even in such a remote location, the desire to incorporate 
developments in architectural style can be seen in the major changes to one of the buildings in the late 19th century. Evidence 
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for the medieval occupation of the site is elusive but one potential location has been identified. A full report is available from 
the Nidderdale AONB† and it is hoped to return in 2013 for further investigations. 

Hopper Hill Road, Seamer, North Yorkshire NGR TA 0325 8292 
Excavation on the ground-works for a new highways depot at Hopper Hill in August 2011 recorded a series of features across 
the southern portion of the site, several of which were sited on the crest of a small knoll in the landscape. The chronology of 
the features reflected repeated visits and activity over a prolonged period of time. The earliest feature was a scatter of c.200 
struck flints which included tools and debitage and dated to the late Mesolithic. These flints appear to represent a short lived 
(possibly single) event of the latter stages of tool manufacture. Artefactual evidence for the Neolithic and Bronze Ages was 
represented by a background noise of struck flints including several scrapers and a fine early Neolithic leaf-shaped projectile 
point. A small hearth was radiocarbon dated to the Middle Bronze Age but unfortunately there were no other features associ-
ated with it. 

The most substantial features dated to the late Iron Age and consisted of two roundhouse drip trenches and three enclos-
ing ditches, probably associated with the roundhouses. A significant assemblage of later Iron Age pottery (1st century BC to 
1st century AD) was recovered from close to one of the roundhouses and within the drip trench of the other. The assemblage 
was domestic in nature, of at least relatively local manufacture, and represented parts of approximately 11 different vessels. 
Found alongside, or in close association, with the pottery were several large fragments of iron slag. Analysis of the slag con-
cluded that they were derived from the smelting process. Their presence on the site derives either from the occurrence of a 
background scatter of slag from a nearby smelting site or from material that has been brought to the site either accidentally or 
deliberately. Of importance is the absence of smithing slag, the lack of which is supported by the lack of hammerscale pre-
sent in the environmental samples. Post-excavation work was completed in 2012 and an account of this site will be published 
in Prehistoric Yorkshire 50, 2013†. 

Fountains Abbey Infirmary NGR SE 27572 68275 
An investigation into the cause of a series of holes appearing along the line of one of the culverts under the Infirmary was 
undertaken during October 2012 in order to try to determine the cause and extent of the situation and allow repair. The results 
of the excavation showed that the culvert appears to have collapsed due either to the action of demolition of the Infirmary 
above or to the weight of salvaged stone stockpiled over it. These activities could have occurred either at the time of Dissolu-
tion or during works in the 18th to 19th centuries. There do not appear to have been any contemporary attempts to recover the 
lost stonework. The remainder of the space in the culvert above and to the side of the collapsed material appears to have been 
filled with the non-reusable debris from the dismantling of the abbey buildings. This debris included: large amounts of 
moulded stone; fragments of plain and glazed ceramic floor tile; part-glazed ceramic roof tiles; part glazed brick; stone roof 
tiles; soot-blackened tiles from an edge-set tile hearth; butchered animal bone and oyster shells from food debris; and medie-
val and later pottery. 

Sherburn Primary School, Sherburn, North Yorkshire NGR SE 95864 77013 
An archaeological evaluation was undertaken on the site of a proposed extension to the school on behalf of Jacobs North 
Yorkshire. Excavation was carried out through March–April 2012 with additional trial work carried out during September–
October. The relatively small area investigated (10m²) demonstrated that there is significant survival of archaeological depos-
its. The earliest features were a series of ditches and gullies which dated from the late Iron Age (1st century BC). These were 
overlain by medieval plough soils (late 12th to 15th centuries) which in turn were sealed by a post-medieval/modern agricul-
tural soil. In total over two kilograms of Iron Age pottery were recovered along with similar amounts of a range of medieval 
pottery types. Further archaeological work is anticipated during the development. 

References† 
English Heritage Rapid Coastal Zone Assessment (RCZA): http://tinyurl.com/byuw9mq 
Nidderdale Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB): http://www.nidderdaleaonb.org.uk 
Prehistoric Yorkshire: annual bulletin of the Yorkshire Archaeological Society Prehistory Research Section. 
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While employed by the West Yorkshire Archaeology Advisory Service (WYAAS) much of my work focused on educational 
projects for primary schools. The aim of such projects is to give children a basic understanding of the principles of archaeol-
ogy and to demonstrate an evidence-based method of studying the past. This work has continued since leaving WYAAS. Three 
projects were undertaken in the academic year 2011–12 and a summary of each follows. 

Mariners Resource Centre, Leeds NGR SE 301 317 
This excavation formed part of the Inclusive Archaeology Project run by the Workers Educational Association and was fund-
ed by the National Lottery. The Project offered the opportunity of participating in archaeology to groups of adults who may 
otherwise feel themselves excluded from doing so. 

Accordingly, a two-term course was arranged for adults with server mobility problems from Mariners and Osmondthorpe 
Resource Centres in Leeds. As part of this course a 2m by 2m sondage was excavated in the grounds of the Mariners Re-
source Centre. The centre stands on the site of Victorian back-to-back housing and it was hoped that some trace of their 
foundations might be recovered. However, time constraints meant that the excavation progressed no further than the rubble 
layers levelling the site. Some of the finds recovered may relate to the Victorian street pattern. These included a number of 
squared stone blocks which may represent the road surface of the Victorian streets and a brick with the initials J & W. This is 
probably Johnson and Wroe, a firm based in Elland Road approximately half a mile from the site. 

Partners 
Mariners Resource Centre, Osmondthorpe Resource Centre, South Leeds Archaeology, Workers Educational Association 

Bank Lane, Upper Denby, West Yorkshire NGR SE 227 078 
Bank Lane at Upper Denby is a steep hollow way which was furnished with setts probably in the early 19th century. In recent 
years there has been soil slippage and the surface of the lane has been partly covered. As part of a larger project co-ordinated 
by John Hislop and funded by East Peak Industrial Heritage Support Programme, children from Denby First School cleared 
the overburden from a section of the road surface to expose the setts beneath. As a result, it was possible to see that the sur-
facing had been carried out in sections, possibly by different gangs of workmen, and that no attempt had been made to im-
pose a uniformity of construction technique along the length of the lane. The only finds that were recovered from the site 
were of modern glass and tin-glazed wares. They probably relate to manuring of the fields adjacent to the site. 

Partners 
Denby First School, South Leeds Archaeology, East Peak Industrial Heritage Support Programme 

Number of participating pupils: c.50 
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Park Crescent, Gildersome, West Yorkshire NGR SE 254 288 
As part of a long-term study of the history of the village, Mr M. Scott (deputy head teacher at Gildersome Primary School) 
identified a feature appearing on the 1850 Tithe Award Map (Map Ref: IR30_43_169 accessed through the Tracks in Time† 
website) as a circular pond with an island in the centre. This seemed to coincide with a curved depression in the grassed area 
at the centre of Park Crescent (Fig 1). In an attempt to confirm the identification a small-scale 6m by 1m excavation was 
carried out on the site. Time constraints meant only modern material was recovered from the site. However, the identification 
of the site as being that of the former pond was confirmed by a local resident who spoke to the excavators while the work was 
being carried out: she could remember the pond still being in existence before the present houses were built. The material 
encountered during the excavation therefore probably represents landscaping during work on the construction of the present 
Park Crescent. 

Partners 

Gildersome Primary School, South Leeds Archaeology 

Number of participating pupils: 26 

Discussion 
It can at first appear that the archaeological gain 
from such work is slight. At best it confirms what 
can be demonstrated more readily by documentary 
sources. However, this is missing the point. The aim 
of these projects has been to engage young people 
and vulnerable adults with the world of archaeology 
so that they may develop interests and skills which 
help to broaden their horizons. From this point of 
view the projects were entirely successful. All the 
participants would have been glad to do more practi-
cal work if more time had allowed. 

Sources of further information 

A detailed report of the work at Bank Lane is availa-
ble is available for download from the Heritage Edu-
cation website† and the reports for the other two 
projects will be available when they are completed. 
A video showing the archaeological work at the Mar-
iners Resource Centre† can be found on the WEA 
website.  

Figure 1 Gildersome Primary School Project. © D. Weldrake. 
Reproduced with permission of the school. 

 

References† 
Tracks in Time, the Leeds Tithe Map Project website: http://www.tracksintime.wyjs.org.uk 
WEA Inclusive Archaeology Education Project, Mariners Resource Centre video: http://tinyurl.com/bkjcrrf 
Dave Weldrake Heritage Education website: http://daveweldrake.wordpress.com 
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